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valued feedback along the way. We will make revisions as we continue to learn—
together—how best to fuel a new wave of housing and community options.
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FUELING HOUSING AND COMMUNITY OPTIONS FOR
ADULTS WITH AUTISM AND OTHER NEURODIVERSITIES

Just as housing and support options for seniors have diversified and
expanded over the past 50 years, individuals with autism and other
I/DD should also be able to access a variety of choices to meet their
broad spectrum of support needs and diverse lifestyle preferences.

Passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 30 years ago
empowered tremendous societal advances. With better access to
early intervention and educational support, people with disabilities are
increasingly included and valued, adding diversity to schools, workplaces
and communities.

A Place in the World: Fueling Housing and Community Options for Adults with Autism and
Other Neurodiversities focuses on the data and tools needed to create more places for
those in search of homes and a sense of community belonging— everywhere.

For this new decade and in those to follow, we must do more to integrate a
significant underrepresented, underserved and underestimated segment
of the population of people with disabilities: individuals with autism and
other intellectual and developmental disabilities (I/DD).
This new “inclusion generation” of neurodiverse children transitioning to adulthood is
the first to benefit from the billions of dollars invested in research, early identification
and intervention, as well as improved educational supports resulting from the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) era. Together with prior generations, most are
overwhelmingly supported in nearly every area of adult life by family members and aging
caregivers. Public planning and economic availability for current and future housing,
community engagement and long-term support service needs are tenuous, putting
ever-increasing numbers at risk of displacement from their communities into the “next
empty bed” or even homelessness.

Inspired by the vision of ensuring housing and community options are as bountiful for
people with autism and other neurodiversities as they are for everyone else, this report
is informed by a cross section of pioneering leaders within the disability community, as
well as expertise in real estate, community development and public policy.
Named after the 2016 PBS NewsHour series featuring Greater Phoenix as “the
most autism-friendly city in the world,” A Place in the World is the sister study to the
groundbreaking 2009 report, Opening Doors: A Discussion of Residential Options for
Adults Living with Autism and Related Disorders, the first-ever study to focus on the
housing challenges of adults with autism and other neurodiversities.
Arizona State University Watts College of Public Service and Community Solutions and
its Morrison Institute for Public Policy, the First Place Global Leadership Institute and
its Daniel Jordan Fiddle Foundation Center for Public Policy, Autism Housing Network
and sector leaders from across the U.S. and around the globe have united to take a
critical step toward advancing a marketplace of options while recognizing the historic
disconnect among prospective residents and their families, service providers, housing
developers and policy officials struggling to address demand based on vastly different
experiences and points of reference. (Refer to page 2 for a roster of Leadership Advisory
Board Members.)
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A Place in the World sets forth the foundational nomenclature for housing
and service delivery models that define market segments, inform best
practices and guiding principles, and help drive crucial partnerships that
address pressing needs.
This study aims to serve as the definitive, foundational resource for the housing industry, scholars,
direct service providers, policymakers, researchers and other stakeholders through:

We have designed A Place in the World as the go-to source for
realizing, researching and replicating housing solutions:
REALIZING
Individuals and their families can use the nomenclature to understand the range
of residential options available in language that works across states, as well as
articulate their preferences in their person-centered plan.

RESEARCHING
A UNIVERSAL
LANGUAGE
indispensable for innovation,
expansion of and investment in
supportive housing developments
throughout the U.S. and beyond.

SEGMENTATION
leading to a meaningful collection of
baseline and outcome data empowering
the tracking and sharing of impact and
economic realities, whether sourced
through public or private payers.

VALUABLE
CONNECTIONS

NOMENCLATURE

between housing developers and
technology providers with a better grasp
of the needs and nuances of the market
segments and who are responding with
solutions with a range of price points.

used as a tool in the facilitation of major
policy advancements based on datadriven outcomes versus ideology alone,
positioning this real estate segment
within a solid, varied portfolio of a
community’s residential offerings.

Policymakers and researchers can collect more precise data on demand, distinct
segments in more diverse settings, and corresponding and meaningful outcomes
extending beyond a diagnosis.

REPLICATING
This bridge-building nomenclature brings consumers together with the housing
industry recognizing both the demand and valued ingredient of inclusivity for
healthy, thriving housing markets, to the benefit of everyone. The nomenclature can
also be used for community preference surveys to give planners and developers
added insights into constituents’ needs, property characteristics, target markets
and attainable, responsive financial structures.
We encourage you to use this resource to inform your decisions and broaden
your marketplace perspectives on housing and community options for the
neurodiverse population.
Advancing a new wave of residential and community development is not
something any of us can do alone. But we can get it done together, marking this
point in history as the time we ignited a more hopeful generation of options so
that individuals with autism and other I/DD and their families can recognize that a
diagnosis need not stand in the way of friends, jobs, supportive communities and
homes of their own.
As always, stronger together in our collective quest to change the world,

Private, public, nonprofit or philanthropic leaders and fellow pioneers have produced A Place in
the World in a manner that transcends all sectors, using descriptive language defining features,
amenities, locations, price points and economic realities in terms understood by consumers,
developers, providers and funders. By aligning housing, long-term support services and
community supports expressed in terms better understood by those poised to deliver, we can
more effectively fuel a dynamic marketplace of options.

Denise D. Resnik

Desiree Kameka Galloway

Founder & President/CEO
First Place® AZ
firstplaceaz.org

Director
Autism Housing Network
autismhousingnetwork.org
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Leadership Advisory
Board

At Morrison Institute for Public Policy, a research center within
Arizona State University’s Watts College of Public Service and
Community Solutions, we combine academic rigor with the goal
of informing real community change.
That is why we were eager to collaborate with First Place AZ, the Autism Housing
Network and The Daniel Jordan Fiddle Foundation. A Place in the World: Fueling
Housing and Community Options for Adults with Autism and Other Neurodiversities is a
shining example of rigorous research informed by and in service to the community.
Morrison Institute collected and synthesized viewpoints and data to improve
our understanding of residential options for adults with autism and other
neurodiversities. This body of research—with input from members of the Leadership
Advisory Board representing public, private, nonprofit and philanthropic sectors—
provides information, tools and examples that housing developers, families and
individuals can use to expand the number and range of residential options.

The Leadership Advisory Board (LAB) is composed of international thought leaders who are
defining—and defying—barriers as they continue to explore various models to increase access to
supportive housing across the country and around the world. As industry professionals, LAB members
were selected based on their backgrounds in real estate, support services and/or community
development; representation of public, private, nonprofit and philanthropic sectors; and geographic
diversity with interests in urban, suburban and rural settings. They participated in A Place in the
World think tanks and served as sources for ASU’s Morrison Institute for Public Policy, the project
navigator for research and data collection, as well as assistance with report development. Several
LAB members and various independent reviewers also served as critical readers of the report.

Like many Morrison Institute projects, this was a team effort. Dr. Chrissie Bausch
was the lead author. She had outstanding support from our staff and leadership,
particularly Dr. Alison Cook-Davis, Dr. Melissa Kovacs and senior analyst Erica
Quintana, as well as student research assistants Audrey Cleaver, Pooja Paode, Alex
Tam and Hye Rin Yoon. We are grateful to Denise Resnik, Desiree Kameka Galloway
and their teams at the First Place Global Leadership Institute and the Autism
Housing Network for their collaboration and leadership, as well as to the interview
participants, representatives of the featured properties, Leadership Advisory Board
members and critical readers for their considerable input. This work would not have
been possible without the generous sponsorship of UnitedHealthcare Community
Plan, Phoenix Industrial Development Authority, the Arizona Community Foundation
and Bill and Alyssa Sunderland.
We hope this report promotes dialogue, facilitates further research and helps
aid the development of more housing solutions. We are proud to be part of this
important effort to help individuals with autism and other neurodiversities find their
place in the world.

Andrea Whitsett
Director
Morrison Institute for Public Policy
morrisoninstitute.asu.edu
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Introduction:

Part 1, Developing a New Generation of Housing Options, features tools
and examples for speaking the same language about current and future
residential options.

Expanding residential options for adults
with autism and other neurodiversities

Photo: First Place® AZ, Good Eye! Media

Nomenclature

Like everyone, people with autism and other
neurological differences seek to lead full
lives with relationships, pursuits, community
and choices. Housing plays an instrumental
role. However, many adults with neurological
differences struggle just to find information
about housing that meets their preferences and
support needs [1], [2], let alone housing itself.
Even when they find housing aligned with their
interests, it is too often financially unattainable
[3] or it is already fully occupied [2], [4], [5].

Housing
Market Guide

Promising
Practices

Worksheets

1. Nomenclature, or shared language for describing residential options in ways relevant to
the preferences and needs of adults with neurodiversities. Thematically organized with
clear definitions, the nomenclature can help developers and service providers understand
the range of residential preferences and needs among adults with neurodiversities
and articulate where they fit into this marketplace; assist individuals and their families
in identifying the housing and service options that are best for them; and enable data
collection and analysis that provides a clearer picture of supply and demand for housing
and services. Importantly, it can facilitate the development of evidence-based solutions for
residential options.
2. Housing Market Guide illustrating the nomenclature with a range of real properties serving
individuals with neurodiversities in creative ways.
3. Promising Practices featuring developers that have implemented innovative housing
development strategies for adults with neurodiversities and other special populations.

The fact that waitlists are typical for properties serving adults with autism and other neurological
differences is revealing about the extent of unmet housing demand. Millions of Americans have
autism, intellectual and developmental disability (I/DD) and/or other neurodiversities (hereafter
“adults with neurodiversities”) [6], [7]. The lack of appropriate and affordable residential options
requires many to live with parents or other relatives; some even experience institutionalization,
homelessness or incarceration [3], [8], [9].
More can be done to meet the housing demand of adults with neurodiversities and provide
options that reflect the range of preferences and support needs of these citizens. We refer to
the multiple ways that housing and support services can be aligned as residential options. The
supply and diversity of residential options have improved in recent years, thanks to efforts and
collaborations among private firms, philanthropic organizations, advocates, service providers,
policymakers, individuals and families (e.g., [10]–[13]).
The goal of A Place in the World: Fueling Housing and Community Options for Adults with Autism
and Other Neurodiversities is to inspire and inform more collaboration, innovation and action that
will expand residential options for adults with autism, other neurodiversities, as well as for other
special populations. It provides information, tools and examples that everyone—from developers
to individuals and their families—can use to continue to grow the number and diversity of
choices for housing and services.

4. Worksheets enabling stakeholders to apply the nomenclature to their own housing, project
and/or community (see Appendices).

Part 2, Public Policy, includes research findings by Pooja Paode, the 2019-20
Daniel Jordan Fiddle Foundation Fellow in Public Policy.
Paode examined current federal housing assistance programs for adults with I/DD and
assessed the extent to which they provide adequate assistance to meet housing demand
among this population [14]. In a second paper, she illustrated how existing data are insufficient
for describing residential needs of adults with autism and/or I/DD, and identifies data needed
to articulate housing demand for this growing population [15].

Part 3, Call to Action, outlines nine steps diverse stakeholders can take to
fuel the marketplace of residential options.
Expanding residential options for adults with autism and other neurodiversities will require
communication, collaboration, creativity and commitment across sectors and stakeholders.
A Place in the World is a resource for housing providers, service providers, policymakers,
investors, researchers, advocates and others seeking to ensure that individuals with autism
and other neurological differences find their place in the world.
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Part 1: Developing a New Generation of Housing Options
By Morrison Institute for Public Policy, First Place Global Leadership
Institute & Autism Housing Network

Adults with
Neurodiversities:
A growing market for housing and services

Millions of Americans
have autism and/
or Intellectual and
Developmental
Disabilities (I/DD).

The number of adults with neurodiversities
is unknown. The data in this map represents
only people with I/DD who are eligible for
Medicaid LTSS. A national prevalence study
would likely significantly increase the total
number in each state who would benefit
from supportive housing options.

A diversity of neurological differences
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a developmental
disorder typically diagnosed in early childhood. People
with autism often experience difficulties in three main
areas: social communication, impaired reciprocal social
interaction, and restricted, repetitive and stereotyped
behaviors or interests [109]. Many avoid eye contact and
lack interest in faces, as well as experience heightened
sensory sensitivity. Their cognitive abilities and skills
range from gifted to severely challenged. Some, but not
all, require support for activities of daily living, such as
personal care, meal preparation or transportation [16].

●An estimated 5.5 million
adults in the U.S. have autism
[6], nearly equivalent to the
population of Minnesota [21].

Number of Individuals with I/DD by State, 2016 [7].

160,400
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Neurodiversity is a term used to capture the broad
range of conditions and support needs associated with
neurological differences, including those with and without
I/DD [20].

157,500

48,200

275,700

74,800

45,600

69,000

Some people with neurological differences have
an intellectual or developmental disability (I/DD).
Developmental disabilities include chronic conditions
that can be cognitive and/or physical and appear before
age 22. They include impairments in physical, learning,
language or behavior areas [17]. Intellectual disabilities
are cognitive and typically appear by age 18. They include
limits to a person’s ability to learn and function in daily life
[18]. An estimated 33% of children with autism also have an
intellectual disability [19].
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An estimated 7.37 million people
in the U.S. have an intellectual
or developmental disability (I/
DD) [7], slightly greater than the
population of Arizona [21].

146,900

449,600

13,800

Autism is one of many neurological conditions. Other
examples include attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD), cerebral palsy, Down syndrome, dyslexia and
epilepsy.
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The population of
adults with autism
and/or Intellectual
and Developmental
Disabilities (I/DD)
is growing.
The proportion of children diagnosed
with autism has increased from 1 in 150
to 1 in 54 between 2000 and 2016 [22].

Approximately 50,000 young people with
autism exit high school each year [23].
These young people will need housing
and services over the course of their
lifespan. Thanks to medical advances
and improved living conditions, people
with I/DD are living longer, with a
life expectancy similar to that of the
general population [24].

About 75% of adults with I/DD
live with family members...
...and the majority do not receive formal services or
supports [25]. Family members often serve as unpaid
primary caregivers for their adult loved ones with I/DD [2].
Only 17% of adults with I/DD receive Medicaid funding
for Long-Term Support Services [7].

Photo: First Place® AZ, Good Eye! Media

The situation is similar among adults with autism. One study [26]
found that 49% lived in the home of a parent or relative, of whom:

40%

received no paid
in-home supports

27%

lived in group homes with up to
15 people who also had disabilities

10%

lived in an
independent home

8%

lived in an institution

Many adults with I/DD will
outlive their caregivers.

2030

●In 2017, 1.3 million people with I/DD lived with a
caregiver who is over age 60 [27].
Many parents and caregivers of adults with I/DD are
worried about what will happen to the person they
support when they can no longer do so [16], [28].

X2

People with disabilities
(including I/DD)
experience poverty at
twice the rate...
...of people who do not have disabilities [29].
This is tied to the fact that people with
disabilities achieve lower rates of education,
employment and financial independence,
and have more basic needs, such as home
health care, medications and assistive
technologies [30]. People with autism face
these challenges as well [26].
To pay for housing and other basic
expenses, many people with disabilities
depend on government programs, such
as Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
and rental assistance programs from the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD).
Even with these programs, it can be
extremely challenging to cover housing
costs.

1.2 million

641,860
2000
The number of adults with I/DD over
age 60 is projected to nearly double
between 2000 and 2030 [24].

In 2016
SSI program participation was

4.8 million
adults with disabilities
under the age of 65 [3].

Average annual income of a single
person receiving SSI payments was

$9,156

22% below the federal poverty level for a single
person and equivalent to 99% of the national
average rent for a studio apartment [3].

Median annual income for households
that receive rental assistance from
HUD’s three primary programs is

$13,500

approximately 25% below the federal poverty
level for an average-sized household [30], [31]..
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People with I/DD are
interested in a variety
of residential options.

In a national survey by The Arc [2],
people with I/DD and family members
of people with I/DD identified a variety
of dream homes:

62%

●dream of living
in own home
or apartment

14%

Supervised group home or
apartment

12%

Home of a family member

8%

Planned community or campus
where only people with I/DD live

1%

Host home

2%

Other

Photo: Glendale, AZ. Avi Waxman - Unsplash

More research is needed
to further understand
preferences for housing
and services [15].
For example, among those who select each of
these housing options, what are their support
needs? How many are young adults, middle
aged or seniors? What are their lifestyle and
service delivery preferences? Which physical
amenities and supportive amenities do they
associate with each type of housing? Which
funding options are available to them? This and
other information would help developers, service
providers, advocates and their collaborators
more effectively meet housing demand.
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Methods

Morrison Institute for Public Policy at Arizona State University was
brought on in fall 2019 to complete the next step of synthesizing relevant
concepts from the general housing market, federal programs for
housing and services, and housing for special populations that included
individuals with I/DD, HIV-AIDS and/or physical disabilities, as well as
seniors and veterans. This entailed the following:

Photo: First Place® AZ, Good Eye! Media

Methods
A Place in the World builds on the foundation
laid by the 2009 report Opening Doors: A
Discussion of Residential Options for Adults
Living with Autism and Related Disorders
[16], which identified best practices for built
environments for individuals with autism.

Following the publication of Opening Doors, the Autism Housing Network conducted
more than 100 site visits across the U.S. to determine the range and scope of existing
residential options for individuals with I/DD. Based on these visits, it developed
housing and community worksheets of core categories and concepts for personcentered residential options [32]. First Place AZ and the Autism Housing Network
convened a Leadership Advisory Board (LAB) and two think tanks over 2018-19 with
participation from more than 100 experts to discuss goals and additional concepts
needed to develop a shared nomenclature from the worksheets, and, ultimately, the
A Place in the World report. The goals of the report were established as follows:
•
•
•
•

Inclusive of diverse support needs
Compatible with federal definitions and programs
Intuitively usable for stakeholders
Goal-oriented to improve the supply, quality and choice of person-centered
residential options for individuals with neurodiversities and/or I/DD

Expert Interviews

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 14 experts from various perspectives
in industry, policy, research and disability advocacy, including family members of
people with autism, I/DD and other neurodiversities, and a self-advocate with autism.
These conversations informed concerns, information gaps, goals and strategies
related to housing and services from key perspectives. The interviews were also
essential sources for the Housing Market Guide and Promising Practices sections of
the report.

Literature Review

Secondary sources on housing, services and related federal programs were reviewed.
These included articles, reports and websites from industry, government, research
centers, nonprofit organizations and advocacy groups. Sources were recommended
by interviewees and LAB members, as well as identified via Google searches. Over 120
sources were reviewed. Key terms, concepts and/or definitions related to housing
and services were identified from each source and catalogued in a spreadsheet.

Synthesis

The results of the literature review were then synthesized into the nomenclature,
following the four guiding principles that emerged from think tank discussions (see
page 25). Select categories from the nomenclature were tested in April 2020 by
participants in the A Place in the World webinar. Feedback from this webinar was
used to revise the nomenclature for clarity and usability.

Critical Review

In summer 2020, LAB members reviewed the report for clarity, accuracy and relevance
in reference to the diverse stakeholders the report aims to reach. Their feedback is
incorporated in the final report.
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Nomenclature
A shared system of terms, or nomenclature, that describes existing and emerging
residential options for people with neurodiversities can be instrumental to building
the collaborations, policies, research and actual housing needed to meet the
population’s needs. Speaking the same language can facilitate communication
around market supply and demand, opportunities in real estate and financing,
gaps in information and policy, and innovation in design.
In service to this goal, we propose the A Place in the World nomenclature as a framework and
system of terms for articulating residential developments and preferences. This nomenclature
follows four guiding principles:

INCLUSIVE

Inclusive of all support needs

COMPATIBLE

Compatible with federal definitions and programs

4 GUIDING
PRINCIPLES

INTUITIVE

Intuitive usability for all stakeholders
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GOAL-ORIENTED

Goal-oriented to improve the supply, quality and
choice of person-centered residential options for
all individuals with neurodiversities and/or I/DD
so they may lead enriching lives
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This descriptive tool was developed
recognizing that the residential choices
available to people with neurodiversities
are largely shaped by government funding
for housing and services, which varies by
state.

While it does not cover state-level policies, the
nomenclature provides a general framework where
state and local funding sources and programs may
be inserted and/or compared. Similarly, the details
of design and construction were beyond the scope
of this effort, as was the decision process that
individuals and their families may undertake when
making choices for housing and services. Helpful
sources at this level of detail exist (e.g., [1], [16], [33]);
still, there are many unanswered questions about
residential development for the neurodiverse
housing market. It is our hope that the A Place in
the World nomenclature will provide a foundation
of shared language that can facilitate more
discussions, reports, toolkits and creative solutions
within and among stakeholders.
Throughout the nomenclature, the terms
“neurodiverse” and “neurodiversity” are used to
refer to individuals across the broad range of
conditions and support needs associated with
neurological differences, including those with and
without intellectual and developmental disabilities
(I/DD).
For details of how the nomenclature was developed,
see the Methods section (page 22).
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Table 1. Nomenclature framework

The nomenclature is organized into
three sections, each representing a key
element of residential development:
residents, properties and property
development (Table 1). Each section
contains categories and terms that
help articulate the section’s focal
element for the neurodiverse housing
market. Within categories, terms are
listed alphabetically or, if applicable,
by order of increasing scale or intensity.
Though the sections are distinct in the
nomenclature, they are thoroughly
interrelated.
For example, a housing development
for neurodiverse adults (residents) will
likely feature amenities that appeal to
that market and will adopt a payment
model that aligns with the affordability
goals and amenities offered at that
site
(property). The
developers
may have accessed land or applied
financial resources available only
for housing development for adults
with disabilities and/or low-income
residents (property development).
Thus, whether you are a developer, a
person with neurodiversity, a family
member, a financier, policymaker,
service provider, property manager,
researcher or other stakeholder, all
three sections of the nomenclature are
relevant to you.

Residents
Life goals
Support needs
LTSS delivery model*
Funding options for LTSS*
Funding options for housing

Property
Development

Properties
Target market
Relationship to LTSS*
Residential unit type
Development type
Lifestyle
Private vs. shared residence
Physical amenities
Supportive amenities
Payment model
Availability

Developer type
Financial stack
Land source & incentives
For sale or rent

*LTSS refers to Long-Term Services and Supports.

Defining the Link Between Housing and Services
Among adults with neurodiversities, individual preferences for housing and support services
can vary widely. Fortunately, housing and support services can be aligned in multiple ways to
meet each individual’s needs. A Place in the World nomenclature includes several categories
and terms that can help articulate the ways housing, supports and services can intersect at a
residential property.
It is especially important for residential properties to distinguish the relationship to longterm services and supports (LTSS) because of long-term implications for residents, as well as
policy and funding differences. The property might be a consumer-controlled setting where
residents choose their preferred LTSS provider(s) from the community; a provider-controlled
setting where the housing provider is also the sole LTSS provider; or a hybrid setting where
the property includes both consumer-controlled and provider-controlled settings. See pages
42-43 for more information.
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Learn life skills

Residents
This section includes categories and terms that describe
individuals with neurodiversities and intellectual and
developmental disabilities (I/DD) in ways relevant to
residential choices. Housing providers and LTSS (LongTerm Services and Supports) providers can use this section
to better understand and serve current and prospective
residents and/or care recipients. Individuals and their
families can use this section to articulate their life goals,
support needs and funding options and align these with
options for housing, LTSS and other supports.

The individual aims to learn, practice and eventually master skills
that they need or want in order to participate in everyday life.
Examples include grocery shopping, taking public transit, cooking,
financial management and social skills.

Grow in independence

The individual aims to learn and practice self-sufficiency in activities
of daily living and to depend less on in-person support.

Build relationships

The individual aims to learn skills and have opportunities to meet
new people and maintain relationships.

Get and maintain a job

The individual aims to secure and retain employment.

Participate as a member of the greater community

The individual aims to be integrated into the social fabric of the
greater community to the degree the individual desires through
hobbies, volunteering, civic engagement, recreational activities, etc.

Achieve stability

Life Goals
Residential choices can be instrumental in achieving certain life goals. This
category lists some common housing-related goals of individuals with
neurodiversities, but there are many more possibilities. When looking at
housing options, individuals and their families can consider whether the
lifestyle, supportive amenities, physical amenities, etc. align with their
goals. If applicable, they can also consider whether/how an LTSS provider
and LTSS delivery model align with their goals. Listed in order of inward- to
outward-facing goals.

The individual aims to find a home and communities that provide
them with a daily sense of comfort, belonging and safety, from which
they can engage positively in daily life.

Be safe at home

The individual aims to have access to support(s) needed for specific
impairments (visual notifications of gas leaks, anti-scald devices,
etc.), challenging behavior (self-injurious behavior, pica, etc.) and
difficult decision making (predatory relationships, etc.).

Find a permanent home

The individual aims to find a home where they can live comfortably,
with the support(s) they need, for the remainder of their life. This is
often an important consideration while planning for when parents,
family members or other providers of natural supports are no
longer able to provide the level of care an individual needs due to
advanced age or death.
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Support Needs

No support needs

Not all neurodiverse individuals need long-term services and
supports for activities of daily living.

Support needs refer to the level of individualized LTSS for
activities of daily living that an individual with a disability needs
for personal wellness and community integration. Support needs
are characterized by both the frequency of care and the nature
of care needed (behavioral, medical, etc.) [32]. When identifying
their support needs, individuals and their families should consider
their needs ranging from their typical to their worst day. They
can align their support needs with the LTSS delivery model and
provider that best suits them. When looking at housing options,
individuals and their families can consider whether a property,
including the supportive and physical amenities, works with
their support needs. Direct Support Professional (DSP) refers
to the provider of individualized support for the person with
an intellectual or developmental disability (I/DD) and/or other
disability. The following are listed by increasing level of support.

Drop-in support

The individual needs a DSP to check in with them every few days or
as requested; the individual is self-sufficient the majority of the time.

Low support

The individual needs a DSP to support them with a few tasks each
day but can be self-sufficient for most of the day.

Moderate support

The individual needs a DSP periodically throughout each day but can
be self-sufficient for several hours at a time.

24/7 support

The individual has access to a DSP at all times, but the DSP may be
shared with others; they are not the only person receiving support
from the DSP the majority of the time.

Daily medical support

The individual needs the attention of a medically trained/certified
provider to safely complete daily routine care, such as assistance
with eating, breathing (including durable medical equipment), etc.

Memory care

Due to symptoms of dementia or Alzheimer’s disease, the individual
needs a safe environment, with extra structure and support to
navigate the day.
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High behavioral support

The individual needs specialized support(s) to mediate severe
challenging behavior, significant adaptive skill deficits and medical/
behavioral issues to participate safely in home and community life.
Examples of severe challenging behavior include aggression, selfinjury, pica, elopement and property destruction.

One-on-one support

The individual needs the full attention and in-person support of at
least one DSP at all times.
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LTSS Delivery Model
This category includes common methods for delivering LongTerm Services and Supports (LTSS) to individuals with intellectual
and developmental disabilities (I/DD) [32]. LTSS is individualized
support for activities of daily living, such as meal preparation,
hygiene, recreation and more. Individuals and their families can
fund LTSS delivery with Medicaid or private pay; access and
eligibility varies by state (see “Funding Options for LTSS” below).
Individuals and their families can match their support needs and
funding options for LTSS with the LTSS delivery model that best
suits their needs. The following are listed in alphabetical order.

Natural supports

Services and supports are provided by person(s) such as family,
friends, neighbors and/or community members for no financial
payment. Natural supports may be reciprocal, where supports,
services and/or non-financial benefits (such as cookies and/or
friendship) are exchanged instead money.

Not applicable

Not all neurodiverse individuals need LTSS for activities of daily
living and therefore do not need LTSS delivery.

Paid neighbor

A person who lives on the same property (but not in the same home)
as an individual with LTSS needs, who can offer LTSS on a scheduled
or on-call basis. This is also referred to as a resident assistant.

Remote support

When possible, an individual may have their LTSS needs met via
remote service, using technologies such as video conferencing,
smart-home devices and other enabling technology.

Agency-based rotational staffing

An individual who needs LTSS selects an agency that provides LTSS
to recruit, hire, train, schedule and fire support staff for them.

Host home

An individual with LTSS needs lives in the home of their LTSS
provider. As a provider-controlled setting, the LTSS provider (host)
can ask the individual to move. This is also referred to as adult foster
care or the family teaching model [34], [35].

Intermediate Care Facilities for Individuals with
Intellectual Disability (ICF/ID)

This optional Medicaid benefit provides comprehensive,
individualized health care and rehabilitation services to individuals
in need of active treatment services. ICF/IDs are provider-controlled
settings that provide both housing and LTSS to residents [36].

Residential transition program

An individual who needs LTSS may participate in a one- to five-year
residential program that teaches greater autonomy in activities
of daily living and life skills for maintaining relationships and
employment. The goal of the program is for the individual to rely
less on LTSS in the future. It is also referred to as a post-secondary
transitional program.

Self-directed support

An individual who needs LTSS is given a budget to spend on their
LTSS based on an assessment of their support needs. They are
responsible for recruiting, hiring, training, scheduling and firing
support staff. Some states allow family members to be hired as
support staff.

Shared living

An individual with LTSS needs invites a person or family member(s)
to live in their home to provide LTSS. Because private homes are
consumer-controlled settings, the individual can ask their LTSS
provider to move [37].
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Funding Options
for LTSS
Funding options for Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS)
include the various financial resources individuals with
intellectual and developmental disabilities (I/DD) and/or other
disabilities may use to pay for services and supports.
This category lists some common options, but other options
may be available at the state or local level. Individuals and their
families can match their funding options with those accepted
by the LTSS provider of their choice (in consumer-controlled
settings) or of their residential provider (in provider-controlled
settings). Refer to Part 2, Public Policy, of this report to learn
more about the opportunities and challenges of federal LTSS
programs.
The following are listed in alphabetical order.

Medicaid Home and Community-Based Services
(HCBS) waiver

These Medicaid-funded waivers finance recipients’ LTSS in noninstitutional settings. HCBS waivers are administered by state
governments. Each state offers different HCBS waivers (by various
names) and state-specific plans that cover different LTSS delivery
models [38]. Check which HCBS waivers are available by state here:
medicaid.gov/medicaid/section-1115-demo/demonstration-and-waiverlist/index.html

Medicaid Intermediate Care Facilities for Individuals
with Intellectual Disability (ICF/ID)
This optional Medicaid benefit provides comprehensive,
individualized health care and rehabilitation services to individuals
in need of active treatment services. ICF/IDs are provider-controlled
settings that provide both housing and LTSS to residents. ICF/ID
waivers are administered by state governments [36].

Medicare

The federal health insurance program for people 65 or older, people
with disabilities and people with end-stage renal disease. Different
parts of Medicare cover the costs of hospital stays (including skilled
nursing facilities, hospice care and some home health care); doctors’
services, outpatient care, medical supplies and preventive services;
and prescription drugs [39].

Not applicable

Not all neurodiverse individuals need LTSS for activities of daily
living and therefore do not need funding to pay for LTSS.
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Private pay

The individual has private financial resources from their personal
income, family support, Supplemental Security Income (SSI),
Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI), Achieving a Better Life
Experience (ABLE) account and/or Special Needs Trust (SNT) to
finance their LTSS needs [40]–[43].
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Funding Options
for Housing
Funding options for housing include the various financial
resources that an individual may use to pay for their housing
[32]. Some common sources are listed here, but other options
may be available at the state or local level. Individuals and their
families can match their funding options with those accepted by
the housing option(s) where they would like to live. The following
are listed in alphabetical order.

Bequest

A home that a family member or friend has given or bequeathed to
an individual by naming them in their will. Ownership is transferred
upon the death of the giver.

Down payment assistance

Grants or low-interest loans that reduce the amount a recipient
must save for the down payment on a home. State, county and
city governments across the U.S. offer these programs. Some offer
specialized programs for people with disabilities.

Home loan

A sum of money that an individual borrows from a financial institution
or bank to assist with the purchase of a home. The amount borrowed,
or loan principal, must be repaid, often with interest (the cost of
borrowing money).

Homeownership Voucher Program

This program is part of the HUD Housing Choice Voucher (HCV)
program. It allows families to use their HCV voucher to buy a home
and receive monthly assistance to cover homeownership expenses.
Participants must be first-time homebuyers, meet specific income
and employment requirements (not required of elderly and disabled
participants), complete a pre-assistance homeownership and
counseling program, and meet any additional eligibility requirements
set by the local Public Housing Agency (PHA) administering the
program [44].

Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) Program

This program is part of the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) Section 8 program. It assists very low-income
families, the elderly and people with disabilities to afford decent
housing in the private market. Vouchers are administered by local
public housing agencies. Voucher recipients are responsible for
finding suitable housing where the owner agrees to rent under the
program. Recipients pay 30% of their monthly adjusted gross income
for rent and utilities, and the voucher subsidizes the balance [45].

Mortgage

A legal agreement between a lender (bank, creditor) and a property
holder, in which the lender loans money to the property holder
with interest in exchange for taking title of the property, under the
condition that the conveyance of title becomes void when the debt
is repaid. If an adult with a disability does not have sufficient income
to qualify for a mortgage, mortgage lender Fannie Mae will consider
their parent or legal guardian the owner/occupant [46].

Private pay

The individual has private financial resources from their personal
income, family support, Supplemental Security Income (SSI),
Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI), Achieving a Better Life
Experience (ABLE) account and/or Special Needs Trust (SNT) to
finance their housing costs [40]–[43].

Rental assistance

Emergency assistance grants to help individuals pay rent and
utilities. Across the U.S., nonprofit organizations and local and state
governments offer this assistance. It is often a special, one-time
grant.

Single Family Housing Programs

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) offers programs to
income-eligible families and individuals to build, repair or own a
safe, affordable home in rural areas. The programs include lowinterest, fixed-rate homeownership loans, as well as loans and
grants for home repairs, including modernization, accessible design
and energy efficiency. Elderly and very low-income homeowners
are eligible for these programs. Competitive grants are available
to nonprofit, self-help housing organizations, as well as federally
recognized tribes, to enable families to build their own homes. These
programs are administered by USDA Rural Development [47].
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Properties
This section consists of categories and terms that describe
residential properties in ways relevant to individuals with
neurodiversities. Developers and housing providers can
use this section to develop their properties in ways that
serve neurodiverse individuals, as well as to market their
properties. Prospective residents and their families can
use this section to better understand the range of housing
options available and narrow down the options that best
suit them.
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Target Market
This category describes the different types of residents that a property
or development might primarily aim to serve through design, physical
amenities and supportive amenities. Some properties do not target any
specific residential market [32]. When looking at housing options, individuals
and their families can consider if a property’s target market aligns with their
preferences, support needs and social interests. The following are listed in
alphabetical order.
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Adults with autism

The property caters to adults on the autism spectrum. The property
might feature sensory-friendly design, relaxation spaces, life-skills
training and security features [16], [33].

Adults with disabilities

The property caters to, and/or reserves residential units for, adults
with any medically determinable physical or mental impairment that
results in a person’s inability to engage in any substantial gainful
activity. This includes physical disabilities, sensory disabilities
(such as visual or hearing impairment) and I/DD [48]. For example,
properties that receive funds from certain housing programs
(such as the HUD Section 811 program) agree to reserve a certain
percentage of units for people with disabilities.

Adults with intellectual and developmental
disabilities (I/DD)

The property caters to adults who have a lifelong intellectual or
developmental disability that affects cognitive functioning (ability
to learn, reason, problem solve, etc.), adaptive behavior (such as
everyday life skills and social skills) and/or physical impairments.
Examples of I/DD include cerebral palsy, Down syndrome, Fragile
X syndrome, traumatic brain injury and autism. A property catering
to residents with I/DD might feature planned activities, universal
design, smart-home features and security features [49].

Adults with high support needs

The property caters to individuals with high support needs
who require at least 24/7 supervision and/or care from health
professionals. For example, individuals with high support needs may
require respiratory care or therapeutic care, or may exhibit physical
aggression. These properties may include amenities like extradurable features, built-in lifts and extra storage space for durable
medical equipment.

Families

The property caters to families, often with children. It may offer
amenities, such as play areas, parks, on-site childcare and close
proximity to schools.

General market

The property caters to the general public; it does not have a target
market.

Intergenerational

The property intentionally houses younger and older residents who
are not related to each other. The property may feature adaptable
and/or universal design features so residents may age in place. Such
properties are sometimes intentional communities where residents
provide natural and/or paid supports to each other and socialize
together. For example, there are intergenerational housing programs
that place students with seniors or seniors with families with children
[50].

Low-income residents

The property offers affordable or subsidized housing to individuals
or families with an annual gross income of 80% (low-income) and/or
50% (very low-income) of the Area Median Income (AMI) where they
would like to live [51].

Multigenerational

The property is designed so that multiple generations of a family
can live together or in close proximity [52]. For example, the property
may include an accessory dwelling unit where grandparents or adult
children live, and/or feature universal or adaptable design.

Neurodiverse adults

The property caters to adults across the range of neurological
differences, including autism, Down syndrome, cerebral palsy,
epilepsy, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and I/DD,
as well as to neurotypical adults [20], [32]. Residents may provide
natural supports or be intentional about developing neurodiverse
relationships. All residents may enjoy features that include sensoryfriendly design and smart-home features, and various supportive
amenities, such as cooking classes and community life.

Seniors

The property caters to adults age 55 and older. The property may
offer amenities like landscaping, housekeeping service, planned
activities, dining, universal design and age-in-place features.

Students

The property caters to students enrolled in an educational program.
Examples include a dormitory or student housing complex. The
property may offer amenities, such as student-life programs, study
rooms, dining halls and bike-share programs.
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Property’s Relationship
to LTSS
The terms in this category specify the relationship between
the property (residential unit or housing development) and
individualized Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS). Housing
providers can use these terms to indicate whether residents
would use a third-party LTSS provider or if the property itself is
the on-site LTSS provider. Individuals and their families can seek
housing where the property’s relationship to LTSS aligns with
their own LTSS needs and choices. These terms are especially
relevant to LTSS funded by Medicaid [32].

Consumer-controlled setting

Properties where the housing provider is not inherently connected
to residents’ LTSS provider(s). Each resident chooses their LTSS
provider(s). Residents may change their service provider and stay in
their home. For example, a private home (apartment, single-family
home, etc.) is a consumer-controlled setting where one or more
residents can choose their LTSS provider and change providers if
needed. In some consumer-controlled settings such as a planned
community for individuals with disabilities, the housing provider
may also be an LTSS provider; but residents still have the option of
choosing or changing to a different LTSS provider while staying in the
same home. Some residents of the property may not receive LTSS
because they have no support needs.

Provider-controlled setting

Properties where the housing provider is both property manager
and LTSS provider. Residents cannot change their LTSS provider in
a provider-controlled setting without moving to a different home.
Examples include host homes, most group homes and ICF/IDs.

Hybrid setting
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In some cases, a property may include both consumer-controlled
and provider-controlled settings. For example, a provider-controlled
group home within a planned community would make the planned
community a hybrid setting.
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Residential Unit Type
This category describes the many types of homes available, with
reference to their physical design, size and sales model. Housing
providers can use this category to specify the type(s) of housing
they have to offer to prospective residents. Individuals and their
families can consider which of these options they would consider
most comfortable according to their lifestyle, support needs
and finances. The following are listed in order from smallest to
largest residential space/setting.

Tiny home

A small independent residential unit that is under 400 square feet
in size. Tiny homes aim to enable simpler living in a more efficient,
sustainable and affordable space. They may be designed and/or
built by the owner or built from a tiny house kit. A tiny home is not
built on a permanent foundation; it may be a mobile unit with wheels
(technically making it a recreational vehicle). They may be purchased
or rented/leased [52], [53].

Accessory dwelling unit (ADU)

A small, independent residential unit (such as a studio or onebedroom apartment) built on a permanent foundation on the same
lot as a single-family home. It may be attached or unattached to
the primary home. ADUs are owned by the homeowner of the lot
on which they are located and can be rented/leased. They are
also referred to as accessory apartments, secondary suites and
guesthouses [54].

Apartment

A private residence that is rented/leased by one or more residents
(tenants), often in a building (multiplex, complex) containing at least
several other similar units owned by a single landlord. Apartments
vary in size from micro-units (less than 400 square feet) to threebedroom units and sometimes larger.

Townhouse

A single-family residential unit that shares a wall with another
townhouse (forming a duplex, triplex or fourplex, for example) and
often has at least two floors [55]. They are typically owned but can
also be rented/leased.
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Condominium

A private residence owned by an individual, typically in a building or
complex with at least several other units, each owned by different
individual homeowners. They vary in size from micro-units (less than
400 square feet) to three-bedroom units and sometimes larger.
“Condos” share common areas like yards, swimming pools, garages
and/or gyms with other unit owners, which are maintained through
fees to a homeowners association or board of elected condominium
owners [55].

Manufactured home

A factory-built home that is assembled on site on a rectangular
chassis versus a permanent foundation. They come in a range of
floor plans and can be placed on a foundation, on a lot or in a home
park. Manufactured homes are typically owned; if the manufactured
home is in a home park, the homeowner pays rent on the lot.
Manufactured homes can also be rented/leased [56].

Dormitory

A building that provides residential quarters for several people, often
but not always students. The residential unit may be one of many
small furnished bedrooms that each sleep one to three people, or a
large furnished bedroom where multiple people sleep, typically with
a shared bathroom. The building may be a mixed-use development
where residents have access to physical amenities (shared
kitchen, fitness room, study rooms, etc.) and supportive amenities
(community life, meal service, etc.). “Dorms” can be either consumeror provider-controlled settings.

Facility-based setting

A room or suite of rooms in a provider-controlled facility that
offers medical and/or behavioral care. The residential unit may
be a furnished bedroom or suite (private or shared) with a private
bathroom with access to common areas and a common dining area.
They typically do not have access to a kitchen.

Single-family home

A private residence built on a single lot that does not share walls
with any other residential or commercial property. Single-family
homes generally come with a private front and backyard, offering
more privacy and space than other housing options [55]. They can be
purchased or rented/leased by an individual or group.

Adaptable home

A residential unit that can be adapted to meet diverse and
changing needs of the household. It may feature movable walls,
multifunctional furniture and/or entrances at various parts of the
home. An example of an adaptable living space is a single-family
home that can easily be transformed into a duplex [52].

Single room occupancy (SRO)

A residential unit designed for occupancy by a single individual,
often within a larger residential building such as a dormitory, group
living or facility-based setting. In addition to sleeping and closet
space, an SRO may include a bathroom, food preparation area and/
or sitting area. They are typically rented/leased [57].
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Development Type
This category describes types of real estate developments
that include residential units [32]. Housing providers can use
this category to specify the type of development of which
their housing is a part. When considering potential housing
options, individuals and their families should consider how
the development type might impact their lifestyle, community
integration, LTSS delivery and life goals. The following are listed
by increasing involvement of property management in residents’
lifestyle, housing and services.

Scattered site

A property (residential unit or development) that is located within
the general housing fabric of a community. It is not part of a housing
development that serves a specific residential market [58]. In
affordable housing circles, “scattered-site housing” also refers to
affordable housing that is dispersed throughout the community [59].

Mixed-use development

A real estate development that blends residential, commercial,
cultural, institutional and/or (if appropriate) industrial uses. This
development type is typically located in urban settings and allows
for greater density. It reduces distances between destinations and
can promote pedestrian- and bicycle-friendly environments [60].

Cohousing community

An intentionally planned housing community created by its residents.
Cohousing communities typically feature private residential units
(single-family homes, townhouses, etc.), a large community center or
common house with amenities and pedestrian-oriented design. The
property is designed and managed by residents. Many host weekly
common meals and events prepared/organized by residents.
Residents typically own their homes [61].

Group living

A residential development with furnished living units that each have
three to four private bedrooms (some with en-suite bathrooms and
closet space) and shared kitchen, dining and living spaces for group
activities. Some also include hotel-like services, organized social
events and recreational amenities [52]. This is also referred to as coliving [62].
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Planned community

A small- or large-scale, intentionally planned property with multiple
residential units (such as apartments, condominiums and/or
single-family homes) that also has recreational amenities (such as
parks, tennis courts, golf courses and trails). They sometimes also
feature commercial properties, such as restaurants and shops.
Property management helps maintain housing and common
spaces. The intent is to make life as convenient and enjoyable as
possible. A planned community may offer physical and supportive
amenities that cater to neurodiverse residents. They are typically
consumer-controlled settings, as most are not LTSS providers. This
development type is usually located in suburban settings [63].

Student housing

A type of residential development intentionally designed for
students, often of institutions of higher education (universities,
colleges). Student housing is typically a dormitory or apartment
community. This development type is unique in that it typically rents
on a per-bed basis; is fully furnished; offers roommate-matching
services; offers leases that align with the academic calendar; and
provides student-oriented amenities (student-life programs, study
rooms, dining halls, bike-share programs, etc.). The property may
be managed by an institution of higher learning or by a private
company. Residents can pay rent with private financial resources
and/or scholarships.

Assisted living

Typically a provider-controlled residential community where 25 or
more residents live in a private room or apartment, share common
areas and receive assistance with various activities of daily living,
including meals, personal care, medications, laundry, etc. depending
on their level of support needs. Some also offer social and
recreational activities [65].

Nursing home

Typically a licensed private facility that offers a range of health
and personal care services with a greater focus on medical care.
Services may include nursing care, rehabilitation services, 24hour supervision, meals and assistance with daily activities. Some
people stay for a short time, but others live in nursing homes on a
permanent basis due to ongoing physical or cognitive conditions.
Nursing homes are provider-controlled settings that provide both
housing and LTSS to residents. They are also referred to as skilled
nursing facilities [65].

Group home

A provider-controlled setting where two to six unrelated persons
with disabilities share a home and are supported in their activities
of daily living. Residents can pay to live in this development type via
private pay or Medicaid ICF/ID.

Other residential facility for people with I/DD

Typically a provider-controlled setting that serves six or more
residents with an intellectual or developmental disability (I/DD) who
have at least 24/7 support needs. Other residential facilities are
intended for long-term residency (versus short-term respite). They
may be state operated, privately operated and/or an ICF-ID [64].
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Lifestyle
Some residential communities and developments, particularly
planned communities, cater to particular lifestyle interests
through the physical and supportive amenities they offer or
their proximity to other amenities [32]. There are many possible
lifestyles to which a property may cater. Housing providers can
use this category to communicate with prospective residents
about the culture and community of their property. When
considering potential housing options, individuals and families
may consider how their own lifestyle fits with that community, if
applicable. The following are listed in alphabetical order.

Active-living community

The property or community offers programmed activities for residents
in addition to physical and supportive amenities. Activities might
include swimming, fitness classes, dancing, crafting, continuing
education, walking trails and more. Property management helps
maintain housing and common spaces. Active living communities
were originally developed as independent, maintenance-free living
for adults 55 and older, but many active-living communities are not
age restricted [66].

Agricultural/ranching community

The property or community centers on agricultural activities, such
as animal care, gardening or growing crops and processing raw
materials. They may also offer vocational training programs. They may
be located in rural, suburban or urban settings.

Faith-based community

The property or community centers on religious faith. It may
encourage specific religious affiliation and/or incorporate spiritual
rituals and practices into daily life.

Intentional community

The property or community centers on shared social values and/or
interests. They often feature common areas and aim for a high level
of social cohesion and interaction. In communities where some or
most residents have an intellectual or developmental disability (I/DD)
and/or other disability, there may be an emphasis on natural support
among neighbors and peer advocacy [67].

Live-Work-Play

Typically mixed-use developments in which residents can live close
to restaurants, shops, entertainment and their place of work. The
concept is that the neighborhood provides for most residents’ needs
within walking distance, allowing for more social interaction with
neighbors, as well as pedestrian- and/or bicycle-oriented transit [68].

Personal preference

The lifestyle at the home or property is determined by the individual
resident’s own interests.

Photo: Marbridge

Pet-friendly

The property or community explicitly welcomes pets. It may offer petfocused amenities, such as pet-friendly landscaping or on-site pet
stations and groomers [69].
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Nomenclature

Private vs. Shared
Residence
Some residential units are private residences for an individual
or family, while others are shared with housemates (not to be
confused with shared physical amenities at a property, such as
tennis courts, game room, etc. that all residents of a property
or development can use). When considering housing options,
individuals and their families should consider whether they
would prefer living alone or with a housemate, based on their
preferences, support needs and financial options. The following
are listed in alphabetical order.

Private residence

The residential unit (apartment, accessory dwelling unit, etc.) is set up
for an individual person or family.

Shared with housemate(s)
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The residential unit is set up to be shared by two or more unrelated
people. Housemates may have some private space (such as their
own bedrooms and closets) but share the kitchen, living room and/
or bathroom. This can be a socially and/or financially beneficial
arrangement for some.

Properties: Physical Amenities

Nomenclature

Physical Amenities
Physical amenities are built features of the residential unit,
building and/or development that make life easier and more
enjoyable for residents [32]. This category includes some common
physical amenities but is not a comprehensive list. Housing
providers can use this category to communicate with prospective
residents about the built features they would enjoy there. When
looking for housing, individuals and their families can align their
goals, interests, lifestyle and LTSS needs with the physical amenities
available at potential housing options. Physical amenities are also
referred to as hard infrastructure or environmental supports. The
following are listed in alphabetical order.

Accessible design

The residential unit and/or building meets the requirements of state
and local codes and regulations for accessible housing. While specific
standards vary by location, examples include wide doors, sufficient
clear floor space for wheelchairs, grab bars in bathrooms, no-step
entrances and many others. This is also referred to as ADA-compliant
design. (ADA refers to the Americans with Disabilities Act) [70].

Adaptable design

The residential unit includes design features that are easily adjusted,
added or removed to adapt to an individual resident’s needs or
preferences. Adaptable design may include elements of universal
and accessible design but allows for the possibility of concealing or
removing them unless/until needed. If/when they are needed, the
changes can be made with unskilled labor and without structural or
finished material changes. Examples include built-in wide doors, knee
spaces, control and switch locations, grab-bar reinforcements and
more [70]. Adaptable design includes many age-in-place features [71].

Biophilic design

Design elements that connect people to nature, fostering health
and wellbeing. Examples include natural materials, green space and
lighting schemes that change with the time of day [110].

Cognitive accessibility features

The building includes signage with simple visual indicators
(illustrations, icons), design compositions that support positive pattern
and color recognition, as well as text to indicate different space
functions or directions around the building.

Common area space

The building or development offers areas for different types of
interactions outside of individual residential units ranging from open
communal to small intimate spaces. Examples include multipurpose
rooms, sitting areas, a community kitchen and more [52].

Photo: The Arc Jacksonville

Easy-to-clean features

The building and/or residential unit includes features that make
cleaning and maintenance easier. These may include floor drains,
waterproof bathroom(s), elevated cabinets, washable paint, toilets with
concealed cisterns and push-panel flush system, and more [16], [33].
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Extra-durable features

The building and/or residential unit includes extra-durable features,
such as graffiti-resistant paints, floor drains and sealed surfaces (for
water play), solid-wood furniture without sharp corners and more [33].

Recreational amenities

The building or development offers shared recreational amenities,
such as a swimming pool, sports court(s), garden, game room, fitness
room (gym), art studio, computer room, walking/biking trails and
more.

Relaxation amenities

The building or development offers space to unwind. For example,
it may include a room with soothing sounds, hammock swings,
body socks, large beanbags and/or a light projector. It may have a
designated studio for guided meditation, yoga and more.

Pedestrian-oriented

Smart-home features

The residential unit and/or building includes devices, appliances
and other technologies that can be customized to enhance
residents’ comfort, safety and independence. Examples include
smart thermostats, motion detector lights, automatic stove shut-off,
voice- and smart-device-activated locks, lights, blinds and other
smart devices. Also referred to as enabling technology [72], [73].

Transit access

The building and/or development is conveniently located near
public transit, such as bus or light rail.

Universal design

The residential unit and/or building includes design features that
most people can use regardless of age, agility or ability. It seeks to
optimize accessibility and continues to evolve with advancements,
including enabling technologies. Examples include lever door
handles, low-height light switches, adjustable countertops and more
[70]. Universal design includes many age-in-place features [71].

The building and/or development is located in a walkable
neighborhood with intentional limits on vehicle traffic. Walkable
neighborhoods can be safer for residents (adults and children) who
may not recognize street crossings.

Personal preference

The physical amenities in the home or property are determined by the
individual resident’s own preferences and needs.

Security features

The residential unit, building and/or development offers security
features, such as keycard access, concierge service, security cameras
or gated access.

The residential unit and/or building is designed with low-sensoryinput strategies that reduce noise, visual clutter and climate variation.
It typically features natural light, nonfluorescent (no-flicker) lighting,
neutral colors and nooks in common spaces.

Photo: CoHousing Solutions

Sensory-friendly design
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Supportive Amenities
Health and fitness activities
Supportive amenities are supports or features voluntarily provided
by a property, typically via paid staff, that make life easier and/
or more enjoyable for residents. Supportive amenities are part of
the property and benefit all residents; they are not individualized
LTSS. The cost of supportive amenities may be covered in rent,
tuition or out-of-pocket fees [32]. This category includes some
common supportive amenities but is not a comprehensive list.
Housing providers can use this category to communicate with
prospective residents about the supportive features they would
enjoy there. When looking for housing, individuals and their
families can align their goals, interests, lifestyle and LTSS needs
with the supportive amenities offered by potential housing
options. Supportive amenities are also referred to as soft
infrastructure or built-in supportive amenities. The following are
listed in alphabetical order.

Benefits counseling

The property has staff who assist residents and their families in
navigating government programs, as well as privately funded savings
programs. The staff may help them understand how employment and
other life decisions will impact their benefits, but they do not offer
legal or financial advice, or case management [74].

Community life

The property coordinates hobby groups or planned social activities,
such as movie nights, sports events, dances, game nights, etc. These
may be organized by residents or a staff member/activity coordinator.

Community navigator

The property has on-site staff who facilitate community integration,
answer questions and provide other types of helpful assistance. Also
referred to as a concierge.

The property offers on-site activities that promote fitness, wellness
and health: swimming, hiking, Zumba, yoga, weight training, etc.

Housekeeping service

The property has hired or contracted staff who regularly help
residents with light cleaning and upkeep of their home, including
vacuuming, cleaning the bathroom and kitchen, making beds and
changing linens.

Life-skills training

The property has staff and/or courses that help residents learn and
practice daily activities for independence, such as transit navigation,
cooking, financial management, social skills and more.

Meal service

The property offers the option to purchase prepared meals from an
on-site restaurant, café, dining hall or meal plan. Residents may eat
in their own residential unit or in a communal dining space with other
residents and staff.

Personal preference

The supportive amenities at the home or property are determined by
the individual resident’s own preferences and needs.

Resident assistant

The property has designated staff who live on-site and are available
to assist other residents with minor and major emergencies during
working and nonworking hours. Residents may reach their resident
assistant on-site or remotely via technology, such as intercom and/or
phone.

Workplace and vocational support

The property has staff who assist residents in exploring, preparing for
and/or retaining employment, volunteer positions, and/or vocational
and educational opportunities.
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Payment Model
There are multiple ways an individual can financially acquire
housing [32]. This section highlights some common approaches.
Housing providers can use this category to communicate with
prospective residents about how the property is financially
structured, how it accepts payment and what is included with
payment. When looking at housing options, individuals and their
families can match a property’s payment model and accepted
funding sources with available funding options. The following
are listed by degree of resident ownership, from rental/lease to
individual ownership.

Cooperative ownership

A group of people own or control a residential unit (such as a single-family
home) or housing development (such as a multiplex) and related community
facilities on a democratic basis. Individual residents do not directly own the
real estate. Instead, the cooperative housing corporation owns the real estate
and residents buy shares or a membership. This comes with the exclusive right
to vote in the corporation’s affairs and to live in a specific unit as long as the
resident complies with the cooperative’s rules and regulations. Cooperatives can
be market rate or limited equity, the latter of which helps maintain affordability.
There are also leasing cooperatives, in which an outside investor (typically a
nonprofit corporation created for this purpose) owns the real estate. The legal
entity of the cooperative could be a cooperative corporation, a limited liability
company (LLC), nonprofit mutual benefit corporation or other type of entity [75].

Subsidized homeownership
Rental/lease

The resident(s) of the residential unit pay rent to the housing provider
(landlord), typically on a monthly basis, in exchange for occupying the
unit. A lease is a legal agreement that typically lasts 12 months, while
a rental agreement typically lasts 30 days.

Affordable rental/lease

The resident(s) of the residential unit pay no more than 30% of their
monthly adjusted gross income for rent and utilities. Where affordable
housing is not available on the general market, individuals and
families with low incomes (earning less than 50% of the Area Median
Income, or AMI) may receive government support (such as HUD
Housing Choice Vouchers) to subsidize the cost of rent and utilities
[45], [51]. Eligibility may vary by property and program.

Tuition-based

The resident(s) pay a single combined fee for rent, LTSS, utilities
and/or amenities to their housing provider (landlord), typically on
a monthly basis. The resident can use private financial resources
(earned income, family support, etc.) and/or vouchers, waivers and
other kinds of assistance to pay tuition, depending on the housing and
program provider.

An income-eligible individual or couple purchases the residential unit (singlefamily house, townhouse, etc.) with assistance from a government program
(such as down payment assistance, HUD Homeownership Vouchers) or nonprofit
organization (such as a community land trust). A portion of the cost of the home
is covered (by a monthly homeownership subsidy or silent second mortgage, for
example), and the homeowner is responsible for the balance. In cases where the
home is subsidized by a nonprofit organization, if/when the homeowner sells
the home, the homeowner may receive a proportion of the equity accrued in
the home during their ownership; the remaining equity stays with the nonprofit
organization so that the home may be sold to another income-qualified buyer at
a subsidized rate. Eligibility varies by program and property; typically, the home
buyer(s) will have an annual gross income of 80% (low income) or 50% (very low
income) of the Area Median Income (AMI) [76], [77].

Group ownership

A group of people purchase, build and/or renovate a residential unit (such as
a single-family home) or housing development (such as a triplex, complex).
Each partner owns a percentage of the asset or of the legal entity that owns the
asset. If the partners form a legal entity that owns the asset, it could be a limited
liability company (LLC), nonprofit mutual benefit corporation or other type of
legal entity.

Individual ownership

An individual (or couple) purchases the residential unit (single-family home,
condominium, etc.). They may finance this large purchase with private financial
resources, down payment assistance, a home loan and/or mortgage. The
asset (home) could also be held in a special needs trust if the owner is at risk of
financial mismanagement or exploitation.
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Availability
Properties designed for people with disabilities are in varying
stages of development; existing options are limited [32]. This
category includes terms that indicate the availability of a
residential unit or property based on the stage of development
and level of occupancy. Housing providers can use this category
to communicate with prospective residents. Individuals and their
families can plan their housing decisions around the availability
of the housing options where they want to live. The following are
listed by stage of development and occupancy.

Planning stages

The property development is in the process of being organized and
coordinated by the developer; it is not yet available to prospective
residents.

Pre-development

The property will be available to prospective residents within two
years.

Pre-sales/leasing

Units in the property are being sold or leased before they are ready
for residents to move in.

Available

The property is fully developed and has openings for prospective
residents.

Waitlist

Photo: First Place ® AZ, Good Eye! Media

The property is fully developed and occupied. Prospective residents
must wait for an opening. They may be put on a waitlist or mailing list
to be notified that they may apply to fill the vacancy.
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Nomenclature

Property Development
This section includes categories and terms that describe details
of developing a property for the neurodiverse housing market.
Developers of all types can use this section to explore, plan, build
and market housing properties that serve the neurodiverse market.

Developer Type

Photo: First Place ® AZ, Stephen G. Dreiseszun/Viewpoint Photographers

Different types of developers are involved in developing housing, supports
and/or services. They may have different objectives and resources to
complete their projects. This category defines the different types of
developers. The following are listed in alphabetical order.

Joint venture

A business arrangement between two or more parties who agree to
pool their resources to develop a real estate project.

Nonprofit developer

The property developer is a nonprofit organization. It has tax-exempt
status—501(c)(3) or 509(a)—because it furthers a social cause and
provides a public benefit. Examples include community land trusts.

Private developer

The property developer is an individual, privately held or public
company or corporation.
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Financial Stack
The financial stack includes the various financial resources that
a developer may use to finance a housing development. This
category includes financial sources commonly used to develop
housing for individuals with disabilities and individuals who
earn a low income. Other financial resources may be available
depending on the target market and location of the property.
The following are listed in alphabetical order.

Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFI) Fund

This fund from the U.S. Department of the Treasury offers tailored resources
and programs to invest federal funds alongside private capital to support
economically disadvantaged communities. Banks, credit unions, venture capital
providers and more can be local CDFIs. They aim to foster economic opportunity
and revitalize neighborhoods [82].

Grants

A financial award from a grantor (government agency, corporation, trust,
foundation, etc.) given to an eligible grantee for a specific purpose. Some grants
are conditional: they may be used only for certain purposes, may maintain
specific standards and/or may require a proportional contribution from the
grantee [79], [83].

Home Investment Partnerships Program (HOME) Program
Affordable Multifamily Housing Bonds

The Public Finance Authority (PFA) offers this program fueled by taxexempt bonds to finance low-income multifamily and senior housing
developments. For-profit and nonprofit developers are eligible to
receive this low-interest financing if they agree to set aside a minimum
of 20% of units for individuals earning no more than 50% of the Area
Median Income (AMI) [78].

Capital campaign

An organized drive to accumulate substantial funds to finance an
organization’s major functions or projects, such as a new building or
repair project. Also referred to as a capital development campaign [79].

Charitable campaign

A fundraising event intended to raise money, visibility and support for a
nonprofit organization or charitable cause.

Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
Programs

These programs from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) provide annual formula grants to state, county and
municipal governments to provide decent housing and suitable living
environments. Local governments administer the program [80], [81].

This program from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) provides formula grants to states and local governments to build, buy,
and/or rehabilitate affordable housing for rent or homeownership, or to provide
direct rental assistance to people with low incomes. Recipients often collaborate
with local nonprofit groups to achieve eligible activities. Local governments
administer the program [84], [85].

Housing Finance Agencies

State-level agencies that offer a wide range of support and assistance to
individuals, families and organizations to provide affordable housing to those
who need it. Specific programs vary by state; many offer disability-specific
programs [86].

Housing Trust Fund (HTF)

This fund from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD)
allocates formula grants to state governments for the production or preservation
of affordable housing. State-level agencies distribute the funds. Separately,
some states have a state-level housing trust fund supported by state funds [87].

Impact investment

A sum of money that a developer borrows from a lender (individual investor,
financial institution, nonprofit organization, etc.) at zero or low (less than 2%)
interest to fund a project that has multiple rates of return including social,
personal, environmental and/or financial impacts across the broader community.
Affordable housing is an example of such a project. Impact investments allow
developers to deploy capital that may not be available to them otherwise (for
example, from traditional lenders) and leverage other capital (such as grants,
loans) as additional financing to bring projects to scale and achieve greater
impact [88].
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Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC)

This U.S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS) program provides tax credit
units to developers to build new affordable housing. The LIHTC
program offers a 4% tax credit and a 9% tax credit; each has a different
award process, benefits and financing structure. It is distributed by
state-level tax credit agencies. Funding priorities are guided by a
state Qualified Allocation Plan, which in some states prioritizes people
with intellectual and developmental disabilities (I/DD) [89].

Multi-family housing programs

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) offers programs that
finance affordable multifamily rental housing in rural areas that target
low-income, elderly and disabled individuals and their families, as
well as domestic farm laborers. These programs guarantee loans to
develop new affordable rental housing, restructure loans for existing
housing, offer grants for home repairs and rehabilitation, and provide
rent subsidies for low-income tenants [90].

New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) Program

This program from the U.S. Department of Treasury is a place-based
gap financing tool that aims to create jobs and address unmet needs
in low-income communities. The NMTC program incentivizes private
investors to invest in eligible community development organizations
by offering a 39% credit against federal taxes, spread out over seven
years. This program is administered by local Community Development
Entities (CDEs), which can be a non-profit loan fund, community
development organization or private financial institution [91].

Rural Rental Housing Loans (Section 515)

The U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) offers 30-year loans
at 1% interest to provide affordable housing to very low-, low- and
moderate-income families, people with disabilities and people who
are elderly in rural communities. Loans may be used to purchase land
or buildings, construct or renovate buildings, or provide necessary
facilities (such as waste disposal systems and/or water systems). The
loans are administered by the USDA’s Rural Development Housing
Service and Community Facilities Programs Office. Eligible applicants
include individuals, for-profit corporations, nonprofit organizations,
limited equity cooperatives, Native American tribes, public agencies
and partnerships in targeted communities [92], [93].

Section 811 Supportive Housing for Persons with
Disabilities Program

This program from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) offers two options for nonprofit organizations
to provide supportive housing for low-income individuals with
disabilities [94].
•

The Section 811 program includes Capital Advance funding to
develop permanent supportive rental housing for very low-income
adults (18+) with disabilities. Projects must be either integrated
(no more than 25% of residential units are designated for people
with disabilities) or be a group home with 100% of units designated
for people with disabilities. This program also provides Project
Rental Assistance Contracts (PRAC): rental subsidies to maintain
affordability of the housing for 40 years. Nonprofit organizations
(with 501(c)(3) tax exemption) are eligible [95].

Philanthropic gifts

A contribution to a nonprofit agency to support its operation and/or a
specific project, including a housing development.

Private capital

Any private investment in the equity or debt securities of real estate or
other real assets.

Private sector loan

A sum of money that a developer borrows from a financial institution
(such as a bank) to fund large capital expenses and/or operational
costs. The amount borrowed, or loan principal, must be repaid with
interest (the cost of borrowing money). Most commercial loans are
backed by collateral.

Capital Advance

•

Project Rental Assistance

Under this Section 811 program, state housing agencies can
receive project rental assistance if they have partnered with state
agencies for health and human services and Medicaid to ensure
the housing is targeting the population most in need of deeply
affordable housing. It only includes funds for rental assistance; it
does not provide funds for construction or rehabilitation [96].
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Land Sources &
Incentives
Land or property for housing development may come from
a variety of sources. This category identifies possible sources,
as well as incentive programs that encourage development in
specific geographic areas, which can help lower land costs. The
following are listed in alphabetical order.

Bequest

The developer receives the property for site development via
bequeathal: a donor, supporter or partner names the developer in
their will as the owner of the property, to be given at the time of the
donor’s death.

Community Land Trust

The homeowner leases land from a Community Land Trust—a
nonprofit, community-based organization with a mission to provide
affordable housing in perpetuity. The Trust owns the land and leases
it to the people who live in the homes built on that land. To provide
affordable housing for future homeowners, the lease includes a
resale formula that balances the interests of present homeowners
with the long-term goals of the Trust [76].

Donation

The developer receives the property for site development via
charitable donation.

Land lease

The developer leases a piece of land from a landowner. The lease
is typically long term (50-100 years), where the developer can
make improvements, such as constructing commercial buildings,
government buildings and/or residential units. Depending on the
terms of the lease, the developer (tenant) may pay expenses on
the property, such as taxes, insurance, maintenance and repairs.
At the end of the lease, the landowner may have the rights to the
building(s) transferred to them; allow the developer to remove
the improvements; or allow the developer to purchase the
improvements. Also referred to as a ground lease [97].

Place-based tax incentives

The developer accesses land located in a geographic area that is
designated as economically distressed, difficult to develop, or a
qualified census tract and therefore eligible for state and/or federal
place-based tax incentives. Examples include the New Markets Tax
Credit Program, Opportunity Zones, Neighborhood Stabilization
Program (NSP), and others. These programs can help reduce land
costs and other development costs [98], [99].

Publicly owned property

The developer accesses land or buildings owned by the state,
county or municipal government to develop affordable housing.
Generally, a government will identify surplus and/or underutilized
assets that could be repurposed for housing and makes it available
to developers at no cost, at a discount or at fair market value.
The developer is typically expected to create and maintain the
affordability of the housing [100], [101].

Purchase

The developer purchases the land for site development.
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For Sale or Rent
Some properties are developed for residents to own, while others
are developed for residents to rent/lease. Some properties
have an explicit goal of long-term affordability. The chosen
model has important implications for the design, financing and
management of the property. Developers can align the sale/rent
model of a given property with one or more payment models.
(See page 62.)

Rental/lease

The housing development is designed to be rented/leased to
residents (tenants).

Affordable rental/lease

The housing development is designed to be rented/leased to
income-qualified residents (tenants) at a rate of 30% or less of the
Area Median Income (AMI). The development may therefore be
eligible to receive funding designated for affordable housing (such
as the IRS Low-Income Housing Tax Credit Program, HUD HOME
Program, etc.) and/or accept funds from housing subsidy programs
such as the HUD Housing Choice Vouchers program.

Homeownership

The housing development is designed to be sold to the resident(s)
who will live there.

Photo: First Place ® AZ, Stephen G. Dreiseszun/Viewpoint Photographers

Affordable homeownership

The housing development is designed to be sold at a subsidized
rate to the income-qualified resident(s) who will live there. This may
be achieved in partnership with a government program, community
land trust or other nonprofit organization that covers a portion of the
market cost of the home so that it is accessible to low-income or
first-time homebuyers.

Mixed model

The housing development includes units for rent/lease, for
homeownership, and/or at market and affordable rates.
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Featured Properties

Our Home - Cathedral Park
Portland, OR
Chapel Haven
Schleifer Center
New Haven, CT

The Yellow House
Carbondale, CO

CASS Housing
Fort Wayne, IN
Crescent
Commons
Allendale, NJ

Photo: The Arc Jacksonville

First Place–Phoenix
Phoenix, AZ

29 Palms
Phoenix, AZ
Marbridge
Manchaca, TX

Faison Residence
Richmond, VA

Noah Homes
Memory Care Homes
Spring Valley, CA

Housing Market Guide
For adults with
autism, intellectual
and developmental
disabilities (I/DD) and
other neurodiversities
to make meaningful
choices about housing
and services, they need
a range of options
that reflect a diversity
of preferences, goals,
support needs and
price points.

1

The Arc Jacksonville Village
Jacksonville, FL

Property Selection
This Housing Market Guide is a collection of diverse
properties serving a broad range of residents with
neurodiversities across the U.S. Properties were selected1
to illustrate the application of A Place in the World
nomenclature and represent a variety of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

●Individuals (residents) and their support needs
Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) delivery
Residential units and housing developments
Physical and supportive amenities
Lifestyles
Affordability
Funding options

Inclusion in this guide does not constitute an endorsement.

The properties are listed alphabetically by state. The guide provides a snapshot of each
property, recognizing that each has evolved over time and will continue to adapt to meet the
needs of current and future residents. Contact each property for up-to-date information on
availability, pricing and other details.
This guide not only highlights a range of residential options; it can also serve as a source of
information and inspiration for individuals and families searching for the housing and servicedelivery options best suited to their needs, as well as for developers, advocates and decisionmakers who can broaden the number and range of options in communities across the country.
For a more comprehensive roster of innovative housing solutions across the U.S., visit
autismhousingnetwork.org/housing.
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First Place–Phoenix Snapshot

Photo: First Place ® AZ, Scott Sandler

First Place–Phoenix, the first property of developer
First Place AZ, offers 55 private apartments,
along with active living and life-skills training for
neurodiverse residents in a consumer-controlled
setting. This intentional community and mixeduse development is also home to the First Place
Transition Academy (a two-year program that
helps neurodiverse adults build crucial skills for
independent living and career-readiness) and the
First Place Leadership Institute (a multidisciplinary,
hands-on training center for professionals,
educators, support staff and medical personnel,
as well as a site for research and advancements
in public policy). Thoughtful building design
includes sensory-friendly and accessible qualities,
relaxation and recreation spaces, transit access
and security features.
First Place–Phoenix is a supportive, inclusive
community where residents can make friends,
have fun, live independently—and have a place
of their own to call home. The property provides
various supportive amenities, including community
life and health and fitness activities. In partnership
with leading educational institutions, First Place
doctoral and postdoctoral fellowships support
scholars working in applied research, health,
assessment and intervention, family support,
service coordination, community development
and integration, and public policy. Fellows enjoy
the benefits of First Place as a living, learning
laboratory and an enriching life experience.

First Place–Phoenix

Residents & Services
Target Market
•
•

Adults with autism
Neurodiverse adults

Resident Support Needs
•
•
•
•

No support needs
Drop-in support
Low support
Moderate support

Property Relationship
to LTSS
•

Consumer-controlled setting

LTSS Delivery Model
•
•
•

Agency-based rotational staffing
Residential transition program
Self-directed support

Funding Options for LTSS
•
•

Private pay
Medicaid HCBS waiver

Phoenix, Arizona
firstplaceaz.org
For more information, see p. 124 of the Promising Practices section.
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Housing Market Guide: First Place–Phoenix

Residential Unit
Type

Development
Type

Apartments
(55 Units)

Mixed-use
development

Photo: First Place ® AZ, Good Eye! Media

Physical Amenities

Lifestyle
Intentional community

Private vs. Shared
Residence

Active-living
community

Private Residence

Supportive Amenities

•

Sensory-friendly design (non-fluorescent
lighting, natural light, non-toxic low VOC
materials)

•

Life-skills training (transportation
navigation, meal planning and instruction,
social integration)

•

Accessible design (ADA-compliant units)

•

•

Cognitive accessibility features (color
palettes and signage, including visual
symbols and Braille for multiuse functions
and way-finding)

Workplace & vocational support (support
developing career-readiness skills, such as
arriving on time, packing a lunch, dressing
appropriately)

•

Community life (scheduled weekly
activities focused on health, well-being,
arts and culture, recreation and community
connections)

•

Health & fitness activities (meditation,
yoga, Zumba, sports, pool activities)

•

Security features (keycard access, concierge)

•

Smart home technology

•

Relaxation space (Zen room)

•

Common area space (culinary teaching
kitchen, multipurpose room)

•

Recreation space (organic garden, swimming
pool, patio, barbecue, fitness and game
rooms, Lego and reading lounges)

•

Transit access

Payment Model
•

Rental/lease for housing

•

Tuition-based program for residential
Transition Academy program
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29 Palms Snapshot

Photo: First Place ® AZ, DECCA Builders, Inc.

The intentional community of 29 Palms is an
apartment property for adults with autism who
have graduated from the First Place Transition
Academy and seniors (55+) who do not have autism.
Senior residents (who live in 15 of the 21 units) and
Academy graduates (who live in the remaining
six units) demonstrate the spirit of community
through natural supports (e.g., residents with
autism helping seniors with heavy items or
offering technology assistance with cellphones,
apps, computers; seniors helping residents with
autism with cooking or problem solving when
“life happens”). The renovated property includes
sensory-friendly design, adaptable features, smart
home technology and convenient access to public
transit. The project is a collaboration between the
Foundation for Senior Living and First Place AZ.
The developers have a second similarly configured
property underway called Spectrum Courtyard
Apartments (scheduled for December 2020
completion and leasing in January 2021). Both
properties have been made possible by grants
from the Arizona Department of Housing and
other donors. Spectrum Courtyard and 29 Palms
serve as home for Transition Academy graduates,
but anyone who meets income qualifications
can lease an apartment (per Fair Housing). Both
properties demonstrate second places or next
places for neurodiverse adults.

Residents & Services
Target Market
•
•
•

Adults with autism
Neurodiverse adults
Seniors (55+)

Resident Support Needs
•
•
•

Drop-in support
Low support
Moderate support

Property Relationship
to LTSS
•

Consumer-controlled setting

LTSS Delivery Model
•
•

Natural supports
Self-directed support

Funding Options for LTSS

29 Palms

•
•

Private pay
Medicaid HCBS waiver

Phoenix, Arizona
PBS NewsHour Special: youtu.be/BT1GWb2BoRE
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Photo: First Place ® AZ, ©2017 Rick D’Elia/D’Elia Photographic

Housing Market Guide: 29 Palms

Residential Unit
Type

Development
Type

Apartments
(21 Units)

Planned community

Lifestyle
Intentional community
Active-living
community

Private vs. Shared
Residence
Private Residence
Shared with housemate

Physical Amenities

Supportive Amenities

•

Common area space

•

Community Life

•

Sensory-friendly design

•

Resident assistant

•

Adaptable design (age-in-place)

•

Workplace and vocational support

•

Smart home technology

•

Security features

•

Pedestrian-oriented

•

Transit access

Payment Model
•

Affordable rental/lease
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Noah Homes Snapshot
Individuals with I/DD are living longer than ever
before [24], [102], but may need age-related
memory care for dementia and Alzheimer’s
disease as early as their forties [103], [104]. In 2016,
Noah Homes developed two 5,000-square-foot
memory care homes for up to 20 people with I/
DD, the first of their kind in the U.S. The memory
care homes have a staff-to-resident ratio of 1-to2, state-of-the-art technology, and opportunities
to participate in groundbreaking techniques to
fight Alzheimer’s, dementia and other age-related
challenges.
The property includes on-site offices for partners
engaged in research into age-related disease.
Living costs are affordable through a combination
of Social Security Income funding, supplemental
funding from the California Department of
Developmental Services and Noah Homes’ own
fundraising. Residents are not responsible for any
additional costs. Residents can enjoy a sense of
community, as the two homes are located in a
planned community where many residents with I/
DD have lived for decades.

Residents & Services
Target Market
•

Adults with intellectual and
developmental disabilities and
dementia and/or Alzheimer’s disease

Resident Support Needs
•
•
•

24/7 support
Memory care
High behavioral support

Property Relationship
to LTSS
•

Provider-controlled setting

Photo: Noah Homes

LTSS Delivery Model
•

Noah Homes
Memory Care Homes

Agency-based rotational staffing

Funding Options for LTSS
•

Medicaid HCBS waiver

Spring Valley, California
noahhomes.org/memorycare
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Housing Market Guide: Noah Homes

Residential Unit
Type

Development
Type

Other residential facility

Planned community

Lifestyle
Intentional community
Active-living community

Private vs. Shared
Residence
Private Residence

Faith-based community

Photo: Noah Homes

Physical Amenities
•

Common area spaces (community center,
patios)

•

Relaxation spaces (garden, orchard)

•

Recreation spaces

•

Security features

•

Cognitive accessibility features

•

Easy-to-clean features

•

Extra-durable features

•

Accessible design

Supportive Amenities
•

Community Life

Payment Model
•

Tuition-based (negotiated rate)
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Yellow House Snapshot

Photo: Yellow House Ascendigo Autism Services, Sallie Bernard

The Yellow House is a single-family home located in
the rural community of Carbondale, Colorado near
Aspen in the Rocky Mountains. A family purchased an
existing home for their young adult son with autism
and renovated it in 2014 to meet his sensory and
behavioral needs. Property management, residential
support and day services are provided by Ascendigo
Autism Services.
The Yellow House is located in a quiet residential
neighborhood that is walkable to recreational
amenities (parks, recreation center, bike and hiking
trails) and to Main Street with restaurants, shops,
creative spaces, a movie theater, public transportation
and other small-town amenities. The house has three
bedrooms, each with its own full bath, and design
features for sensory comfort, safety, independence,
privacy and ease of maintenance. An accessory
dwelling unit (ADU) is rented to an Ascendigo
employee who provides on-call backup and property
oversight. The landscaped yard has swings, vegetable
gardens, a pond, spa and patio. The original residents
were three adults with autism whose families shared
equal operational control through a cooperativeownership LLC. Currently, one person resides there,
but the goal is to have up to three residents living and
thriving in the house together.

Yellow House
Ascendigo Autism Services
Carbondale, Colorado
ascendigo.org

The current occupant and his family hired Ascendigo
to provide agency-based, rotational staffing to meet
his support needs. These services include case
management, behavior therapy, program coordination
to access sports (skiing, lake sports, hiking, biking,
climbing, riding, etc.), continuing education, social
opportunities and employment supports. Ascendigo
provides direct-support professionals for overnight
care and serves as the property manager. This
nonprofit service provider offers similar services to
other adults with autism in the community who live in
their own homes, family homes or rental units. The level
of service varies by client, with some receiving only
drop-in support (such as life coaching) or vocational
services, and others needing day services and backup residential supports.

Residents & Services
Target Market
•

Adults with autism

Resident Support Needs
•
•

24/7 support
High behavioral support

Property Relationship
to LTSS
•

Consumer-controlled setting

LTSS Delivery Model
•
•

Agency-based rotational staffing
Paid neighbor

Funding Options for LTSS
•
•

Private pay
Medicaid HCBS waiver
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Photo: Yellow House Ascendigo Autism Services, Ashley Martin

Housing Market Guide: Yellow House

Residential Unit
Type

Development
Type

Single-family home

Scattered site

Lifestyle

Private vs. Shared
Residence

Live-work-play
Pet-friendly

Private Residence (current)

Accessory dwelling
unit (ADU)

Photo: Yellow House Ascendigo Autism Services, Sallie Bernard

Physical Amenities

Shared with housemates
(past/future)

Supportive Amenities

•

Relaxation amenities (sensory room)

•

Personal preference

•

Pedestrian-oriented

•

Resident assistant

•

Transit access

•

Security features

•

Smart home technology

•

Cognitive accessibility features

•

Easy-to-clean features

•

Extra-durable features

•

Sensory-friendly design

•

Accessible design (ground floor)

•

Personal preference

Payment Model
•

Cooperative ownership (LLC)
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Chapel Haven Schleifer Center
Snapshot

Photo: Chapel Haven Schleifer Center

Chapel Haven Schleifer Center offers studenthousing apartments for young adults enrolled in
the Center’s unique transitional programs designed
for those with intellectual and developmental
disabilities and other neurodiversities. Programs
include the REACH program for adults with
developmental disabilities and autism, and the
Asperger Syndrome Adult Transition (ASAT)
program for adults with social communication
disorders. Each program has a unique set of
supportive amenities. Chapel Haven recently
added the Schleifer Adult Independent Living
(SAIL) campus, an intergenerational apartment
complex for program graduates who want or
need lifelong support. SAIL enables residents to
comfortably age in place in a non-institutional
setting. This $45 million campus was built with
universal design and, more specifically, sensory
issues in mind. Chapel Haven also has a campus
in Tucson, Arizona called Chapel Haven West,
which offers a program for adults with social
communication disorders.

Residents & Services
Target Market
•
•
•

•

Neurodiverse young adults
Adults with autism
Adults with intellectual and
developmental disabilities
(including executive functioning,
social communication)
Intergenerational

Resident Support Needs
•
•
•
•

Drop-in support
Low support
Moderate support
24/7 support

Property Relationship
to LTSS
•

Provider-controlled setting

LTSS Delivery Model
•
•

Chapel Haven
Schleifer Center

Paid neighbor
Residential transition program

Funding Options for LTSS
•
•
•

Private pay
Medicaid HCBS waiver
Approved private special education
high school

New Haven, Connecticut
chapelhaven.org
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Physical Amenities

Photo: Chapel Haven Schleifer Center

•

Transit access (major bus lines; walking
distance to businesses, universities, houses
of faith)

•

Sensory-friendly design (non-fluorescent
lighting, natural light, non-toxic low VOC
materials)

•

Accessible design (ADA-compliant units)

•

Universal design

•

Cognitive accessibility features (each
floor coded in differing color palettes to
ease way-finding; signage includes visual
symbols and Braille)

•

Security features (all students have
fobs to apartment and buildings; video
surveillance; overnight awake staff (REACH)
administrators on call)

•

Relaxation space (student lounges on
each floor; balcony space with comfortable
seating encourages socialization)

•

Common area space (teaching apartment,
culinary teaching kitchen, outreach center
for dances, karaoke)

•

Recreation space (patio, barbecue, paid
memberships to nearby JCC for swimming,
basketball, rock climbing, etc.; fitness and
game rooms, fitness center, yoga space,
activity lounges)

Payment Model
•

Residential Unit
Type

Development
Type

Apartments

Student housing
Mixed-use
development

Lifestyle
Intentional community

Tuition-based

Supportive Amenities
(Varies by program)
•

Life-skills training (curriculum taught in
apartment setting; includes managing
a monthly budget, meal planning and
preparation, mobility training and apartment
maintenance)

•

Functional academics (10 core subject areas
taught by certified educators)

•

Curriculum-based assessment for each
student (monitoring progress every six
months, benchmarked for progress in
independent living)

•

Social communicative competency (woven
into all aspects of our curriculum by speechlanguage pathologists trained in pragmatics)

•

Community life (includes hourly help
by Chapel Haven counselors; weekend
recreation program; structured day
programming)

•

Resident assistant

•

Workplace and vocational support (includes
extensive job placement assessment
through the CareerAbility program; internship
experiences, job sampling, supported and
independent job placement; ongoing job
retention services)

•

Housekeeping service (includes life skills
specialists who provide coaching and
monitor apartment maintenance)

•

Benefits counseling (assistance for families
seeking application for social security and
other government entitlements)

•

Meal service (healthy meals on order;
cooking instruction; guidance from full-time
wellness coordinators)

Private vs. Shared
Residence
Private residence
(50% of units)
Shared with housemate
(50% of units)
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The Arc Jacksonville Village
Snapshot
The Arc Jacksonville Village is one of the first
consumer-controlled planned communities for
adults with I/DD in the U.S. Developed by the
nonprofit The Arc Jacksonville, it offers affordable
apartments with accessible design, smart home
technology, and multiple recreation spaces and
common areas. Residents have the opportunity to
live independently in an inclusive and supportive
residential community with peer-to-peer support.
They enjoy robust on-site and off-site recreation
options with walkable access to the broader
community and public transit.

Residents & Services
Target Market
•
•

Individuals with intellectual and
developmental disabilities
Low-income residents

Resident Support Needs
•

Drop-in support

Property Relationship
to LTSS

Photo: The Arc Jacksonville Village

•

Consumer-controlled setting

LTSS Delivery Model
•
•
•
•

The Arc
Jacksonville Village

Agency-based rotational staffing
Remote support
Self-directed support
Paid neighbor

Funding Options for LTSS
•
•

Private pay
Medicaid HCBS waiver

Jacksonville, Florida
arcjacksonville.org/the-village
For more information, see p. 130 of the Promising Practices section.
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Housing Market Guide: The Arc Jacksonville Village

Residential Unit
Type

Development
Type

Apartments

Planned community

Lifestyle
Intentional community
Live-work-play

Private vs. Shared
Residence
Private residence
(65 units)
Shared with housemate
(32 units)

Physical Amenities
•

Accessible design (ADA-compliant units;
wheelchair-accessible units)

•

Community life (on-site and off-site
recreation options and activities)

•

Common area spaces (community center
with dining room, great room, activity room,
meeting rooms)

•

Resident assistants (live-in, on-site staff)

•

Life-skills training (supported-living
coaching)

Recreation space (game room, theater room,
computer room, swimming pool, hot tub,
picnic area, basketball court, garden, fitness
center)

•

Meal service (dining hall optional)

•

Village vehicles shuttle service

•

Photo: The Arc Jacksonville Village

Supportive Amenities

•

Smart home technology (units equipped
with emergency on-call system)

•

Security features (gated community, on-site
overnight security)

Payment Model
•
•

Rental/lease
Affordable rental/lease
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CASS Housing Snapshot

Photo: CASS Housing

CASS Housing is a nonprofit developer that
provides consumer-controlled, customizable,
affordable housing with onsite supports for
residents with neurodiversities and I/DD. Each
property consists of a single-family home
with three accessory dwelling units (ADUs) or
single room occupancy (SRO) units (depending
on zoning in the local jurisdiction), a common
space and communal kitchen. A neurotypical
steward (resident assistant) lives in the house
(with their family as applicable) and adults with
neurodiversities and/or I/DD live in the ADUs.
Each ADU is a private residence with its own
bedroom, bathroom and kitchenette. Residents
choose their preferred LTSS providers. The
steward checks in with residents once a day and
cultivates community life through weekly shared
meals and monthly outings. All CASS Housing
properties currently offer an independent living
model. In the next five years, the plan is to develop
a planned community offering family living and
family-plus models for adults with additional
support needs. This expansion has been facilitated
by impact investments, including from a CASS
Housing resident and several residents’ families.

Residents & Services
Target Market
•
•

Neurodiverse residents
Adults with intellectual and
developmental disabilities

Resident Support Needs
•
•
•

No support needs
Low support
Drop-in support

Property Relationship
to LTSS
•

Consumer-controlled setting

LTSS Delivery Model
•
•
•
•

Agency-based rotational staffing
Paid neighbor
Remote support
Self-directed support

Funding Options for LTSS

CASS Housing

•
•

Private pay
Medicaid HCBS waiver

Fort Wayne, Indiana
casshousing.org
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Housing Market Guide: CASS Housing

Residential Unit
Type

Development
Type

Single-family home
+3 accessory dwelling
units or single room
occupancy units

Scattered site

Lifestyle
Intentional community

Private vs. Shared
Residence
Private Residence

Planned community
(in the future)

Physical Amenities

Supportive Amenities

•

Common area space

•

Resident assistant (steward)

•

Smart home technology

•

Community life

•

Security features

•

Community navigator

•

Easy-to-clean features

•

Life-skills training

•

Extra-durable features

•

Benefits counseling

•

Accessible design

•

Personal preference

•

Adaptable design

•

Personal preference

Payment Model
•
•

Affordable rental/lease
Rental/lease
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Photo: Crescent Commons, Bergen County's United way, Patrick Chieffe

Crescent Commons Snapshot
Crescent Commons is an affordable residential
complex of the nonprofit developer Bergen
County’s United Way/Madeline Housing Partners
LLC. The complex has 17 affordable-lease
apartments, six homeownership townhouses
and a three-bedroom licensed group home. In
this hybrid setting, LTSS in the group home is
provider controlled, while LTSS in the apartments
and townhouses is consumer controlled. The
property is a short walk from downtown Allendale,
Crestwood Lake and public transit (train and
bus). Residents currently include families and
neurodiverse adults.

Residents & Services
Target Market
•
•
•

Neurodiverse adults
Low-income residents
Families

Resident Support Needs
•
•
•
•
•

No support needs
Drop-in support
Low support
Moderate support
24/7 support

Property Relationship
to LTSS
•

Hybrid setting

LTSS Delivery Model
•
•
•

Crescent Commons

Agency-based rotational staffing
Self-directed support
Residential transition program

Funding Options for LTSS
•
•

Private pay
Medicaid HCBS waiver

Allendale, New Jersey
bergenunitedway.org
For more information, see p. 136 of the Promising Practices section.
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Housing Market Guide: Crescent Commons

Residential Unit
Type

Development
Type

Apartments (17 units

Scattered site

Townhouses (6 units)

Group home

Lifestyle
Personal preference

Private residence
(apartments & townhouses)
Shared with housemates
(group home)

Photo: Crescent Commons, Bergen County's United way, Patrick Chieffe

Single-family home
(3-bedroom group home)

Physical Amenities
•

Common area space (community room)

•

Transit access

Private vs. Shared
Residence

Supportive Amenities
•

Benefits counseling (housing service
coordinator)

Payment Model
•
•

Affordable rental/lease (apartments &
group home)
Individual ownership (townhouses)
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Our Home - Cathedral Park
Snapshot

Rendering: Our Home - Cathedral Park

Our Home – Cathedral Park (OHCP) is a cohousinginspired community developed by the nonprofit
Our Home, Inclusive Community Collaborative
for people with diverse abilities, ages and income
levels. With an anticipated completion date of
2022, OHCP will offer studio, one-, two- and threebedroom condominiums architecturally designed
to promote community connection and interaction,
as well as the privacy of individual homeownership.
The property offers both conventional marketrate ownership and subsidized units for qualified
individuals. People who experience disability will
live in 20-25% of the 28 units as homeowners or
tenants. OHCP emphasizes community connection,
belonging, cooperative decision-making, sharing,
respect, diversity, reciprocity based on individual
strengths and interests, and more. Its location
offers convenient access to urban amenities,
nature, public transit and Portland’s Cathedral
Park.

Residents & Services
Target Market
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adults with disabilities
Adults with intellectual and
developmental disabilities
Neurodiverse adults
Low-income residents
Families
Seniors
Intergenerational

Resident Support Needs
•

Varies by person

Property Relationship
to LTSS
•

Consumer-controlled setting

LTSS Delivery Model

Our Home
Cathedral Park

•
•
•
•
•
•

Agency-based rotational staffing
Natural supports
Paid neighbor
Remote support
Self-directed support
Shared living

Funding Options for LTSS
•
•

Private pay
Medicaid HCBS waiver

Portland, Oregon
ourhomecathedralpark.com
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Residential Unit
Type

Development
Type

Condominiums
(28 units)

Cohousing community

Lifestyle
Intentional community

Private vs. Shared
Residence

Active-living community

Private residence

Pet-friendly

Shared with
housemate(s)

Live-work-play
Personal preference

Physical Amenities

Rendering: Our Home - Cathedral Park

•

Common area space (common kitchen,
laundry, outdoor gathering spaces, small &
large indoor gathering spaces, dog-washing
station, bike room, covered parking)

•

Relaxation amenities

•

Pedestrian-oriented

•

Transit access

•

Security features

•

Smart home technology (individualized)

•

Easy-to-clean features

•

Universal design

•

Accessible design

•

Adaptable design

•

Personal preference

Supportive Amenities
•

Community life (meal sharing, educational
opportunities)

•

Health and fitness opportunities

•

Personal preference

Payment Model
•
•
•
•

Individual ownership
Group ownership
Subsidized ownership
Rental/lease
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Marbridge Snapshot

Photo: Marbridge, Desiree Kameka Galloway

The Marbridge campus offers a variety of
residential options for adults with I/DD in a
provider-controlled setting. Residents can
maintain their preferred activities and friendships
as their support needs change with age. The
Village at Marbridge emphasizes independent
and semi-independent living in a shared singlefamily home. Each cottage in the Village has
three two-bedroom suites, a living area, kitchen,
dining area and laundry room. Instructors provide
training and oversight for independent living skills
like shopping and cooking.
The Ranch at Marbridge offers assisted living.
Residents can live in a private bedroom in one
of The Ranch’s four lodges or in a shared room
in a dorm setting. There are several communal
areas, including living rooms, dining rooms and an
enrichment center. Staff help with activities of daily
living and are available around the clock. The Villa
at Marbridge offers 24-hour skilled nursing care
in spacious shared bedrooms. This faith-based
community offers community life, activities on and
off campus, health and fitness activities, relaxation
spaces and more.

Residents & Services
Target Market
•
•
•

Resident Support Needs
•
•
•
•
•

Drop-in support
Low support
Moderate support
24/7 support
Daily medical support

Property Relationship
to LTSS
•

Provider-controlled setting

LTSS Delivery Model
•

Marbridge

Adults with intellectual and
developmental disabilities
Neurodiverse residents
Adults with profound medical needs

Agency-based rotational staffing (24hour awake staff)

Funding Options for LTSS
•
•

Private pay
Dual Eligible Medicare–Medicaid
(skilled nursing facility)

Manchaca, Texas
marbridge.org
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Physical Amenities
Common area space (living rooms,
kitchens, laundry rooms, recreation
room at The Village. Living rooms, TV
rooms, enrichment center at The Ranch)

•

Community life (independent and supervised
outings into the Greater Austin community and
beyond; formal and informal activities on campus)

•

•

Recreational spaces (swimming
pool, athletic facility, wellness center,
equestrian center, fishing pond,
horticultural/sustainable garden center)

Life-skills training (157+ training classes, including
cooking, money management, social skills, public
transportation and more held during the week
with 20 instructors)

•

Meal service (room & board included in tuition)

•

Relaxation spaces (multisensory
integration room, enrichment/
community centers, swings, outside
seating/gathering areas)

•

Health and fitness activities (12 Special Olympics
sporting opportunities, yoga, cardio training,
bocce, etc.)

•

Pedestrian-oriented

•

Housekeeping service

•

Sensory-friendly design

•

Life-skills training

•

Accessible design

•

Workplace and vocational support (employment
available on campus & in the community)

•

Adaptable design

•

Benefits counseling

•

Chapel

•

Resident assistant

•

Full-time nursing staff

•

Full-time licensed nurse practitioner & medical
doctor

•

Occupational therapy

•

Physical therapy

•

Speech therapy

Photo: Marbridge

•

Residential Unit Type
Single-family home
(15 cottages at The Village;
4 lodges at The Ranch)
Dormitory (The Ranch)
Facility-based setting
(nursing home at The Villa)

Development
Type

Lifestyle

Planned community

Faith-based
community

Assisted living

Live-work-play

Nursing home

Intentional community
Active-living
community

Private vs. Shared
Residence
Shared with
housemates (singleand double-occupancy
bedrooms)

Supportive Amenities

Payment Model
•

Tuition-based
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Faison Residence Snapshot

Photo: Faison Residence

The Faison Residence is an apartment community
where a third of the units are rented to adults with
autism and other developmental disabilities who
are generally independent but need occasional
assistance and supervision. The remaining units
are rented to the general public. The property
was developed by the Faison Center, a school for
children and adults with autism, to offer graduates
more options for housing and services.
As a hybrid setting for LTSS delivery, residents
with autism and I/DD have access to smart home
technology and other supportive in-home services
in a provider-controlled setting while they transition
from home-based services to more independent
adulthood. The remaining units are consumer
controlled. Neighbors look out for each other at
this intentional and active-living community. The
retail space of this mixed-use development is
home to a health clinic, sandwich shop and salon,
with security systems throughout the building.
In addition to the on-site patio, community room
and fitness center, residents have access to the
Faison Center’s 10,000-square-foot, state-of-theart community center for physical activity and
entertainment.

Residents & Services
Target Market
•
•
•
•

Resident Support Needs
•
•
•
•
•

No support needs
Drop-in support
Low support
Moderate support
24/7 support

Property Relationship
to LTSS
•

Hybrid setting

LTSS Delivery Model
•
•
•

Faison Residence

Adults with autism
Neurodiverse adults
Adults with intellectual and
developmental disabilities
General market

Agency-based rotational staffing
Paid neighbor
Remote support

Funding Options for LTSS
•
•

Private pay
Medicaid HCBS waiver

Richmond, Virginia
faisoncenter.org/the-faison-residence
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Housing Market Guide: Faison Residence

Residential Unit
Type

Development
Type

Apartments
(45 units)

Mixed-use
development

Physical Amenities

Lifestyle
Active-living community

Private vs. Shared
Residence

Intentional community

Private residence
Shared with
housemate(s)

Supportive Amenities

Common area spaces (community room,
patio)

•

Community life

•

Resident assistant

•

Smart home technology

•

Life-skills training

•

Security features

•

Workplace and vocational support

•

Recreational amenities (fitness room,
community center)

•

Community navigator

•

Transit access

•

Photo: Faison Residence

Payment Model
•

Rental/lease

•

Affordable rental/lease
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Promising Practices

The promising practices of these development
models shed light on what has worked to respond
to the needs and preferences of the neurodiverse
housing market. They offer several takeaways:

Supportive state
& local policies

Person-centered options for housing and support services have
expanded as a result of the pioneering work of nonprofit and
private developers. By working across public, private, nonprofit and
philanthropic sectors, and with creative financing and good design,
developers are illustrating how a collaborative sector approach can
increase the housing supply for special populations and meet the
demands of neurodiverse populations while building better, stronger,
more inclusive communities, and pushing the imagination of what is
possible, practical and sustainable.

Collaborations

among developers, property managers
and/or service providers, for example,
can allow organizations to lend their
strengths without fundamentally
changing their operations or identities.

These developers share
a commitment to quality
housing that contributes to
the independence, spirit of
community and quality of
life of residents with diverse
needs and abilities.

They demonstrate how nonprofit and
private-sector developers can use
policy, research and engagement with
prospective residents and a variety of
funding sources to stimulate a new
generation of successful personcentered housing and support services.
They illustrate what can be accomplished
through collaboration, creativity and
unstoppable persistence.

Affordability

does not have to mean compromising on
beautiful design and amenities or relying
on traditional federal funding sources.

Photo: Crescent Commons, Bergen County's United Way, Patrick Chieffe

This chapter highlights three innovative
housing development models from
across the U.S., drawing from in-depth
interviews with leaders from each
development organization. In Arizona,
First Place AZ models how to incorporate
insights from the general housing
market, well-researched design and
integration of supportive amenities,
physical amenities and community life
into building comfortable homes in a
supportive, neuroinclusive environment.
In Florida, The Arc Jacksonville
demonstrates how the visions of people
with intellectual and developmental
disabilities can be expressed through
an independent living, deeply affordable
planned community. In New Jersey,
Bergen County’s United Way/Madeline
Housing Partners, LLC illustrates how
to leverage favorable policy, creative
financing and attractive design to expand
quality affordable housing in an inflated
real estate and rental market. The
application of the A Place in the World
Nomenclature is further illustrated in this
chapter, with bold text denoting terms
from the nomenclature.

such as tax credits dedicated to housing
for adults with I/DD or regulations
that encourage affordable housing
development can help increase the
supply of and access to quality residential
options for adults with neurodiversities.

Design features

such as natural light, lever door handles,
durable materials or community spaces
can be incorporated to make a residential
development more adaptable for special
populations and appealing to the general
market.

Thinking beyond
the four walls

of a building—about how residents live
both in and outside of the home—can
improve quality of life and community
connection.
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First Place AZ
Phoenix, Arizona
firstplaceaz.org
See page 78 of the
Housing Market Guide.

# of Units

55
Capacity

75

people with autism and
other neurodiversities

First Place AZ is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit charitable
organization founded in 2012. Its mission is to “set the
standard for developing communities that integrate
adults with autism and other neurodiversities into
the fabric of society through housing, healthcare,
education, employment, supportive systems and
culture” [105].
Its first property, First Place–Phoenix (First Place),
is a consumer-controlled apartment property and
intentional community of neurodiverse residents
in Phoenix, Arizona. Opened in July 2018, the mixeduse building includes 55 private apartments (one-,
two- and four-bedroom suites), as well as recreation
spaces, relaxation spaces and common area
(connector) spaces. Located in the heart of Phoenix,
First Place offers convenient access to transit, jobs,
lifelong education, restaurants, retail and recreation.
It is a new residential prototype designed to empower
each resident to grow in independence and selfsufficiency within the First Place environment and
greater Phoenix community.

The property features three primary uses: First Place
Apartments for residents; First Place Transition
Academy for students; and First Place Leadership
Institute for training, data collection, research and
public policy advancements. First Place collaborates
with the Southwest Autism Research & Resource
Center (SARRC) and GateWay Community College
to offer its Transition Academy, a two-year, postsecondary education program focused on building
crucial life skills for independent living and career
readiness.
According to First Place AZ Founder, President and
CEO Denise D. Resnik, location, design and community
connections are among the essential ingredients of
First Place. “Sound principles for residential real estate
include good location, property design responsive to
the needs and interests of those served and integration
within the greater area—whether its urban, suburban
or rural. What’s special about First Place is how the
property lives and breathes to build community and
those all-important connections among and between
neighbors, staff and the broader urban community."
Resnik continued,

"Residents are attracted to First Place
because they’re looking for friends, a
job, a home of their own and the chance
to learn how to live more independently.”

Thinking beyond
four walls.
First Place approaches housing
for special populations with
insights from the general market.
“Historically, the bar has sadly been
kept low in terms of expectations
for what people consider to be
appropriate housing for individuals
with special needs, which is why we
haven't seen a lot of innovation. At
First Place, we often look up and
out to the general market to inform
our questions about what people
want, need and deserve as valued
members of our communities.
With that mindset, we’re testing
and developing solutions for how
more people with autism and other
differences are better integrated
into First Place and other marketdriven and affordable housing
properties, expanding choice
and opportunities for community
integration.”
— Denise D. Resnik, Founder &
President/CEO of First Place AZ
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First Place AZ Property Development

Development
costs.

Developer type

Nonprofit developer

Total development cost

Financial stack
•
•
•
•

Charitable campaigns
New Markets Tax Credits
Philanthropic gifts
Private sector loan

$19.7
Million

Land source

Purchased land

For sale or rent?

What was the
development process?
First Place AZ leveraged multiple funding
streams, including New Markets Tax
Credits, a private sector loan and charitable
contributions from more than 100 donors to
develop the real estate. A comprehensive
capital campaign with support from
foundations and donors of all sizes also
funded start-up operations and program
development.
After purchasing the land in midtown
Phoenix in 2014 that would become the site
of First Place–Phoenix, First Place retained
RSP Architects, a firm that had already
demonstrated its understanding and
appreciation for the target market through
their work leading the design of SARRC’s
Campus for Exceptional Children 10 years
prior. The thoughtful building design of First
Place–Phoenix was the culmination of two
decades of research, travel, focus groups
and design charrettes. A core resource
was the 2009 report Opening Doors, a
collaboration among SARRC, the Urban
Land Institute and Arizona State University
that identified guidelines and best practices
for built environments that meet the needs
of individuals with autism [16].

Rental/lease

“While the primary uses are
essential, it is these spaces in
between that bring out its true
beauty and specialness.”
A source of design inspiration also came
from the Japanese art form of kintsugi
pottery. As First Place lead architect, Mike
Duffy, explained, “We felt it was essential
to have a lot of supported spaces where
people could get outside of their units,
interact with each other, meet for a game
night on floor three, and play cards on
floor four in one of the activity zones… We
developed this concept taking inspiration
from kintsugi pottery, the Japanese art
form in which broken pieces of pottery
are repaired using resins made from
precious metals such as gold or silver. It’s
this elegant and beautiful metaphor that
directed our design for First Place, in that
the resin holds it all together. Our task as
designers was to create supportive spaces
that not only satisfied the base program
but also supported these important places
for the community of First Place to learn,
to grow, to thrive and to succeed. While
the primary uses are essential, it is these
spaces in between that bring out its true
beauty and specialness.”

Construction cost

$15.4
Million

First Place to Build an Adult Life:
Funding Sources

Land cost

Funding sources used to develop First Place AZ

$1.5
Million

46%

Capital
Campagin

38%

Private Financing

16%

New Markets Tax
Credit Equity

Other property and transition
program start-up expenses

$2.8
Million
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Policy matters.

Photo: First Place ® AZ; RSP Architects

Through collaboration with Arizona policy makers, the First Place Transition Academy
has become more affordable. Starting from its launch in 2015, First Place AZ and SARRC
tracked the Transition Academy’s efficacy by gathering evaluative data. With that data as
evidence, they worked with Arizona policymakers to build a funding crosswalk, allowing
Transition Academy participants to braid together public funds to support enrollment.
As of mid-2019, members of the Arizona Department of Economic Security’s Division
of Developmental Disabilities (DDD) who are eligible to receive Arizona Long-Term
Care System (ALTCS) services from SARRC can reduce out-of-pocket program costs
by approximately 50%. For qualified members, private pay covers rent and amenities,
while DDD and ALTCS provide funding for long-term care services.

Who lives at First Place?
First Place was designed for adults with autism and other neurodiversities (such as
Down syndrome, traumatic brain injury). It is also open to neurotypical adults. It is not a
medical home and is not for those who need intensive support or with self-injurious or
violent behaviors. Current residents come from across the U.S.

How do residents receive support?
First Place is a consumer-controlled setting, where residents receive support from
staff and have the ability to access LTSS as needed from their preferred third-party
service provider(s) funded through Medicaid HCBS waivers and/or private pay.

Lessons learned.
Persistence and flexibility were important ingredients for making
First Place–Phoenix a reality. One example is the location and
land source. As Resnik explained, “Prior to our current location,
we fell in and out of love with many others, at one time believing
that the 40 acres someone offered to donate was going to be
the perfect site for our planned community. Well, that was about
20 years ago, and we quickly learned that we were not prepared
to build an entire community, including the streets, sewers
and ecosystem of support. Since we had been developing a
supportive, connected Phoenix community for years, we turned
to a midtown location where we could leverage the assets of the
urban area and be closer to where other people wanted to live.”
Duffy shared insights on designing homes for special populations:
“Designing for autism is just good design. It's not that different
from any of our other design processes. We just need to add in
a few more layers. The vast majority of everyone we talked to
in either focus groups or design charrettes typically had some
very intimate, close connection to autism. Several were also on
the spectrum. We were talking to the experts and it was really
important we get this right.”

“Designing for
autism is just good
design. It’s not that
different from any
of our other design
processes. We just
need to add in a
few more layers.”

First Place provides multiple physical amenities to help residents enjoy the comfort of
their homes without challenging distractions. For example, the sensory-friendly design
includes natural light, nonfluorescent lighting and nontoxic materials with low volatile
organic compounds—features that benefit everyone. Cognitive accessibility features
include color palettes and signage that promote way finding, reminding residents of
their location and helping guide them to where they want to go next.
Supportive amenities at First Place are diverse. The property strives to create a sense
of community and facilitate friendships by offering daily activities from Mindful Monday
and Wellness Wednesday to Finally Friday and Social Saturday. The community offers
an app called LifeLoop for residents to register maintenance requests and sign up for
recreational activities and outings, several of which are led by fellow residents who are
members of the Council of Resident Engagement (CORE).

How do residents pay?
Apartment residents cover costs with private financial resources (private pay). They
may also augment their level of support by accessing publicly funded resources
through HCBS waivers.
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The Arc Jacksonville
Jacksonville, Florida
arcjacksonville.org/the-village
See page 98 of the Housing Market Guide.

# of Units

97
Capacity

121

The Arc Jacksonville is a nonprofit
501(c)(3) organization that began in
1965 as a grassroots movement to
champion the inclusion of persons
with unique abilities. It has been
advocating for and serving individuals
and families ever since.
Its residential development, The
Arc Jacksonville Village, is one
of the first consumer-controlled
planned communities for adults
with intellectual and developmental
disabilities (I/DD) in the U.S. Opened
in May 2016 in Jacksonville, Florida,
it offers 97 affordable one- and twobedroom rental apartments for 121
residents.

As an intentional community catering to individuals
interested in a live-work-play lifestyle, the Village
supports peer-to-peer connection and walkable
access to the broader community and public transit.
Many of the Village’s residents have participated
in The Arc Jacksonville On Campus Transition at
the University of North Florida, which provides
vital services and supports to assist students in
successfully transitioning into adulthood and life in
the community. About two-thirds of residents are
employed full or part time in the broader community.
As President/CEO of the Arc Jacksonville Jim
Whittaker explained,

“The whole concept was actually driven
by families and individuals receiving
services who had an interest in living in
such a community."

Thinking beyond
four walls.
“What started to surface during
focus group conversations was:
Wouldn’t it be really cool if we could
develop a community that focused
more on independent, semiindependent living in an apartment
sort of setting where individuals
would control their own space,
make choices, and also have staff
supports when needed and have
unlimited access to the Jacksonville
community?”
– Jim Whittaker, President/CEO of
The Arc Jacksonville

Whittaker added, "Our agency had acquired a large
parcel of property and it happened to be located in a
thriving area of Jacksonville surrounded by all kinds
of amenities and other housing.”

residents
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What was the development process?
The Arc Jacksonville acquired a large parcel in a thriving area of
Jacksonville through a cost-free, long-term land lease from the
state of Florida. It leveraged Low-Income Housing Tax Credits
(see Nomenclature, page 70), State Apartment Incentive Loans
(SHIP Funds) and a Developmental Disabilities Grant to finance
development and construction of the Village. Funds from a
local capital campaign helped build out additional property
amenities and establish an endowment.

Development
costs.

Lessons learned.
Residents of The Village seem most content
when they have their own private living space.
“If I were to do this again, I would build all
one-bedrooms… Most of our resident issues
are roommate related. The way The Village is
designed, your best friend can live right next
door to you, or across the way, without having
to share space. I just think personal space is
huge.” – Jim Whittaker, President/CEO of The
Arc Jacksonville

Total development cost

$22
Million

The Arc Jacksonville Village Property Development

Developer type

Nonprofit developer

Policy matters.

Construction cost

The decision at the Florida Housing Finance
Corporation to open a dedicated application
stream for housing for individuals with
intellectual and developmental disabilities
(I/DD) has been instrumental for expanding
residential choices in Florida. Said Whittaker,
“Kudos to our state... The agency that deals
with Affordable Housing Tax Credit was
very receptive, after many meetings and
conversations regarding how individuals with
I/DD were left out of the housing equation,
a decision was made a few years later to
seek proposals for an I/DD development
using Affordable Housing Tax Credits. Florida
has now funded five communities [Noah's
Landing, Promise in Brevard, Casa Familia,
Independence Landing and Quest] with two
new projects in various stages of development,
ours being the first.”

Financial stack
•
•
•
•

Capital campaign
Grant (Developmental Disabilities Grant)
Low-Income Housing Tax Credits
State Apartment Incentive Loans (SHIP Funds)

$18
Million

Land source
Land lease

For sale or rent?

Land cost

Rental/lease

$0

It Takes a Village: Funding Sources

99-year lease from
State of Florida

Funding sources used to develop The Arc Jacksonville Village [106]

60%

Low-Income
Housing Tax
Credits

16%

The Arc Jacksonville

16%

State Apartment
Incentive Loans

8%

Grants

Other development and
start-up expenses

$4
million

"Florida has now funded
five communities with two
new projects in various
stages of development,
ours being the first."
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Who lives at the Village?

Photos: The Arc Jacksonville

The Village caters to adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities (I/DD)
with drop-in support needs. At present, Whittaker estimates that 20% of residents
have autism. The vast majority of residents are from Florida, with roughly 10% from
out of state.

How do residents receive support?
The Village is a consumer-controlled setting. Residents are required to have selfdirected support services funded through private pay or Medicaid HCBS waivers
(administered by Florida’s Agency for Persons with Disabilities). Private-pay residents
can receive Long-Term Services and Supports (LTSS) directly from the Village staff.
For those whose service needs are funded through Medicaid waivers, The Arc serves
only as a landlord; these residents pick their service provider from the broader
community.
The Arc Jacksonville Village offers a variety of physical amenities and supportive
amenities to residents. For example, each apartment has an intercom that can be used
to request immediate help from on-site support staff in the event of an emergency.
The Village also hosts AmeriCorps volunteers, both neurotypical and neurodiverse,
to provide additional in-person support to residents. For residents with autism, this
might mean encouraging them to participate in social activities or helping keep family
members looped in.
As a gated community in a suburban center, the Village offers a balance of safety
net, independence, and community. “The majority of families were interested in a
community, which offered security and safety, opportunities for social engagement,
community employment, recreation, affordability, services and staff supports, dining
options and access to the broader community without restrictions. Each resident has
a gate access code, in addition to family members and providers... Our gates are open
during the daylight hours and they close at dark,” said Whittaker.
In addition to The Village’s interconnection with the Jacksonville community, residents
provide community and support for each other. As Whittaker emphasized, “The Village
offers [residents] that ability to hang out with who they want to; you know, to have
friendships, to do things in small groups, to go off-site and explore the community.”

How do residents pay?
Thanks to Affordable Housing Tax Credits, rent at the Village is half to one-third the
rate of similar market-rate housing in Jacksonville. Residents pay rent with Housing
Choice Vouchers and/or private pay (e.g., third-party benefits, earned income, family
support)
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Bergen County’s United Way/
Madeline Housing Partners, LLC
Northeast New Jersey
bergenunitedway.org
See page 107 of the
Housing Market Guide.

Crescent
Commons

17

affordable-lease
apartments

6

homeownership
townhouses

1

3-bedroom licenced
group home

Capacity

41

residents

Bergen County’s United Way/Madeline Housing
Partners, LLC is a housing development partnership
that offers affordable, creative housing solutions
for community members with the highest support
needs across northern New Jersey. The two
nonprofit organizations Bergen County’s United
Way and Madeline Corporation formed their
partnership in 2004 with the mission to “build quality
homes that empower individuals and families to
live independently and thrive in the communities
of their choice” [107]. Through the Very Special
Homes program, their partnership provides over 317
affordable housing units across 28 separate projects,
including condominiums for first-time homebuyers,
senior (55+) communities and licensed group homes,
among other types of housing. With more projects
in development, the number of quality affordable
housing units it offers continues to grow.
Tom Toronto, president of Bergen County’s United
Way, explained that in the expensive housing market
of Northeast New Jersey, “Affordable housing, or
the lack thereof, is the biggest issue... The only way
to address that, we felt, was not to study it, but to
increase the supply of homes that people could
afford. We started to do that about 15 years ago
and then when it was brought to our attention the

Thinking beyond
four walls.

depth of the problem of lack of housing for folks with
intellectual and developmental disabilities, we began
to produce supportive housing.”
To date, Bergen County’s United Way/Madeline
Housing Partners, LLC has secured more than $30
million through collaborations with municipalities,
counties and New Jersey state entities to fund their
projects. Their record of successful partnerships
with local and state government has produced
more collaborations over time. Said Toronto, “We’ve
managed to flip the equation or the convention
around affordable housing in the state of New Jersey
by building really attractive housing for residents
drawn from the local community. So that’s put us in
demand for the municipality because we have a kind
of ready-made solution to a pretty knotty issue.”
This housing partnership has been honored for its
designs. Orchards Commons Special Needs Housing
development in Allendale, New Jersey received the
2010 Governor’s Excellence in Housing Award for
Best Supportive Housing. Airmount Woods Special
Needs Housing in Ramsey and Dina’s Dwelling in
New Brunswick have each earned the Innovation
in Supportive Housing Award from the Supportive
Housing Association of New Jersey.

A key strategy of Bergen County’s
United Way/Madeline Housing
Partners, LLC is creatively
combining financial resources
for housing for different special
populations.
Part of what makes Very Special
Homes innovative is “the ability
to be more flexible, to put different
packages together, capital stacks
together, to mix populations within
one site or to subdivide within
a site and build for separate
populations, but to have a common
community room... Our ability to mix
seniors with folks with intellectual
developmental disabilities, to
build with veterans, with families,
and to mix populations and to do
that successfully has also, I think,
broadened the horizons and the
understanding of what affordable
housing could actually be.”
– Tom Toronto, President of
Bergen County’s United Way
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Bergen County’s United Way/Madeline Housing Partners, LLC
Property Development

Developer type

Nonprofit developer

Development
costs for Crescent
Commons.

A Very Special Homes property:
Crescent Commons in Allendale, NJ

Total development cost

Financial stack
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bergen County’s United Way capital
CDBG Program
Federal Home Loan Bank
Grants
HOME Program
Housing First Capital Fund
Municipal Housing Trust Fund
New Jersey Division of Developmental
Disabilities
New Jersey Housing Mortgage and
Finance Agency
Partner capital
Philanthropic gifts
Private sector loans
Shelter Support Funding

$8
Million

48%

Construction cost

NJ Housing
Mortgage
Finance
Agency

$5.9
Million

14%

Borough of Allendale Housing
Trust Fund

11%

Bergen County United Way

8%

6 Homeownership sales

6%

NJ State HOME

6%

Bergen County HOME

4%

Federal Home Loan Bank

3%

DDD Capital Fund

Land source

Varies by property:
• Donation
• Purchased land

Land cost

For sale or rent?

Varies by property:
• Affordable rental/lease
• Rental/lease
• Homeownership

$2
Million

Lessons learned.
Supportive housing can be attractive housing. “People have an image of public
housing, and it’s high-rise, substandard materials, not well-built, not attractive. So
the fact that we have built architecturally attractive, beautiful buildings that look like
market-rate housing with materials that market-rate developers use has changed
attitudes…[though] sometimes that increases our own capital into a job, to build it to
the standard we want and what the population deserves.” – Tom Toronto, President,
Bergen County’s United Way

Partnerships matter.
Other development and
start-up expenses

$159
Thousand

Quality housing for special populations often requires collaboration across partners
with different skills and expertise. With Very Special Homes, Bergen County’s United
Way contributes financing and development expertise. Madeline Corporation
contributes development expertise and property management. Their group homes
are staffed by state-approved service providers. Working together has improved
their ability to provide affordable residential options to special populations in their
community.
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Residents include
individuals with I/DD,
families, seniors, veterans,
survivors of domestic
violence and individuals
who have experienced
homelessness.

Policy matters.
When Bergen County’s United Way/Madeline Housing Partners, LLC first started Very
Special Homes, it benefited from leadership at the state level, including the Governor’s
Office and the New Jersey Housing Mortgage Finance Agency. “The governor at that
time created something called the Special Needs Housing Trust Fund. What it implies
is more supportive housing, and we took great advantage of that,” said Toronto.
New Jersey’s regulatory environment also encourages affordable housing
development. Municipalities are constitutionally obligated to establish a realistic
opportunity for the provision of affordable housing for low- and moderate-income
households. Most municipalities meet this obligation via their land-use and zoning
powers [108]. Collaborations like those with Bergen County’s United Way/Madeline
Housing Partners, LLC are another way municipalities can meet these obligations.

Who lives in Very Special Homes?
Residents of Very Special Homes include individuals with intellectual and
developmental disabilities, families, seniors, veterans, survivors of domestic violence
and individuals who have experienced homelessness.

How do residents receive support?

Photo: Crescent Commons, Bergen County's United Way, Patrick Chieffe

With the exception of its group homes, all Very Special Homes properties are
consumer-controlled settings, where each resident chooses his or her own service
provider(s) according to their support needs (though not all residents have support
needs). Service providers enter into a formal Memorandum of Agreement with
Bergen County’s United Way/Madeline Housing Partners to ensure they will provide
appropriate services to the resident. Residents pay for LTSS with Medicaid HCBS
waivers (administered by the New Jersey Division of Developmental Disabilities)
and/or private pay.
Physical and supportive amenities vary across Very Special Homes properties.
Each property has a community room (common area space) where residents can
meet and organize activities; tenants are encouraged to arrange social gatherings
and events. Bergen County’s United Way and Madeline Corporation host periodic
meetings with residents to share news and updates, and hear from residents about
issues or concerns at the property. All tenants receive support from a Housing Service
Coordinator (benefits counseling) who assists with tenant eligibility, assessing service
needs and connecting tenants to support resources.

How do residents pay?
Rents are based on U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development annual
guidelines for affordability. Tenants who receive state or federal rental assistance are
responsible for paying 30% of their gross income for monthly rent.
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The Daniel Jordan Fiddle Foundation Adult Autism Public Policy Fellowship at
Arizona State University

™

The Daniel Jordan Fiddle Foundation established its Adult Autism Public Policy
Fellowship at Arizona State University’s Watts College of Public Service and
Community Solutions in 2018. Each year, a Fellow is selected to develop a public
policy agenda and a public policy white paper, each focusing on issues that affect
the lives of adults with autism and their families, with input from professionals,
legislators and other stakeholders. The Fellow’s papers are distributed nationally
to government agencies and policy makers whose work affects adults with autism
and their families. Both papers also guide the work of the First Place Global
Leadership Institute.
The Public Policy Fellowship Fund is one of several Daniel Jordan Fiddle Foundation
Adult Autism Endowment Funds at prestigious universities across the U.S. These
fellowships are cultivating the next generation of scholars and leaders working at
the forefront of medicine, program development, family support, performing arts
and public policy for adult autism. For more information, visit djfiddlefoundation.
org/endowed-programs.

Part 2: Public Policy

The purpose of public policy is inherent in the words themselves: the goal for a
definitive, guiding course or method of action of, relating to or affecting all people
in a community or nation. Dedicated, knowledgeable and collaborative forces
converging for a common purpose can change public policy—and lives—for the
better. A Place in the World is the product of such a convergence.

Pooja Paode is the inaugural Daniel Jordan Fiddle Foundation
Public Policy Fellow. Paode began her fellowship in August 2019
as a student in the Master of Public Policy program at Arizona
State University. The first paper she developed as a Fiddle Fellow
demonstrates the shortcomings of federal programs for housing
and support services for meeting the needs of adults with
autism and other intellectual and developmental disabilities.
Her second paper identifies data needed to articulate housing
demand among this population and considers opportunities for
future research and policy change. In addition to earning a Master of Public Policy
degree in 2020, Paode holds a Master of Science in the Science of Health Care
Delivery and a Bachelor of Science in Biological Sciences with a concentration in
Neurobiology, Physiology and Behavior.
Disclaimer: Information included here is provided for guidance and support purposes only and by virtue of
inclusion in these documents is not endorsed by Arizona State University (ASU) Watts College of Public
Service and Community Solutions, ASU Morrison Institute for Public Policy, and lead partners and sponsors of
A Place in the World.
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Part 2.1: Public Policy
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Executive Summary
Housing for Adults with Autism and/or
Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities:
Shortcomings of Federal Programs

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) addresses demand-side
housing affordability for people with disabilities through Non-Elderly Disabled (NED)
Housing Choice Vouchers (HCVs), Section 811 Capital Advance funding and Section
811 Project Rental Assistance funding. These programs target people with disabilities
in aggregate without considering the unique needs of people with autism and/or
I/DD. In addition:

This policy review outlines the historical evolution of federal policies that influence
housing and LTSS for adults with autism and/or I/DD, summarizes key federal
programs intended to provide access to consumer-controlled housing options for
people with disabilities, and summarizes barriers to accessing these programs. The
paper reveals significant gaps in federal housing support for adults with autism and/
or I/DD across the lifespan, resulting in a fragmented and underfunded patchwork of
housing assistance.

•

NED vouchers and Section 811 units reach a small fraction of demand.
Approximately 80,000 NED vouchers and 33,000 Section 811 units are utilized
nationally. However, it is unclear how many adults with autism and/or I/DD
utilize NED vouchers or live in Section 811 units because utilization data are
only publicly available for the aggregate population of adults with disabilities.
Ineligibility for Medicaid LTSS may directly and indirectly decrease access to
housing.

•

There is considerable competition for vouchers and demand for affordable
housing units. Demand for vouchers consistently exceeds supply; most adults
with autism and/or I/DD are seeking the same housing vouchers and projectbased affordable housing units as the other 11 million extremely low-income
households that cannot afford rent.

•

Individuals with vouchers may be unable to use them. Adults may experience
barriers, such as housing discrimination and a lack of residential options suitable
for the varying support needs of this population.

Key Takeaways
To date, there has been no landmark policy focused on housing assistance for adults
with autism and/or I/DD, and no policies resulting in significantly increased access to
affordable housing for this population.
Medicaid Home and Community-Based Services (HCBS) Waivers are the primary
resource for LTSS targeting adults with autism and/or I/DD. This program is prohibited
from covering the cost of room and board and provides residential LTSS funding to only
a fraction of adults who need services to live in a home of their own. In addition:
•

Many adults with autism are not eligible for HCBS waiver services. There is
considerable variation in Medicaid eligibility across states and eligibility is often
limited to those with an intellectual disability and/or extremely low-incomes.

•

Waivers rarely cover costs associated with finding or maintaining housing. HCBS
waivers in less than a quarter of states help adults access housing, typically by
funding housing stabilization services and accessibility modifications. In these
states, adults with autism and/or I/DD are rarely a target or priority population to
receive housing stabilization services.

•

Funding restrictions limit services available—even to eligible individuals. State
cost-control policies, limitations of available service benefits and competition
among multiple populations for Medicaid services limit coverage for adults with
autism and/or I/DD.

Affordability is just one barrier to housing stability. A lack of diverse housing options—
especially residential options that accommodate individuals with higher support
needs or more severe autism, rental market barriers, and other funding and regulatory
barriers—also prevent access to housing for adults with autism and/or I/DD.
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Introduction
Today, more than

5.4 million
Approaches to residential options for adults with autism and others with intellectual
and/or developmental disabilities (I/DD) have shifted significantly over time (Perl,
2016). In general, federal policies have shifted away from funding only institutional
care to upholding principles of the independent living movement that aim to give
individuals more choices for where and how Long-Term Support Services (LTSS)
are delivered. The most significant policy shift, made in 1981 to decrease Medicaid
expenditures and provide services in the community, was the authorization of
Medicaid Home and Community-Based Services (HCBS) waivers. This funding for
services delivered in community-based settings enabled adults with autism and/
or I/DD to live and be supported in their family home and other residential settings
(Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, 2020; Lakin et al., 2003).
Adults with autism and/or I/DD are significantly limited by access to affordable
housing and LTSS for their support needs. Advocacy groups continue to identify
considerable gaps in the residential options available to adults with autism and/or
I/DD who already face a relatively high housing cost burden due to lower incomes
and higher support needs (American Association on Intellectual and Developmental
Disabilities et al., 2019; Albrecht & Brown, 2014; IACC, 2019; Schaak et al., 2017).
The benefits of consumer-controlled housing include:

Choice &
autonomy

Domestic
tasks

Social
relationships

Almost 25%
or 1.3 million individuals—
live in the home of a family
caregiver over the age of 60.

From a longitudinal perspective,

~60%
of those individuals live with
a caregiver over the age of 41,
suggesting there will be a large
population of people living with an
elderly caregiver in the next few
decades (Tanis et al., 2017).

Plus improvements in
outcomes related to

Increased selfdetermination

individuals with I/DD are
known to live in the home
of a family caregiver
(Tanis et al., 2020).

Emotional
stability

In addition,
(Oliver, 2020)

Despite these benefits, historically there has been a persistent lack of housing
options to meet the diverse needs of this population, in part because housing is often
overlooked in relevant legislative and policy conversations (California State Council
on Developmental Disabilities, 2018).

50,000

people with autism are aging
out of high school every year
(Roux et al., 2017).

Little of this urgently approaching demand is
met by existing housing options. Over the last
decade, only 100,000 people (approximately 3%
of the total with I/DD) have been able to access
residential options beyond their family home.
Little data is collected on the residential options
actually available or accessible to or preferred
by adults with autism and/or I/DD. The lack of
access to residential options is concerning given
the growing population of these adults and
their aging caregivers (Residential Information
Systems Project, 2020; Roux et al., 2015). It
is reported that 30% to 40% of individuals
experiencing homelessness have a cognitive
impairment, including traumatic brain injury,
learning difficulties, intellectual disabilities,
autism spectrum disorder and attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder. Loss of family caregiver
is reported to be the main cause of becoming
homeless. (Brown M, McCann E., 2020).
There are also disparities—some linked to living
arrangements—in housing and LTSS access
within the population of adults with autism and/
or I/DD. Individuals living in group or residential
housing facilities are more likely to receive
comprehensive services than individuals living
independently or within a family home (Schott,
Nonnemacher & Shea, 2020). Comparing state
Medicaid HCBS service recipients with I/DD,
individuals with autism diagnoses are more
likely to live in a family member’s home and
42% less likely to live in their own home, agency
apartments or other living arrangements outside
the family home (Hewitt et al., 2017). As a result,
adults with autism may experience worse health
and social outcomes (Roux et al., 2017).
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Part 2.1 Public Policy: Introduction

Caregivers who currently provide both housing and support for their loved one are
especially concerned about the future when they are no longer able to take care of
their family member. In one study, over half of parents of adults with developmental
disabilities worry about their children’s future living arrangements, the meeting
of their support needs and their future quality of life (Easter Seals, 2008). These
concerns are exacerbated by existing systemic barriers to housing and LTSS access,
such as a shortage of direct care workers and underfunded state service systems
(Graham, 2017). Absent a coherent policy agenda that addresses these gaps, some
fear deleterious consequences for this population (Lutz, 2016).

This paper focuses specifically on access to consumer-controlled residential
settings, in part because adults with autism and/or I/DD who prefer this option
require assistance to afford housing. In addition, housing shortages and affordability
challenges especially limit access to consumer-controlled residential options. Without
housing assistance, the individual must choose between a provider-controlled
setting or homelessness. Addressing housing for those who can and prefer to live
in consumer-controlled settings plays an important role in preventing unnecessary
placement in provider-controlled living arrangements that may be too restrictive to
adults with lower support needs while appropriate for others.

A future where adults with autism and/or I/DD can choose from a variety of
residential options and access support services calls for a comprehensive policy
agenda that prioritizes 1) the development of appropriate housing and increased
housing assistance; 2) access to LTSS for those who need it; and 3) a system that
helps individuals access LTSS in the residential setting of their choice. These choices
should include consumer-controlled and provider-controlled settings (currently the
predominant housing model).

Although not in the scope of this policy review, ensuring access to providercontrolled settings such as group homes, host homes or intermediate care facilities
(ICF-ID) for those who prefer those settings and service delivery models is an equally
important policy goal requiring further exploration. These residential settings should
be considered part of the portfolio of options and housing policy conversations for
adults with autism and/or I/DD.
Developing a sustainable, person-centered system will require considerable shifts in
policy and practice. Examining the evolution of existing policy mechanisms governing
housing (particularly consumer-controlled settings) for adults with autism and/or I/
DD can help identify gaps and inform potential policy solutions.
This policy brief summarizes federal housing policy aimed at increasing access to
housing assistance for adults with autism and/or I/DD, including:
1. Legislation, regulations and court decisions that have impacted housing access

Defining the Link Between Housing and Services
The types and frequency of support needed and the preferred service delivery
model vary with each adult with autism and/or I/DD. Defining the ways housing and
services intersect in the community is important to contextualize housing policy for
this population. Today, two terms generally define how residential settings interface
with LTSS delivery:
•

Consumer-Controlled Settings: Properties where the housing provider is not
inextricably linked to residents’ LTSS provider(s), enabling residents to choose
their preferred provider(s). Different from provider-controlled settings, residents
may change their support service provider without changing where they live.

•

Provider-Controlled Settings: Properties where the housing provider is both
property manager and LTSS provider. In such residential settings, residents are
unable to change their LTSS provider without moving to a different home.

2. Existing federal programs that provide housing assistance for this population
(with an emphasis on housing assistance for consumer-controlled settings)
3. Barriers to accessing housing through existing programs
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Methods
To understand the evolution of policy related to residential options for adults with
autism and/or I/DD, secondary sources related to federal policy on disability and
housing such as academic literature and federal reports were reviewed to identify
key policy events, policy insights and barriers to access. Applicable federal housing
programs were identified, as well as eligibility criteria and utilization for this focal
population. Housing subsidy policies were limited to those that subsidize housing
demand by lowering housing costs for individuals with autism and/or I/DD, either
by giving individuals assistance to afford market rent or subsidizing developers
to reduce rental costs. The scope of policies and programs was limited to federal
policies (including legislation, court decisions, programs and agency guidance) that
aimed to help people live in the community; increase the use of community-based
LTSS; and increase access to housing for adults with autism and/or I/DD through
housing assistance services, housing voucher assistance, direct cash assistance and
funding subsidies for the development of housing.

Evolution of Housing and
Relevant Service Delivery Policy
Table 1 chronologically lists and summarizes federal legislation, regulations, court
cases and programs that set parameters around LTSS and housing for individuals with
disabilities (Conrad, 2020; MACPAC, 2020; Perl, 2016; Smith et al., 2000; Turnbull et al.,
2007; U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 2020; U.S. Department of
Justice, 2020). The majority of policies listed are designed to apply to and serve the
broader population of people with disabilities. Policies that specifically impact adults
with autism and/or I/DD are indicated in the table.

Current Federal Programs
Increasing Access to Housing
Three federal agencies fund programs that help adults with autism and/or I/DD live
in a home of their own through individually accessed subsidies:
•

The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid Services provides funding for Long-Term Support Services (LTSS),
including some forms of housing-related assistance (room and board excluded).

•

The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) provides rental
subsidies and assistance to purchase housing, as well as capital to housing
developers to make housing more affordable or attainable.

•

Social Security Administration (SSA) provides a cash benefit to assist with living
expenses, including housing or LTSS costs.

These programs and their corresponding funding allocations are administered
differently across states. Federal funding from HHS and HUD is typically managed at
the state or local level, while payments from the SSA are provided directly to eligible
individuals by the federal government. As a result, who is eligible and the kind of
housing assistance for which they are eligible varies significantly by state. Figure 1
summarizes federal programs through which adults with autism and/or IDD may
receive assistance to live in a home of their own (if eligible). To date, there has been no
landmark policy focused on the issue of housing for adults with autism and/or I/DD,
and no policies resulting in significantly increased access to affordable, appropriate
housing for this population.
The following section provides an overview of key Medicaid and HUD programs,
including the extent to which adults with autism and I/DD are eligible to receive
assistance, the type of assistance available, how many people participate in each
program (utilization) and barriers to access. Barriers are exacerbated by documented
limitations of SSA funding levels, which are not enough to afford fair market rent in
any housing market in the U.S. (Martone, 2020).

The evolution of these policies reflects the efforts of countless self-advocates,
neurodiverse families and friends who have called for programs to help individuals
thrive in the community. In addition to establishing programs to increase the
availability of residential options, critical protections that articulate their civil rights of
self-determination and equal opportunity (Developmental Disabilities Assistance and
Bill of Rights Act), publicly funded services in community-based settings (Olmstead
v. L.C.) and protections from housing discrimination (Kushner, 1989) were codified for
adults with autism and/or I/DD.
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Key Federal Policies Marking the Evolution of Housing Assistance for People with Disabilities
Table 1.

Rehabilitation Act

Social Security Amendments

(amended 1978, 1986, 1992 and 2015)

Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act

Americans with
Disabilities Act

Policy Goal: Provide support services for
individuals needing assistance beyond room
and board.

Policy Goal: Codify rights, prohibit discrimination
by federal agencies and create federal funding
sources for community-based support.

Policy Goal: Increase flexibility through waiver
authority and reduce government costs by
controlling high-cost program expenditures.

Policy Goal: Codify rights to independent living
and economic self-sufficiency, and prohibit
discrimination.

Impact: Authorized as an optional Medicaid
benefit, this allowed states to provide LTSS
care in “intermediate care facilities for persons
with mental retardation” (ICF-MR now referred
to as ICF/IDs due to a shift toward the term
intellectual disability).These individuals did not
need skilled nursing facility care but did need
assistance beyond room and board. States that
opted in received federal matching funds to
increase service access for adults with I/DD
(P.L. 92-223).

Impact: Prohibited discrimination based on
disability in programs conducted by federal
agencies or receiving federal financial
assistance. Following amendments, the act
now authorizes federal funding for vocational
rehabilitation services, supported employment,
independent living and client assistance (29
U.S.C.§ 794; Jones, 2007; U.S Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, 2020).

Impact: Established the Medicaid Home and
Community-Based Services (HCBS) Waiver
to deliver LTSS in community-based settings.
Waiver authority, if granted, permits states
to “waive” entitlement to access institutional
services and use Medicaid dollars to fund
voluntarily elected services in the community.
(P.L. 97-35; Rowland, Lyons, & Edwards, 1988;
Svahn, 1981).

Impact: Prohibited discrimination based on
disability in all areas of public life. The act
specifically established equality of opportunity,
participation, independent living and economic
self-sufficiency for individuals with disabilities
(42 U.S.C. § 12101).

1971

1981

1973

1972

1990

1988

1975
Social Security Amendments

Developmental Disabilities Assistance
and Bill of Rights Act
(amended 1984, 1987, 1990, 1994 and 2000)

Policy Goal: Expand federal cash assistance
and Medicaid coverage.
Impact: Created the Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) program to federalize cash
assistance for the aged, blind, and permanently
and totally disabled, which entitles SSI
beneficiaries to Medicaid coverage (P.L. 92603).

Policy Goal: Codify rights for a broader
population of adults with developmental
disabilities.
Impact: Expanded eligibility for developmental
disabilities designation and aimed to “assure
that individuals with developmental disabilities
and their families participate in the design of and
have access to needed community services,
individualized supports and other forms of
assistance that promote self-determination,
independence, productivity, and integration
and inclusion in all facets of community life”
(42 U.S.C. §15001). A future amendment also
authorized funding for research and advocacy
through
state
Developmental Disability
Councils, state Protection & Advocacy (P&A)
organizations and University Centers of
Excellence on Developmental Disabilities
(UCEDDs).

Fair Housing
Amendments Act
Goal: Codify rights to fair housing.
Impact: Expanded Fair Housing Act to prohibit
discrimination in the overall housing market,
including private, public and federally funded
housing, based on disability (42 U.S.C§ 3601;
Kushner, 1989).

1990
Cranston-Gonzalez National
Affordable Housing Act
Policy Goal: Improve housing access for adults
with eligible disabilities.
Impact: Created programs within HUD to
increase supply and meet housing demand for
people with disabilities, including the HOME
program and Section 811 Supportive Housing
for Persons with Disabilities Program (42 U.S.C
§ 12703; Technical Assistance Collaborative,
2014).
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Key Federal Policies Marking the Evolution of Housing Assistance for People with Disabilities
Table 1. (Continued)

Deficit Reduction Act
(renewed periodically)

Frank Melville Supportive Housing
Investment Act

Consolidated Appropriations Acts

Policy Goal: Change allocation of publicly
funded housing.

Policy Goal: Reduce barriers to the use of HCBS and
increase use of community-based services.

Policy Goal: Increase the housing supply for
adults with disabilities.

Policy Goal: Increase the number of housing
vouchers available to adults with disabilities.

Impact: Allowed HUD-assisted properties
to designate buildings or parts of buildings
as elderly- or disabled-only, and to prioritize
elderly voucher applicants, effectively reducing
vouchers available to people with disabilities
(42 U.S. Code § 5301; P.L. 102–550, § 2). To
address this, Congress appropriated funds for
Section 8 Non-Elderly Disabled (NED) Vouchers
specifically for individuals with disabilities
beginning in 1997 (Perl, 2016).

Impact: Created the Money Follows the Person (MFP)
rebalancing demonstration program (increasing the use
of community-based, instead of institutional, long-term
services), which allocated funding to develop a financial
incentive to transition individuals out of institutions,
reduce barriers to the flexible use of Medicaid funds,
ensure continuity of service and promote quality
assurance (42 U.S.C. § 1396a; Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid, 2007; O’Shaughnessy, 2014). This new
Medicaid allowance covered certain HCBS waiver
services without requiring states to go through the
lengthy waiver application and approval process.

Impact: Increased efficiency of HUD’s Section
811 Program by implementing the more costefficient Project Rental Assistance Program,
now used to develop supportive housing
for adults with disabilities. In response to
the Olmstead decision, this Act limited the
“concentration of housing units in multifamily
housing dedicated to persons with disabilities
to 25% of the total” (Perl, 2016), resulting in
lawsuits in multiple states (Martone, 2020).

Impact: HUD awarded funding for 27,000 new
NED vouchers to Public Housing Authorities
(PHAs), the first funding for Mainstream NED
vouchers since 2005.

Housing and Community Development Act

1992

2010

2005

1999

(2017–2019 expanded funding)

2017

2010

2009
Olmstead v. L.C.
Supreme Court decision

American Recovery and Reinvestment Act

Policy Goal: Codify rights to choose in
community-based residential options.

Goal: Expand Medicaid services and eligibility
for services.

Impact: The Supreme Court ruled that
unnecessary institutionalization of people
with disabilities constitutes discrimination
under the ADA and that individuals with
disabilities have the right, not the obligation,
to receive publicly funded services in
community-based settings (Rosenbaum,
2016).

Impact: Increased federal matching dollars
for HCBS programs and enabled states to
continue funding HCBS waivers and other
Medicaid services, also restricting state options
for reducing service eligibility (P.L.111-5; Kaiser
Family Foundation, 2011).

2014
Patient Protection and
Affordable Care Act

Policy Goal: Increase the use of
HCBS as opposed to institutional
LTSS.
Impact: Increased proportion
of federal matching funds for
HCBS (by six percent) through
Section 1915(k) Waiver Authority
(Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services, 2019).

2019
New HCBS Regulations

Autism CARES Act

Policy Goal: Reduce HCBS
use in settings with qualities
of an institution and mandate
person-centered planning in the
provision of services.

Policy Goal: Increase the focus
on issues across the lifespan of
adults with autism.

(in response to the Affordable Care Act)

Impact: HCBS settings required
to meet new minimum standards
to better promote community
access, choice (of housing and
service delivery models) and
ensure HCBS are not used in
institutional settings. Regulations
on requirement for developing
person-centered
plans
for
delivery of services were also
initiated (Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services, 2019).

Impact: Added language to
prioritize and evaluate state
data regarding the use of HCBS
to help adults with autism and
other developmental disorders
engage in the community. Also
added representatives from HUD
to the NIH Interagency Autism
Coordinating Committee.
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Federal Programs Providing Housing Assistance to Adults with Autism and/or I/DD
Figure 1.
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Summary and Limitations
of Key Programs
Medicaid HCBS Waivers
Home and Community-Based Services (HCBS) waivers are intended to finance
recipients’ long-term services and supports (LTSS) in community-based
(non-institutional) settings. HCBS funding specifically covers services but not
housing costs. In general, Medicaid HCBS programs aim to increase access to
community-based services for individuals living in, or at risk of, unnecessary
placement in institutional settings. HCBS programs have expanded over time
to cover a variety of support services through various service delivery models.
State trends suggest LTSS delivery systems are increasingly collaborating
with housing resources and broadening enrollment to serve people with I/
DD (Ensslin & Kruse, 2016). Medicaid ultimately plays a limited role in housing
assistance, as waiver funding is prohibited from covering room and board.
Manatt Health’s (2020) inventory of state HCBS investments in supportive housing
benefits summarizes the extent to which Medicaid Section 1915 Home and
Community-Based Waivers and Section 1115 Demonstrations cover housingrelated costs (such as housing counseling, tenancy services or adaptations) for
a subset of states in the U.S. (n=12). Kaiser Family Foundation (2019) provided
further information about Medicaid eligibility and current waitlists.

Eligibility varies and waivers covering housing services
target broad populations.
In general, access to LTSS available in consumer-controlled settings varies by
state, as each state Medicaid authority determines service availability and funding
allocation. As it follows, HCBS eligibility criteria are determined on a state-bystate basis. State eligibility criteria are only consistent in that individuals must
be considered eligible by a state’s requirements for services in an institutional
setting (Centers for Medicare & Medicaid, 2020).

Manatt Health (2020) found that in fewer than half of the states in their sample
(n=5), LTSS waivers were designed to increase access to consumer-controlled
residential options for adults with autism, intellectual disability, developmental
disability or needing support for some activity of daily living. Only half (n=2) of the
states that provide direct assistance for one-time housing costs specifically assist
individuals with autism and/or I/DD who may be eligible based on support needed
for activities of daily living (Manatt Health, 2020). Beyond the states reviewed in
Manatt Health’s brief, 12 additional states have waivers that fund housing-related
services to transition out of institutions and/or home modifications specifically for
adults with autism and/or I/DD (Centers for Medicare & Medicaid, 2020).
Currently, only extremely low-income individuals are eligible for HCBS waiver
services. Data from Kaiser Family Foundation (2020) demonstrate that adults with
disabilities are required to have, on average, a median annual income limit of
$9,000 to be eligible for services across all 50 states. States typically must provide
Medicaid to Social Security beneficiaries (74% FPL) and may extend eligibility
for HCBS waiver recipients with I/DD up to 100% FPL or 300% of Social Security
Income (SSI) levels (Kaiser Family Foundation, 2020).

Waivers rarely
cover costs
associated
with housing.

Manatt Health (2020) found that of the 12
states reviewed, nine fund housing stabilization
services, including services to help individuals
find and maintain housing. Half (n=6) of the
states fund home or environmental accessibility
modifications. Less frequently, state waivers
supported one-time transitional services
(n=1), housing counseling (n=1) and housing
consultation (n=1). As per federal regulation,
no waivers provide direct assistance for
room and board. Waivers in four of the states
reviewed allow individuals to receive direct
cash assistance for one-time or nonrecurring
housing costs, including security deposits, utility
assistance and other start-up costs.
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Part 2.1 Public Policy: Summary and Limitations of Key Programs

Medicaid funding restrictions limit
the services available—even to
those eligible.

Limitations
When adults with autism and/or I/DD are the
target population for a waiver, they are typically
eligible only if they require an institutional (or
intermediate) level of care (Manatt Health, 2020).
There is a broad population of adults with autism
and/or I/DD who are not eligible based on these
criteria but who still need supports, services and
housing assistance to live in the community. In
addition, there is a significant gap between the
maximum annual income limit to be eligible for
LTSS (100% FPL, or $12,760; 300% SSI, or $28,190)
and the livable wage needed to afford housing
(Aurand et al., 2017). This may further restrict the
already limited earning potential of those who
rely on Medicaid and SSI supports. A recent report
from the National Low Income Housing Coalition
(2020) reinforces that even before the recent
coronavirus pandemic, housing costs outpaced
what those receiving SSI could afford.

Many adults with
autism and/or I/DD
are not eligible for an
HCBS waiver.

State Medicaid funding allocated toward LTSS may vary depending on the state’s
expansion status (as per the Affordable Care Act) and the design of HCBS waiver
services. States may place caps on both the number of individuals served and the
funding allowed per individual. These caps may disproportionately impact adults
with higher support needs. Specifically, adults preferring to live in a consumercontrolled residential setting are unable to do so if waiver funding is capped at a
level below what they need to fulfill their support needs.
Access to services also prevents HCBS-eligible individuals from living in settings
other than their family home. In 2018, almost 590,000 individuals with I/DD
alone were on a waiting list for Medicaid HCBS waiver services (Kaiser Family
Foundation, 2020). The most recent evidence available suggests state cost
control policies, including limitations on financial eligibility criteria and available
service benefits, further increase the number of persons on Medicaid HCBS
waiting lists (Ng, Stone, & Harrington, 2015).
Because Medicaid HCBS dollars cannot be used to cover direct housing costs
such as room and board outside of institutional settings, state-administered
Medicaid programs can only cover costs of an individual’s housing transition,
sustaining an individual’s tenancy and state-level housing collaborative services
(Medication and CHIP Payment and Access Commission, 2018; Scotti & Cruz,
2020).
Although Medicaid dollars cannot be used to pay for housing costs, state
Medicaid programs have increasingly begun to collaborate with other public
or private entities to increase funding for housing (Kleinman et al., 2017). These
collaborations are still limited by a shortage of affordable housing, a lack of
supportive services in the community and difficulties securing stable funding
streams to assist residents paying rent.
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Table 2. HUD Housing Choice Vouchers Available to Non-Elderly Adults with Disabilities

HUD Programs Targeting People
with Disabilities
The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) addresses housing
affordability and accessibility through a variety of programs by increasing the
supply of affordable housing through subsidies to housing developers, financial
assistance to homebuyers and rental subsidies that decrease housing costs.
HUD programs address supply- and demand-side housing access for adults
with disabilities, but currently do not offer any programs specifically targeting
the housing needs of adults with autism and or I/DD. Section 8 Housing
Choice Vouchers (HCVs) are the primary federal program designated to help
low-income households and other special populations access market-rate
housing through the provision of vouchers that lower the cost of housing by
subsidizing rent (Perl, 2016). However, the ability to pay for housing is just one
mediator of housing access for adults with autism and I/DD (Grey et al., 2015).
Multiple HUD programs seek to increase the supply of affordable housing
for low-income households. However, Section 811 Project Rental Assistance
(PRA) is the only HUD program specifically aimed at producing affordable,
accessible supportive housing to non-elderly, low-income individuals
with disabilities (The Arc, 2020; Perl, 2016; Sloane, 2019). Other supply-side
funding programs not specific to housing for people with disabilities include
Community Development Block Grants (CDBG), Low-Income Housing Tax
Credits (LIHTC), the HOME Investment Partnerships Program (HOME) and the
National Housing Trust Fund (NHTF). There are no HUD programs specifically
targeting people with autism or I/DD despite their unique risk of becoming
unnecessarily institutionalized, displaced from their community or homeless.

Eligibility for Non-Elderly Disabled (NED) Vouchers
A subset of the Housing Choice Voucher program (for which low-income
adults with autism and/or I/DD may also apply), NED vouchers include the
following voucher categories: NED Category 1 and Category 2, Designated
Housing, Certain Developments, One-Year Mainstream Housing Opportunities
for Persons with Disabilities and the Project Access Pilot Program. NED
vouchers are allocated for all people with disabilities (Table 2). Historically, no
HUD programs have specifically addressed residential options for adults with
autism and/or I/DD.

NED Voucher

Function

NED Category 1

Enable non-elderly persons or families with disabilities to
access affordable housing on the private market.

NED Category 2

Enable non-elderly persons with disabilities currently
residing in nursing homes or other healthcare institutions
to transition into the community.

Project Access Pilot

Provide vouchers to selected Public Housing Authorities
(PHAs) that partner with state Medicaid agencies to assist
non-elderly disabled persons transition from nursing
homes and other institutions into the community.

Designated Housing

Enable non-elderly disabled families who would have
been eligible for a public housing unit if it had not been
restricted to elderly families only through an approved
Designated Housing Plan to receive rental assistance.

Enable non-elderly families who do not currently receive
housing assistance in certain developments where
Certain Developments
owners establish preferences for, or restrict occupancy
to, elderly families to obtain affordable housing.
One-Year Mainstream

Enable non-elderly disabled families on the PHA’s waiting
list to receive a voucher.

NED Voucher Use
At this time, 55,000 NED vouchers are allocated specifically for all non-elderly persons
with disabilities. Between 1997 to 2009, 397 Public Housing Agencies distributed 948
vouchers for NED Category 2 and 54,019 vouchers for all other NED programs. Since
2018, additional vouchers have been authorized; funding appropriated for FY18 was
estimated to serve an additional 27,000 households through NED vouchers (Center on
Budget and Policy Priorities, 2017; Department of Housing and Urban Development,
2020; Technical Assistance Collaborative, 2020).
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Section 811 Capital Advance and
Project Rental Assistance Funding
Section 811 historically funded housing
development through interest-free capital
advances and operating subsidies to
developers. In the past decade, the program
has expanded to provide project rental
assistance (PRA) to state housing agencies.
Since 1992, the combination of these two HUD
programs designed to increase affordable,
accessible housing to people with disabilities
in general has provided only approximately
85,000 households of persons with disabilities
have been able to access affordable housing.
In general, it is unclear how many adults with
autism and/or I/DD utilize NED vouchers or
live in Section 811-funded projects because
utilization data are only publicly available for
the broad population of adults with disabilities.

The Capital Advance program
serves approximately

28,000

households, including an
adult with disabilities across
2,390 properties.

To date, over

$200 Million
in Section 811 PRA funds
have been awarded to a total
of 27 state housing agencies
across the U.S.

Grantees are working to
develop over

5,000

permanent supportive
housing units for people with
disabilities.

Since 2015, approximately

2,300

Limitations
HUD housing programs that target people with disabilities are initiated and
managed at the state or local level, leading to significant variation in housing
supply and accessibility across the nation. However, few states specifically
focus on housing for adults with autism and/or I/DD (McCormick, Schwartz &
Passerini, 2019). Adults and their families experience multiple barriers to voucher
use and access to affordable housing units (Bailey, 2020; Center on Budget and
Policy Priorities, 2019b; Coughlin et al., 2017; Freeman, 2012; Hoffman, Kehn,
& Lipson, 2017; Irvin et al., 2013). Neither NED Housing Choice Vouchers nor
Section 811, as currently funded, can meet the demand of the nearly 1.3 million
adults with autism and/or I/DD who currently live with family caregivers over
the age of 60. This does not account for younger adults, including the 50,000
young adults with autism transitioning out of high school annually.

Vouchers and
Section 811 PRA
units reach just a
fraction of those
needing housing.

Currently, NED vouchers make up 23% of all
Housing Choice Vouchers (Center on Budget
and Policy Priorities, 2019). It stands to reason
that an even smaller fraction of vouchers
ends up allocated to adults with autism
and/or I/DD. Therefore, it is unlikely that this
program is able to meet the unmet needs of
adults with autism and I/DD wanting to live
in a consumer-controlled setting.

The success of NED vouchers (and similar housing programs) also may depend
on what subset of adults with autism and/or I/DD are targeted at the state level.
Specifically, vouchers have the largest impact when they target communities
with “low transition rates” out of institutions (Hoffman, Kehn, & Lipson, 2017).
States that target individuals currently living in institutional settings for NED
vouchers may unintentionally be biased against individuals living at home with
aging caregivers and at eventual risk of homelessness. This aligns with HUD
voucher utilization data reporting that 86,100 adults with disabilities have been
homeless for long or repeated periods of time (Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities, 2019). In addition, a large proportion of individuals with autism and/
or I/DD do not receive state services that would make them candidates to
be targeted for NED voucher assistance. For example, only 17% of the total
population of individuals with I/DD in the U.S. have access to residential LTSS
(Residential Information Systems Project, 2020).

households have moved into
these units (HUD Exchange,
2020).
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Affordability as one of many barriers to housing stability
It is important to note that housing affordability is just one of numerous market barriers
to finding a place to live faced by adults with autism and/or I/DD.
Considerable competition
for vouchers and demand
for affordable housing
units

Individuals with vouchers
may be unable to use
them.

Most adults with autism and/or I/DD are seeking the
same housing vouchers and project-based affordable
housing units as other low-income households. In
general, states struggle to provide enough housing
for vulnerable populations competing for limited state
and federal resources. Because demand for vouchers
consistently exceeds supply, they are allocated through
a queueing system that effectively rations access to
vouchers. In this system, only a fraction of the eligible
households receives vouchers due to short application
periods, wait-list selection processes, and barriers
to completing all of the steps required to complete
their application (Moore, 2016). Due to shortages,
programs serving specific populations may negotiate
preferential treatment to receive priority access to
vouchers (Coughlin et al., 2017). However, there are
also limitations in how priority populations are defined.
For example, some state housing voucher programs
may prioritize people experiencing homelessness but
exclude those residing in institutions or living with aging
family caregivers. (McCormick, Schwartz & Passerini,
2019). These individuals may ultimately be at risk for
homelessness or must remain in an institutional setting,
violating their rights under the Olmstead Decision.
Individuals who have a housing voucher may face
barriers to using it. Barriers include unwillingness
of some landlords to accept vouchers (sometimes
due to reluctance to rent to people with disabilities),
discontinuation of a voucher program and difficulty
accessing available funds for home modifications
(Brooks & Uprety, 2020; Coughlin et al., 2017). Other
discrimination may happen on the basis of source
of income (the source being a voucher). In fact, the
majority of discrimination complaints pursuant to the
Fair Housing Act are on the basis of disability (Freeman,
2012; National Fair Housing Alliance, 2019).

A lack of
diverse housing
options

Barriers in
navigating
the housing
market

In addition to overall funding shortages, people with autism and/
or I/DD have a diverse range of support needs, preferences and
limitations. Individuals with more severe autism, for example, may
experience additional behavioral challenges that impact which
living arrangements work for them. This can even result in eviction
in response to property damage or the inability to follow property
rules (such as quiet hours) intended for neurotypical populations
(Jewett, 2017; Lutz, 2016). Housing policy for adults with autism and/
or I/DD will need to increase access to non-institutional residential
settings that are both affordable and appropriate—meaning they
meet the diverse needs and preferences of the entire population.
Navigation of options in the market also present access barriers
to individuals with autism and/or I/DD. Challenges have been
documented at each step of the rental process—when attempting
to locate and learn about units during the application process and
even while moving in and living at a rental property (Hammel, 2017).
Affordable housing policy for this population, largely representing
extremely low incomes due to earning-capacity limits, has been
mostly limited to rental programs and not ownership.
Current market-rate housing options also have limited disabilityaccessibility features. Decision-makers know little about the state
of cognitive accessibility features (especially important to adults
with autism and/or I/DD) in the U.S. housing stock due to a lack of
data (Bo’sher et al., 2015). Furthermore, renters with autism and/or
I/DD may or may not be able to invest in making their home more
accessible due to cost or landlord restrictions.

Funding
and regulatory
barriers

Shortages in public funding, affordable housing and LTSS are a
constant challenge. A recent committee convened by the National
Academies (2018) notes that housing providers are working in a
siloed and fragmented policy environment marked by inadequate
and unreliable funding streams, as well as misaligned incentives
further discussed by Wachino (2015) as the “wrong pockets”
problem. They document both market and regulatory barriers
that inflate housing costs through restrictive zoning and landuse ordinances. A lack of consistent local accountability around
affordable housing means there is not always the political will
required to push this conversation forward (National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018).
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Conclusion
Federal programs are seriously
limited in their scope and capacity
to provide necessary housing
assistance to adults with autism
and/or I/DD. Although selfadvocates and their families have
persistently expressed critical
needs and fears about future living
arrangements, no policies have
meaningfully addressed housing
accessibility and affordability for
adults with autism and/or I/DD.
This review of policy and programs
that address housing for this
population illuminates major gaps
and a shortage of affordable,
accessible housing that preclude
most adults from living and being
supported in their own home.

Existing housing resources for people with
autism and/or I/DD are fragmented, poorly
coordinated and in high demand (National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine, 2018). Despite the best intentions
to support community-based living
(articulated by a number of federal laws
codifying independent and supported living
rights), the U.S. has never truly prioritized
the policy goal of ensuring access to both
housing and LTSS by the population of
adults with autism and/or I/DD.
Policy aimed to support community living
for this population first focused on cost
reduction and deinstitutionalization with
the delivery of community-based services.
This focus on service delivery is reflected
in the availability of success metrics that
describe where services are delivered,
the cost of services and the number of
individuals served, as opposed to broader
metrics that describe the life experiences
and outcomes of adults with autism and/
or I/DD. While Medicaid is restricted from
providing direct housing assistance, HUD
programs do not currently provide adequate
support to meet the housing needs of this
population. Limitations of HCBS and HUD
housing assistance are further exacerbated
by existing market barriers.

The need for housing and LTSS currently outpaces available funds and programmatic
reach. A large population of adults with autism and I/DD will most likely outlive their
family caregivers who currently shoulder the burden of insufficient housing and
LTSS options available to support their loved ones. Without adequate access to
consumer-controlled housing options, some individuals with autism and/or I/DD are
at risk of placement into provider-controlled or institutional settings, which may be
unnecessarily restrictive.

Time is limited for
millions of adults
with autism and/or
I/DD who are living
with aging caregivers,
as well as for those
transitioning to
adulthood annually.

If the current shortage of housing
accessible to adults with autism and/
or I/DD persists, especially in the face
of a growing population, individuals will
be at considerable risk of homelessness
or unnecessary placement in Medicaidfunded, provider-controlled settings or
institutions. These and other outcomes are
at odds with the right to choice codified
in legislation such as the Developmental
Disabilities Assistance and Bill of Rights
Act, Americans with Disabilities Act
and supported by the Supreme Court’s
Olmstead decision.

In order for people with autism and/or I/DD to live and be fully supported in the
community, it will be necessary to explore policy levers to increase the availability
of residential options that reflect the diversity of this population. Many individuals
and families fear a world in which a lack of residential options ultimately forces
displacement of people from their communities. This displacement will impact not
only quality of life and health outcomes of adults with autism and I/DD, but also
communities across the country that can benefit from neurodiverse citizens who
have the opportunity to live in a home of their own.
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Executive Summary
Better Data Make Better Policy:
Defining Unmet Housing Needs of Adults
with Autism and Other Neurodiversities
Data play an essential role in shaping conversations around policy gaps and potential
solutions. This summary of the larger white paper illustrates how existing data are insufficient
for understanding the residential needs of adults with autism and/or I/DD, inhibiting policy
solutions that can help people access the housing and support services they need to thrive. It
summarizes the data available (based on regularly collected national surveillance surveys,
administrative data sets and state data sets), identifies additional data needed to articulate
demand, and considers opportunities for future research and policy change.

Key Takeaways
•

Data shape policy and policy shapes data. The following housing-related data
recommendations will help elevate housing for adults with autism and/or I/DD as a
policy priority.
•

Facilitate data linkage between existing data sets. At the federal level, national
surveillance and administrative data sets should use foundational terms and
outcome measures representative of the diverse housing needs of this population.
Across these population data sets, data collected linked to adults with autism and/
or I/DD should describe individuals and family sociodemographic characteristics.
Measures can be added to existing data sets to enable data linkage and support
decision-making.

•

Collect better data on available housing relevant to adults with autism and/or I/DD.
For example, the following data about housing stock can enable decision-makers
to evaluate the housing supply for adults with autism and/or I/DD: affordability,
relationship to LTSS (consumer- versus provider-controlled), available physical and
supportive residential amenities, residential unit type (private versus shared), lifestyle
accommodations, cost to residents and funding options.

Data needed to calculate total unmet housing demand include:
Demand

Number of adults in each
population segment and
demographic characteristic,
their housing preferences
and support needs

Met Demand

Number of adults able
to access housing that
meets their needs and
preferences

Unmet Demand

Housing stock needed
to match housing and
support needs and
preferences

•

In general, available data do not enable researchers or decision makers to measure and
respond to the housing needs of a diverse population of adults with autism and/or I/DD.

•

Inadequate data disaggregation and inconsistent data collection (through a lack of
consistent operational terms) across states make linking relevant data between multiple
sources challenging. This precludes an analysis of real housing supply and demand for
adults with autism and/or I/DD.

•

Policy Opportunities

Housing accessibility data is typically considered in the context of the experiences
of adults with physical disabilities. However, the experiences, housing preferences
and support needs of adults with cognitive impairments are effectively invisible. Data
delineate the population based on broad diagnoses such as autism or I/DD (as opposed
to functional and support needs) or measure housing needs for people with disabilities
in aggregate.

•

Data focused on current recipients of LTSS obscure the diversity of housing needs of the
population of adults with autism and/or I/DD. No data is available to describe housingrelated experiences of those not receiving services or not recognized by their state
developmental disability agency.

•

The lack of data prevents housing for this population from becoming a policy priority.
Better data are needed to move beyond deinstitutionalization alone and more toward
access to diverse and affordable residential options.

To address the need for appropriate housing and avoid consequences such as
unnecessary institutionalization, homelessness or displacement from one’s community,
advocates, funders and policymakers must:
•

Elevate housing as a priority in policy and legislative conversations related to both
housing and LTSS for adults with autism and/or I/DD.

•

Clarify and communicate the specific federal and state policy barriers and funding
gaps that limit access to housing and LTSS.

•

Support researchers collecting and analyzing data about housing accessibility,
including housing preferences and support needs, for this population.

•

Identify and address the most pressing barriers that prevent individuals from
accessing residential options that best align with their preferences and support
needs.

The lack of housing assistance and LTSS for people with autism and/or I/DD is at odds
with the right to choose one’s home and community codified in legislation, such as the
Developmental Disabilities Assistance and Bill of Rights Act, Americans with Disabilities
Act, and supported by the Supreme Court Olmstead decision. As family caregivers
continue to age without swift and significant changes to the status quo, and given gaps in
housing policy and LTSS programs, the nation is on an inevitable trajectory of persistently
adverse outcomes.
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Introduction
Residential options available to adults with autism

Housing challenges for adults with cognitive and
developmental disabilities
Through its influence on domestic life, health and safety, housing is an important
social determinant of health that has long been established as essential to
individual and community well-being. Almost 70 years after the passage
of the Housing Act of 1949, the U.S. is still grappling with a severe affordable
housing crisis (Schwartz, 2014 p. 2). Nearly one-third of American households
are currently cost-burdened, paying more than 30% of their income for housing.
Adults with cognitive impairments, including adults with autism and those
with other intellectual and developmental disabilities (adults with autism and/
or I/DD) bear an even greater housing cost burden due to limited income and
support needs (Emerson, Graham, & Hatton, 2006). These support needs may
require more complex housing accommodations that can be more costly than
existing affordable and market-rate housing options (Brand & Gheerawo, 2010;
Grey et al., 2015). Insufficient housing access magnifies existing challenges
faced by adults with autism and/or I/DD, including financial burdens, mental
health challenges due to isolation or loneliness, and caregiver stress (Grossman
& Webb, 2016; Shivers, Sonnier‐Netto, & Lee, 2019; Williamson & Perkins, 2014).
Without access to housing that is accessible and affordable, autistic adults and
others with I/DD are at high risk of homelessness or displacement from their
community into the “next empty bed.”
Access to appropriate residential options—defined as housing that is safe,
affordable, connected to community with access to needed supports and
services—is a growing concern for adults with autism and/or I/DD (Bigby &
Fyffe, 2009; Grey et al., 2015; Lutz, 2015; White, 2015). Support needs range from
infrequent drop-in support to higher support needs requiring 24-7 daily support
staff. As it follows, individuals also have a variety of needs and preferences
related to housing, service delivery and lifestyle (Thompson et al., 2009). Due to
eligibility or service access barriers, many are either ineligible for or not currently
accessing long-term support services (Residential Information Systems Project,
2020). As a result, little data is available to describe their experiences, limiting
the characterization and mitigation of informally recognized gaps and hindering
solutions that can be effectively addressed by public, private, philanthropic and
nonprofit sectors.

An emerging market of diverse housing options has begun to address unmet
housing demand (Autism Housing Network, 2020; Roux et al., 2017). However,
publicly funded programs do not come close to fully meeting the high volume
of unmet housing needs among adults with autism and/or I/DD (Dawkins &
Miller, 2017; Hammerman & Bennett, 2010; Prince, Kameka, & Prince, 2016; Roux
et al. 2016). Existing federal and state programs also do not adequately support
the development of residential options to accommodate the diversity of needs
and preferences within this population (Wiesel, 2011).
The evolution of policy surrounding both housing and long-term support
services (LTSS) over the past 50 years has resulted in an underfunded patchwork
of federal and state-level systems inadequately equipped to serve the needs
of adults with autism and/or I/DD across the lifespan (California SCDD, 2018).
Existing programs for housing and LTSS—through the Centers for Medicare
and Medicaid, the Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) and
state developmental disability agencies—serve just a fraction of the population
in settings outside of family homes (Wachino, 2017; Residential Information
Systems Project, 2020).

The importance of data in shaping housing policy
The absence of coherent policy surrounding the housing needs of adults with
autism and/or I/DD has left stakeholders with limited data to describe housing
needs (Hammerman & Bennett, 2010). It is therefore impossible to accurately
quantify or delineate housing demand among adults with autism and/or I/
DD (Bonardi et al., 2019; Havercamp et al., 2019; Anderson et al., 2019). Without
data to accurately characterize their housing needs and evaluate outcomes
associated with different residential options, it will be difficult to address the
substantial housing challenges faced by this population.
Recognizing that data play an essential role in shaping conversations around
policy gaps and potential solutions, this paper illustrates how existing data
are insufficient for describing residential needs of adults with autism and/or
I/DD, inhibiting policy solutions that can help people access the housing and
support services they need to thrive. It summarizes the data available, identifies
additional data needed to articulate demand, and considers opportunities for
future research and policy change.
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Segments of the broad population of individuals with autism and/or I/DD
Figure 1.
a. Adults with autism
(DD), but no ID

Background
Persons with
other disabilities

A recent report from the Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring Network
(2020) estimates there are about 5.5 million adults with autism in the U.S., about
50% of which also have an intellectual disability (Matson and Shoemaker, 2009;
Roux et al., 2017). The University of Minnesota’s Residential Information Systems
Project (2020) estimates about 7.37 million individuals living with I/DD. Due to
improve diagnostic testing, this is a young population. The population of adults
with autism and/or I/DD is growing steadily. Every year, 50,000 individuals with
autism graduate from high school (Roux et al., 2016). In addition, of the 20% with
I/DD known to state agencies, 39% with I/DD are below the age of 21 (Residential
Information Systems Project, 2020). The majority of adults with I/DD live in their
family home. Currently only 2% of individuals with I/DD receiving LTSS currently live
in their own home and not a provider-controlled or institutional setting (Residential
Information Systems Project, 2020).

The importance of housing for adults with autism and/or I/DD
Adults with autism and/or I/DD are diverse with equally diverse housing needs
and preferences. While the importance of housing is not unique to adults with
autism and/or I/DD, this vulnerable and at-risk population warrants policy and
research attention. In general, adults with disabilities are socioeconomically more
burdened than adults without disabilities, significantly limiting their ability to cover
housing costs (Emerson, Graham, & Hatton, 2006).
Despite decades of investment in early identification, intervention and education,
the lack of public investment in the development of residential options can lead
to poor outcomes for individuals and their communities (Roux et al., 2015; Roux
et al., 2017). Housing accessibility is especially concerning for individuals with I/
DD. If they cannot find or afford housing, they become at risk of homelessness,
institutionalization and displacement from their communities (Health and Human
Services, 2010; Batten, 1992).
Importantly, this population is often aggregated into the larger population of adults
with disabilities, although the housing accessibility challenges they experience are
very different (Mansell & Beadle-Brown, et al., 2009). Accessible housing standards
are often interpreted in relationship to individuals with physical disabilities, as
opposed to through the lens of those with cognitive or sensory impairments.
Primary data and secondary studies about the housing demand often presented
data in aggregate or only for specific segments of the broader population of adults
with autism and/or I/DD Subpopulations also vary in their housing preferences,
support needs, and their eligibility for government programs—differences that

I. Adults with
autism and/or I/
DD (age 18+)

b. Adults with I/DD,
but no autism

c. Adults with autism
and I/DD

All persons
with disabilities
Persons with autism
and/or intellectual
or developmental
disabilities (I/DD)

a. Children with autism
(DD), but no ID
II. Children with
autism and/or I/
DD (age 0-18)

b. Children with I/DD,
but no autism

c. Children with autism
and I/DD

are not distinguished in available data. Figure 1 highlights the major diagnosisbased segments of the population for which specific data are currently available,
including adults with autism only, adults with I/DD but no autism, and adults with
both autism and I/DD. These population segments, which report on diagnosis
and sometimes functional limitations, are not described in terms of level of
support needs, which would be necessary to measure the adequacy of housing
and services.
Adults have limited access to housing choices, requiring them to live with aging
parents and family members until they are no longer able to do so. Many adults are
outliving these adult caregivers for the first time (Grey et al., 2015). The burden of
caregiving and housing falls mostly on family members. According to Residential
Information Systems Project (2020), 17% of all individuals with I/DD received
residential long-term support services, meaning 83% do not receive residential
services and are largely supported by family members. Of those who receive
residential support, the majority still live in their family home and only 7% of the
population of people with I/DD (about 515,000) have access to the residential
supports and live outside of the family home. Furthermore, 871,000 (12%) of all
individuals with I/DD live with caregivers over the age of 60, a number projected
to increase.
Due to eligibility or service-access barriers, most are not currently accessing
government services (Residential Information Systems Project, 2020). As a result,
little data is available to describe their experiences, limiting the characterization
and mitigation of informally recognized gaps and hindering solutions that can be
effectively addressed by public, private, philanthropic and nonprofit sectors.
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Methods

Federal programs for housing and services
Federal programs designed to cover housing and service needs have evolved
significantly since the 1970s. Activists recognized individuals with disabilities as
contributing members of the community, which helped shift the conversation
about how housing policy impacts this population. This led to a gradual shift
from an institutional approach, where Medicaid paid for support services within
institutional settings (covering both housing and support services) for adults with
I/DD, to a more person-centered, community-based approach (National Council
on Disabilities, 2016).
Following the shift to person-centered and community-based living for adults
with I/DD, Medicaid authorized the Home and Community-Based Settings (HCBS)
waiver, which allows individuals to access residential options outside of institutions
(National Council on Disabilities, 2016). By providing services in community-based
settings, the HCBS waiver authority enabled community-based living in providercontrolled housing settings and one’s own home, as well as self-directing services.
It does not, however, pay for room and board in these community-based settings
because Medicaid is prohibited from doing so. In effect, while this enabled people
to move out of institutions and have their LTSS costs covered, it did nothing to
ensure they would have access to adequate housing.
In addition to Medicaid, the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
through its Housing Choice Voucher program, Section 811 Supportive Housing
for Persons with Disabilities Program and National Housing Trust Fund funds the
development of subsidized housing and offers permanent rental subsidies to help
people afford housing. Adults with I/DD are eligible for a subset of Housing Choice
Voucher, the Non-Elderly Disabled Voucher program, which broadly supports the
overall population of adults with disabilities (Department of Housing and Urban
Development, 2020).

To summarize the limitations of available data for characterizing unmet housing
needs for adults with autism and/or I/DD, data points needed to define and
characterize unmet housing needs were identified based on secondary sources
and input from subject matter experts (Figure 2). These data—although not
exhaustive—would ideally enable stakeholders to calculate unmet housing
demand for different segments of the broader population of adults with autism
and/or I/DD and also help identify socioeconomic disparities.
Figure 2. Data Needed to Calculate Total Unmet Housing Demand

DEMAND

- MET DEMAND

= UNMET DEMAND

Number of adults in each population segment and
demographic characteristic, as well as:
• Their housing needs and preferences
• Their support needs and preferences
Number of adults able to access housing that meets
support needs and preferences
Housing stock needed to match housing and
support needs and preferences

Inclusion criteria
Data pertaining to adults with autism and/or I/DD from publicly available original
datasets produced by government agencies, research institutions and nonprofit
organizations were identified. Only data collected regularly (e.g., quarterly, annually,
every 10 years) were included.
Broad data categories were adapted from categories of prevalence studies
identified by Anderson and colleagues (2019). They include national surveillance
surveys, administrative data and compilations of state datasets. National
surveillance surveys include U.S. population-based surveys, which are recurring
nationally representative surveys that use “consistent sampling, data collection
and management practices across locations and over time” (Anderson et al., 2019).
Administrative data are regularly collected by federal agencies in order to monitor,
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Results
reimburse or regulate funded services (Ward, 2013). Some data sources widely
referenced to understand housing and service use among adults with I/DD were
not specifically included because they draw or compile data from sources already
included in the analysis. For example, the Residential Information Systems Project
(RISP) at the University of Minnesota and National Autism Indicators Report
curated by the A. J. Drexel Autism Institute draw from these sources and play an
important role in making these data publicly available. In addition, more specific
data about housing needs and preferences are collected sporadically through
point in time surveys but were not included in this analysis because they are not
collected regularly.

Analysis
Codebooks and/or data dictionaries for each data set were then compared against
a framework of ideal data needed to define unmet need. Analysis also included
summaries drawn from existing studies on the limitations of state and federal
datasets for the purpose of population surveillance (Havercamp et al., 2019,
Bonardi et al., 2019, Anderson et al., 2019). Gaps and limitations were identified by
review of major topics or subtopics in survey codebooks, summarizing relevant
academic literature and comparing the ideal framework described in Figure 2 to
available data.

Summary of selected surveys and datasets
Table 1 summarizes datasets included in the analysis. In general, only a few data
sources capture longitudinal data. Table 3 summarizes federal data sources and
the extent to which they enable decision makers to characterize and respond to
housing and LTSS demand for adults with autism and/or I/DD. These are based
on the data needed to calculate unmet demand for residential options described
in Figure 2.
Table 1. Existing Surveys and Datasets Regularly Reporting on Adults with Autism and/or I/DD

National Surveillance
Surveys
•
•

•
•
•

American Community
Survey (ACS)
Current Population
Survey (CPS) Survey of
Income and Program
Participation (SIPP)
National Core Indicators
(NCI) Adult Consumer
Survey (ACS)
National Health
Information Survey
(NHIS)
American Housing
Survey (AHS)

Administrative Data
•
•

•
•

Medicaid Current
•
Beneficiary Survey
Medicaid Home and
Community-Based
Services (HCBS)
•
Program Survey
Social Security National
Beneficiary Survey (NBS)
Housing Choice Voucher
Utilization

State Data
State of the States
in Intellectual and
Developmental
Disabilities (SOS)
State-specific data
(Bonardi et al., 2019)

Analysis of available data describing unmet housing needs
Table 3 summarizes federal data sources and the extent to which they enable
decision makers to characterize and respond to housing and LTSS demand
for adults with autism and/or I/DD. Current data were evaluated based on the
following broad dimensions: disaggregation; representation of the U.S. population;
inclusion of data on current arrangements, needs and preferences; and inclusion
of data about housing and services. These categories include the minimum data
needed to understand unmet housing needs but are not exhaustive.
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Table 3.

Legend

Data not collected
or available

Data partially collected or
partially available (not across
all data points specified or
across all surveys)

Category of Data

Data collected
and available

National
Surveillance
Surveys

Administrative
Data

Are data disaggregated for meaningful segmentation?
Relevant diagnoses (autism and/or I/DD) and functional limitations
Support needs (type and frequency)
Children and adults
Are data representative of the U.S. population?

State Data

In general, national surveillance surveys provide the greatest level of disaggregation
and opportunity to collect data representative of the broader U.S. population of adults
with autism and/or I/DD. With the exception of the American Housing Survey, which
enables the linkage of data on housing accessibility (primarily physical accessibility)
with data on the prevalence of cognitive disabilities and functional challenges with
activities of daily living, national surveillance surveys do not collect data regarding
housing and support needs or preferences. Administrative datasets provide data for
service recipients (such as those receiving LTSS services or HUD vouchers) across
the entire U.S. They include recipient service utilization well disaggregated by
age but do not collect data related to housing and support needs or preferences.
State data include considerable data about service utilization, some about living
arrangements and costs (a dimension not included in Table 3) but do not include
data related to housing and support needs or preferences. In addition, operational
definitions describing the population of adults with autism and/or I/DD and available
services vary significantly across states (Bonardi et al., 2019).

Collected comprehensively across U.S. states and territories

Disaggregation

Include individual, family and family caregiver characteristics (e.g.,
age, race, ethnicity, income and other social determinants of health)

National surveillance surveys vary in how they disaggregate data for different
segments of the population. No surveillance surveys differentiate between whether
individuals receive public, private or no services (13-15). While some collect data
on broad diagnoses (autism, intellectual disability or developmental disability) and
functional needs, they do not collect data related to the varying support needs,
which are more important to understanding unmet housing and support needs than
diagnosis data alone.

Include individuals receiving public, private and/or no services
Do data capture current arrangements, support needs and housing preferences?
Current housing arrangement (e.g., in own home, in family home with
family caregiver, in planned community)
Current service utilization
Individual residential preferences (e.g., property type, amenities)
Individual support needs (type and frequency)
Service delivery model (consumer- or provider-controlled)

Administrative datasets consistently differentiate between children and adults by
collecting age data but rarely report data related to diagnosis or level of support
needs. State-level data vary considerably in how they disaggregate segments
of the population based on support needs. For example, when state datasets
disaggregate by diagnosis or support needs, it is difficult to compare data across
states based on different operational definitions for segments served. This echoes
other analyses that find state data are not collected based on consistent operational
definitions or common terminology across states (Bonardi et al., 2019). When states
do disaggregate data by living arrangement, data is typically only disaggregated for
LTSS recipients or other state service recipients (SOS).

Are data about available housing and services for adults with autism and/or I/DD collected?
Types of residential settings available (developed and in
development)
Types of supportive amenities for adults with autism and/or
I/DD available
Consumer- or provider-controlled service delivery

Representation
Although national surveillance surveys collect some sociodemographic data
such as race, ethnicity and income, administrative datasets and state datasets do
not typically differentiate between these sociodemographic characteristics. The
surveys that collect these characteristics collect little data related to housing and

Accessibility (including cost and local availability)
Expenditures related to housing and services (individual, state and
federal)
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support needs. Some of the surveys that do disaggregate data (for children
versus adults, by diagnosis or by functional need) are not generalizable to the
entire population of the U.S. For example, while the National Core Indicators ACS
survey differentiates between children and adults, it does not include data across
all states and territories.
The most specific data available—describing current living arrangements,
service usage and government expenditures—are administrative data collected
for Medicaid LTSS recipients. These data, although collected regularly, are not
representative of the broader population of adults with autism and/or I/DD.
Housing arrangements, needs and preferences
Federal and state datasets do not collect data about service delivery preferences.
No datasets currently track any characteristics of residential options necessary
for adults with autism and/or I/DD. While the American Housing Survey collects
housing stock and accessibility data, data are limited to the specific needs of
individuals with physical disabilities. Only administrative datasets are available
to describe current housing arrangements and service usage but are limited to
federal and state service recipients. No data regarding individual housing needs,
individual support needs or preferred service delivery models are collected
across any of the datasets. As a result, there is little to no available data describing
residential options that meet various housing and support needs collected
consistently or for a diverse, representative cross section of adults.
Available housing and services
National surveillance surveys, administrative datasets and state datasets do not
collect data about housing or services for adults with autism and or I/DD. No
data are collected on characteristics of the housing stock needed for adults with
autism and/or I/DD, including the property type, available supportive amenities,
what service delivery models are available for different residential options or their
cost. State and federal service expenditure data collected through administrative
and state datasets are the only exception to this rule.

Discussion
Data gaps identified
Data limitations stand in the way of sufficiently quantifying or qualifying the
housing and support needs of a growing population of adults with autism and/
or I/DD. Furthermore, although they are the most specific data available to
describe the population, the data available from administrative data sets bias
measurement of current housing arrangements and potential housing needs
through the experiences of service recipients. Available data do not reflect the
diversity of adults with autism and/or I/DD in the U.S. through inadequate data
disaggregation and inconsistent collection across states. Finally, no data are
collected regarding this population’s current housing arrangements, housing
preferences and support needs.

Current and future implications
There are current and future implications of this data void—not only for adults
with autism and/or I/DD, but the community as a whole.
Linking data between
multiple sources is
challenging, preventing
decision-makers from
making a comprehensive
housing needs
assessment.

Data are not sufficiently disaggregated by age,
support needs or other meaningful segments of
the population. This makes it difficult to define
housing needs for the diverse range of adults with
autism and/or I/DD. As a result, decision-makers
do not have the data to understand the population’s
housing needs, let alone the differences in housing
demand of meaningful segments of this population.
In addition, it is not possible to link data on housing
(and how different residential options suit different
support needs) to data on adult support needs,
because this data does not exist. The lack of data
available to describe how different residential
options may impact quality of life outcomes also
precludes an analysis of real housing supply and
demand for adults with autism and/or I/DD. Data
biased toward broad diagnoses such as autism or
I/DD are not as actionable as data describing the
prevalence and variety of specific support needs.
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The unique lived
experience and resulting
housing and support
needs of adults with
cognitive impairments are
effectively invisible.

The cognitive and functional impairments of adults
with autism and/or I/DD—for which most data
are collected—impact their housing and support
needs and lived experiences in a variety of ways.
However, current data sources may consider all
individuals with disabilities in aggregate or only
include meaningful data for individuals with physical
disabilities. For example, data about housing
accessibility are only available for accessibility
related to physical disabilities. This has already
prevented policymakers from studying whether the
U.S. housing stock adequately meets the needs of
those with cognitive disabilities, particularly adults
with autism and/or I/DD.
Disaggregation and the use of consistent operational
definitions are needed to align state data. However,
states do not collect data on adults with autism and/
or I/DD using consistent operational definitions.
In addition, some states consider people with
disability in aggregate and may lump adults with
I/DD especially under the umbrella of adults with
disabilities. Data on the number of adults with autism
who are ineligible for long-term support services
yet need support and are at risk of falling through
the cracks into homelessness can help identify
solutions for those with autism who experience
chronic homelessness.
Other states report and
consider the unmet housing needs of adults with
disabilities in tandem with other populations that
experience severe housing cost burdens, such as
adults with HIV/AIDS and aging adults (McCormick,
Schwarz & Passerini, 2019).

Data largely focused
on current recipients of
LTSS obscure the housing
needs of the population
as a whole.

Data for those who are not service recipients or
recognized by their state developmental disability
agency are simply not collected, omitting the
experiences of those who do not access services
due to barriers such as waitlists, eligibility criteria,
documentation and cultural barriers. Medicaid LTSS
utilization data provides the most specific data
related to adults with autism and/or I/DD. However,
many individuals do not receive services.

The University of Minnesota’s Residential Information Systems Project (2020)
reported that only 17% of individuals with I/DD received LTSS, while only 20%
of individuals were “known to or served by” state I/DD agencies. Data currently
excludes the experiences of most adults with autism and/or I/DD, including but
not limited to 850,000 (known) adults living with aging caregivers and individuals
with autism not connected to state programs or not eligible for Medicaid funding.
According to the Colorado Autism and Developmental Disabilities Monitoring
Project (2020), 32% percent of adults with autism and significant support needs
were not accessing LTSS.
The State of the States, which aims to quantify state and nationwide progress
regarding the provision of services and supports for adults with I/DD, relies on
data from state agencies primarily (Braddock, 2019). This resource is a relatively
comprehensive and reputable source of data for stakeholders but only captures
the experiences and costs associated with a fraction of the population of adults with
autism and/or I/DD utilizing Medicaid LTSS. Individuals ineligible for or unable to
access services still experience considerable socioeconomic challenges, require
support services and have unmet housing needs. Although their experiences are
not captured in the datasets reviewed, this does not change the fact that they
need to be accounted for in policy conversations related both to housing and
those about adults with autism and/or I/DD.
The lack of data sets
makes the problem
invisible to decisionmakers.

Adults with autism and/or I/DD, their families and
advocates clearly recognize there are not enough
residential options to meet the needs of this
population. It is well established that many caregivers
fear what will happen to their children with autism
and/or I/DD once they are unable to care for them.
Many adults with current and impending housing
needs are not clearly or explicitly accounted for in
existing data. As data for individuals not receiving
services are excluded, their short- and longterm housing needs are excluded from broader
discussions about housing.
Importantly, decision-makers do not have the
data available to describe the living arrangements
and impending housing needs of individuals
both receiving and not receiving state services.
Ultimately, the lack of data collected related to
the availability and potential shortfall of residential
options makes the nature of the problem impossible
to define accurately. It also means that housing for
this population is largely overlooked in policy and
legislative discussions related to both housing and
adults with autism and/or I/DD.
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Opportunities to improve data availability
Better data are needed
to move beyond
deinstitutionalization
and toward access
to appropriate and
affordable residential
options.

Housing, as a source of stability and a social
determinant of health, should be a crucial piece
of the policy agenda to support adults with autism
and/or I/DD. Federal policy priorities focused on
deinstitutionalization instead of overall housing
access result in the collection of very little housingrelated data, even for service recipients. LTSS data
are reported for federal programs that prioritize
community-based service delivery and transitioning
individuals out of institutions (deinstitutionalization)
as opposed to transitioning the broader population
into different types of residential options. Since
Medicaid, the federal program providing the most
services specific to adults with autism and/or I/DD,
is prohibited from funding room and board, housing
is overlooked in policy conversations.

To define housing policy problems and potential solutions, adequate data are
required to drive discussion, distinguish the various market segments (based on
support needs, income, etc.) and align stakeholder interests. Collecting data is
costly. While it may not be totally feasible to operationalize the collection of the
comprehensive data needed to describe the unmet housing needs of adults with
autism and/or I/DD, measures can be added to existing data sets enabling data
linkage and support decision making.

The policy goal of deinstitutionalization currently
applies to the approximately 73,855 people living in
intermediate care facilities, or 1% of the population
of adults with I/DD (Residential Information Systems
Project, 2020). Deinstitutionalization accomplishes
an important, but very small, fraction of the broader
goal of increasing access to appropriate housing and
support services. Prioritizing deinstitutionalization
alone will not ensure that adults with autism and/or
I/DD will have long-term access to the appropriate
housing and support services needed to thrive in
the community.

The following data points on housing stock (both in terms of what housing is available
and what is needed) would enable decision makers to evaluate the supply of housing
stock for adults with autism and/or I/DD: affordability, relationship to long-term
services and supports (consumer- versus provider-controlled), available residential
physical and supportive amenities, the residential unit type (private versus shared
residence), lifestyle accommodations, cost to residents and funding options.

Data shape policy and policy shapes data collection.
To prioritize and ultimately fund the collection
of better data, housing should be integrated into
policy discussions for adults with autism and/or I/
DD, which currently focus on support services and
primarily consider housing mostly in the context of
deinstitutionalization. Simultaneously collecting
better data regarding access to appropriate
residential options will result in more meaningful
quality of life indicators for adults with autism and/
or I/DD.

At the federal level, national surveillance and administrative data sets should use
foundational terms and outcome measures representative of the diverse housing
needs of adults with autism and/or I/DD. Across these population datasets, data
collected linked to adults with autism and/or I/DD should describe individuals
and family sociodemographic characteristics (e.g., age, race/ethnicity, income),
diagnosis and functional needs, support needs, current living arrangements,
housing preferences, accessibility of the U.S. housing stock for adults with cognitive
disabilities, eligibility for LTSS, and eligibility for state or local housing support.

Federal and state programs helping adults with autism and/or I/DD to access
services and housing that enables them to live in the community and policy leaders
entrusted with their implementation should be empowered to make decisions based
on comprehensive data. To evaluate the extent to which housing-focused policies
and programs impact the individuals they are intended to reach, researchers can
then evaluate the following dimensions of state and federal programs: current living
arrangements and service utilization of adults with autism and/or I/DD, program
eligibility criteria, the number of adults with autism and/or I/DD needing services
and access to housing, barriers to accessing programs or appropriate housing in
general, and the number of individuals served, on program waitlists or not served
but needing services. Much of these data are already collected but not adequately
linked to the population’s housing needs (Arc, 2019).
Having these data will allow us to more accurately inform policy conversations
focused on adults with autism and/or I/DD. They will also enable researchers to
ask more relevant questions about housing access and enable decision-makers to
respond. For example, who is falling through the cracks and why? What are the most
pressing barriers that prevent individuals from accessing residential options that
align best with their support needs? What state and federal policy and funding gaps
limit access to housing and LTSS? And, ultimately, how can we improve access to
diverse, appropriate and affordable residential options for adults with autism and/or
I/DD throughout their lifespan?
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Conclusion
Housing needs for adults with autism and/or I/DD are overlooked in both
disability and housing policy conversations. The data currently available are not
disaggregated by meaningful population segments but primarily by individuals
accessing state disability services that rarely include data on housing availability,
housing needs and preferences for adults with autism and/or I/DD. This limits
the extent to which housing needs are reported and precludes this demand
from being met by stakeholders in public, private, nonprofit and philanthropic
sectors. This paper begins to explore limitations of existing data, identifies
opportunities to improve data collection and contextualizes data as a part of a
broader goal: to ensure access to housing and services needed by adults with
autism and/or I/DD is fully supported in the community.
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To fuel a diverse and appropriate supply of residential options for adults with
autism and/or I/DD, decision-makers require a comprehensive understanding
of housing demand and the extent to which this need is currently met. Without
data sets that define the spectrum of demand for housing, stakeholders will be
poorly equipped to advocate and develop the necessary residential options.
Shifts in policy and the prioritization of the right data can and will inform a
marketplace of affordable and accessible residential options for a growing
population of adults with autism and/or I/DD.
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Part 3: Call to Action
By Denise D. Resnik and Desiree Kameka Galloway

Next Steps for Fueling
the Marketplace
“The next empty bed” or homelessness,
should not be the only choices for
adults with autism, intellectual/
developmental disabilities (I/DD) or other
neurodiversities.
According to a 2020 systematic review of studies on
intellectual disability and homelessness by Brown
and McCann in the Journal of Applied Research
in Intellectual Disabilities, the loss of a family
caregiver was a main determinant of people with an
intellectual disability becoming homeless.
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Following billions invested in early diagnosis,
intervention and education, it is imperative we
respond with urgency to ensure individuals are
supported, housed and able to contribute to their
communities. More than one million U.S. adults
with I/DD live with a caregiver over age 60 and are
at extreme risk of homelessness or displacement
from their communities due to a lack of housing and
community-based LTSS. There is no time to lose.
Our collective and immediate action can influence
the development of spaces and places for neuroinclusive housing. Person-centered planning
can only be realized through a person-centered
system. Policy and technology fueled by passionate
pioneers have the power to influence local housing
development and access to essential supports.
Consider what you can do and what we can do
together. Here are nine recommendations for
moving the needle forward:

1. Lead by example by speaking the same language.
•

Benefit from the universal language detailed in A Place in the World
enabling you to express your needs, preferences or properties in terms
broadly understood. The market must have knowledge of what people
want in order to respond.

•

Apply the nomenclature and this body of work to your property, industry,
interests and passionate pursuits. Neuro-inclusive recognition in all
industries is needed for greater inclusion overall.

•

Develop technologies to maximize opportunities to match people with
properties and community resources.

2. Gather market intel.
•

Require that all U.S. state Medicaid and I/DD Agency directors collaborate
with other governmental and nongovernmental stakeholders to submit
a plan for how they will meet demand based on property development
type, service delivery preferences and support needs to prevent crisis
placements of people with autism and I/DD in inadequate, unsuitable
settings.

•

Ensure all local comprehensive planning and statewide housing plans
include people with I/DD due to being high risk for homelessness,
community displacement or forced institutionalization.

•

Develop strategies for all market cycles that expand the portfolio
of supportive housing options by leveraging opportunities through
undeveloped land, underutilized properties and more and creating
greater options for individuals with a broad range of support needs. The
Autism Housing Network’s Empowering Communities Initiative offers
an
example:
https://www.autismhousingnetwork.org/wp-content/
uploads/2020/04/Housing-Community-Development-Report-PDF.pdf

3. Mine the assets in your community, industry and state.
•

Produce whole-person, whole-community approaches by adopting
principles from the national Home Matters® movement; learn more about
the first statewide Home Matters to Arizona initiative. Community building
starts locally and organically.

•

Request planning grants for and the feasibility of supportive housing
development to bring together collaborators and conduct required predevelopment activities on potential sites.

•

Develop campaigns for under-utilized properties that can be developed
into supportive housing. This includes incentives, planning grants
and capacity-building initiatives for local faith-based congregations,
universities, community colleges, vacant land or remnant lots, etc.

•

Engage and encourage students in various programs in local colleges and
universities to apply their professional knowledge and skills to address
challenges faced by people with autism and other I/DD.
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4. Engage policy leaders.
•

Call a meeting, write a letter, tell your story. Unless the policymaker has
a family member with autism or I/DD, they are likely unaware of the
existing housing and LTSS crisis. See website for a link to names of U.S.
representatives.*

•

Involve policy officials early in your endeavors so they better understand
opportunities for alignment and more supportive policies that can
pave the way on local, state and national levels. Engage state I/DD
agencies under Medicaid, departments of health and other safety-net
organizations.

•

Revise the IRS tax code incentivizing (1) donations to nonprofits that
provide housing, LTSS or community-based services to people with
autism or I/DD; and (2) private investment or bequeathment of housing
for individual families in positions to save for and invest in future
homeownership for a dependent loved one.

•

Create private real estate funds yielding multiple rates of return, including
social impact.

•

Provide regulatory exceptions and incentivize innovation of publicprivate-philanthropic-nonprofit partnerships that infuse the marketplace
with needed tools for developing deeply affordable, sustainable
supportive housing that includes cost-saving technology.

Encourage state and local jurisdictions to remove zoning or land-use
barriers and expedite approval to develop supportive housing on property
owned or controlled by organizations guided by social missions.

5. Collaborate on data collection.
•

7. Introduce new financing structures and instruments.

•

Demonstrate what is working and what needs to work better for diverse
individuals and properties. Update segmentation of data currently being
collected—including government-funded Developmental Disabilities
Projects of National Significance—to include service delivery models,
level of support needs and property development type to enable the
alignment of data points and collection platforms.

•

Seek government and private innovation funding to research, create
and measure the impact of innovative models of supportive housing—
including supportive and physical amenities—and prevent displacement
or homelessness of at-risk populations with autism and I/DD.

•

Revise the census on homeless and incarcerated populations to facilitate
data collection so we can better understand the gravity of the number of
adults with autism, I/DD or other neurodiversity who are falling through
the cracks due to lack of housing or LTSS. Close the gaps through
updates to Medicaid and HUD eligibility criteria.

8. Build industry infrastructure and safeguards.
•

Set forth industry competency standards and protocols for supportive
housing that include property management, skilled supportive amenity
providers, and integrative housing and healthcare programs.

•

Invest in the recruitment, retention and development of career paths for
a robust direct support workforce of skilled, person-centered thinkers.

•

Increase the capacity, retention and accountability of case managers as
person-centered planning facilitators and implementers.

•

Fortify strong systems of accountability for identifying and preventing
abuse, neglect or exploitation of neurodiverse populations, especially
those with high behavioral support needs.

9. Create new, user-friendly resources.
•

Develop a new source to help families and friends understand how to
bequeath or purchase a home for a loved one with I/DD that protects them
from financial exploitation, provides an adequate plan for sustainability
and increases the housing stock available for others in need.

6. Expand programs addressing this at-risk population.

•

•

Provide Non-Elderly Disabled (NED) Housing Choice Vouchers to all
people with autism and I/DD who qualify based on their income.

Prioritize outreach and tools for senior family caregivers and their loved
ones in nondigital formats for transition planning to prevent traumatic
crisis placements or homelessness.

•

Make Medicaid HCBS waivers an entitlement so that every person who
needs LTSS can receive services in the home of their choice.

•

Develop a coalition of professionals who can provide training and technical
assistance to existing and emerging neuro-inclusive developments.

•

Leverage the success of the Low Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC)
model and develop a Supportive Housing Tax Credit program to help
fund the rapid development of supportive housing for people with
disabilities.

•

Alter current affordable housing financing sources and structures in
response to demand, which may include prioritizing a percentage of
Housing Trust Funds to focus on increasing access to housing for at-risk
populations with autism or other I/DD.

*U.S. House of Representatives: http://www.house.gov; U.S. Senate: http://www.senate.gov. You can also get the phone
number for your member of Congress using the U.S. Capitol Switchboard: 202224-3121. The White House website also
has a form where you can send the president a message: http://www.whitehouse.gov/.

Let us mark this point in history as the time we ignited a more hopeful generation of options
for individuals with autism and other I/DD and their families. Regardless of level of support
needs—from low to very high—a diagnosis need not stand in the way of homes, friends, jobs
and supportive communities. By working together and bridging innovation across different
locations and sectors, we can create an array of neuro-inclusive housing opportunities and fuel
a new wave of residential options that become a permanent, valued and healthy dimension of
housing markets in communities everywhere.
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Worksheets
If you are a developer, financier, advocate, policymaker,
family member and/or individual with a neurodiversity, use
the following worksheets with the nomenclature to dream,
brainstorm, plan and take action!
A challenge related to housing and services for adults with
neurodiversities is finding the right language to describe residential
options and communicate individual preferences.
These worksheets are tools for exploring, designing and communicating
about residential options. There is a worksheet for each section of the
nomenclature: residents, properties and property development.
Each box is a category from the nomenclature. Fill in the blank spaces with
terms from the nomenclature to describe yourself (if you are a resident)
and/or residents (if you are a housing provider), your current home or
property, and/or your dream home or property. For many categories, you
may find that more than one term applies.
You may only want to complete one or two of the three worksheets.
Start wherever you wish—and go as far as you like!
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Residents Worksheet
Housing developers and financiers: How would you characterize the people who live (or will
live) at your development? Bridge this information with the Properties Worksheet to align
property characteristics with the goals, interests and needs of the residents you serve.
Advocates and policymakers: Who are the members of your community with housing and
service needs? What are their goals and funding options? Bridge this information with the
Properties Worksheet to identify met and unmet housing needs.
Individuals and families: How would you describe yourself (or your loved one) to a housing
provider, case manager or advocate to make sure your housing, services and supports best
serve you and your goals, interests and needs? Bridge this information with the Properties
Worksheet to help identify your ideal home and/or residential community.

Life Goals

Support Needs

Funding Options for LTSS

LTSS
Delivery Model

Funding Options for Housing
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Properties Worksheet
Housing developers: How would you characterize your current housing project? How would you
develop housing for adults with neurodiversities and/or I/DD? How are you seeking input from
the people—current and future residents—you intend to serve when making decisions about
these property characteristics?
Advocates and policymakers: How would you describe the residential options available in your
community? How would you add to or adapt existing options to meet the goals, preferences,
housing needs and service needs of community members with neurodiversities and/or I/DD?
Individuals and families: How would you describe your ideal home and/or residential community?

Property Characteristics
Residential
Unit Type

Development Type

Lifestyle

Residents and Services*
Support Needs

LTSS
Delivery Model

Target Market
Physical Amenities
Supportive
Amenities
Property’s
Relationship to LTSS

Payment Model
Funding Options for LTSS

Funding Options for Housing

Private vs. Shared
Residence

*Sections in orange may have already been identified in Resident Worksheet on page 195.

Availability
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Property Development Worksheet
Housing developers: What ingredients did you (or would you) leverage to develop a housing
project for adults with neurodiversities?
Advocates and policymakers: What ingredients for property development are available in
your community? How would you add to or adapt existing ingredients to help meet the goals,
preferences, housing needs and service needs of community members with neurodiversities
and/or I/DD?
Individuals and families: How would you leverage resources for property development to
provide more residential options in your community?

Developer Type

Financial Stack

Land Source & Incentives

For Sale or Rent
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At-a-Glance: Nomenclature

Residents Nomenclature
Life goals
Learn life skills
Grow in independence
Build relationships
Get and maintain a job
Participate as a member of the greater community
Achieve stability
Be safe at home
Find a permanent home
Support needs
No support needs
Drop-in support
Low support
Moderate support
24/7 support
Daily medical support
Memory care
High behavioral support
One-on-one support
LTSS delivery model
Agency-based rotational staffing
Host home
Intermediate Care Facilities for Individuals with Intellectual Disability (ICF/ID)
Natural supports
Not applicable
Paid neighbor
Remote support
Residential transition program
Self-directed support
Shared living
Funding options for LTSS*
Medicaid Home and Community-Based Services (HCBS) waiver
Medicaid Intermediate Care Facilities for Individuals with Intellectual Disability (ICF/ID)
Medicare
Not applicable
Private pay
Funding options for housing
Bequest
Down payment assistance
Home loan
Homeownership Voucher Program
Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) Program
Mortgage
Private pay
Rental assistance
Single Family Housing Programs

*LTSS refers to Long-Term Services and Supports.
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At-a-Glance: Nomenclature

Properties Nomenclature
Target market
Adults with autism
Adults with disabilities
Adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities (I/DD)
Adults with high support needs
Families
Private vs. shared residence
General market
Private residence
Intergenerational
Shared with housemate(s)
Low-income residents
Multigenerational
Physical amenities
Neurodiverse adults
Accessible design
Seniors
Adaptable design
Students
Biophilic design
Cognitive accessibility features
Property's relationship to LTSS*
Common area space
Consumer-controlled setting
Easy-to-clean features
Provider-controlled setting
Extra-durable features
Hybrid setting
Recreational amenities
Relaxation amenities
Residential unit type
Pedestrian-oriented
Tiny home
Personal preference
Accessory dwelling unit (ADU)
Security features
Apartment
Sensory-friendly design
Townhouse
Smart-home features
Condominium
Transit access
Manufactured home
Universal design
Single-family home
Adaptable home
Supportive amenities
Single room occupancy (SRO)
Benefits counseling
Dormitory
Community life
Facility-based setting
Community navigator
Health and fitness activities
Development type
Housekeeping service
Scattered site
Life-skills training
Mixed-use development
Meal service
Cohousing community
Personal preference
Group living
Resident assistant
Planned community
Workplace and vocational support
Student housing
Group home
Payment model
Other residential facility for people with I/DD
Rental/lease
Assisted living
Affordable rental/lease
Nursing home
Tuition-based
Cooperative ownership
Lifestyle
Subsidized homeownership
Active-living community
Group ownership
Agricultural/ranching community
Individual ownership
Faith-based community
Intentional community
Availability
Live-Work-Play
Planning stages
Personal preference
Pre-development
Pet-friendly
Pre-sales/leasing
Available
Waitlist

At-a-Glance: Nomenclature

Property Development
Nomenclature
Developer type
Joint venture
Nonprofit developer
Private developer
Financial stack
Affordable Multifamily Housing Bonds
Capital campaign
Charitable campaign
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Programs
Community Development Financial Institutions (CDFI) Fund
Grants
Home Investment Partnerships Program (HOME) Program
Housing Finance Agencies
Housing Trust Fund (HTF)
Impact investment
Low-Income Housing Tax Credit (LIHTC)
Multi-family housing programs
New Markets Tax Credit (NMTC) Program
Philanthropic gifts
Private capital
Private sector loan
Rural Rental Housing Loans (Section 515)
Section 811 Supportive Housing for Persons with Disabilities Program
Land source & incentives
Bequest
Community Land Trust
Donation
Land lease
Place-based tax incentives
Publicly owned property
Purchase
For sale or rent
Rental/lease
Affordable rental/lease
Homeownership
Affordable homeownership
Mixed model

*LTSS refers to Long-Term Services and Supports.
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